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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
As reflected in its strategic priorities for 2013 and 2014, the City of Dawson Creek is 
committed to providing water security for residential, commercial, industrial, and 

agricultural usersnow and into the future. Because water supply upgrades are 
complex and costly, the City is also committed to investigating options and consulting 

with residents noweven though a major upgrade may not be needed for some time. 
This executive summary highlights outcomes of Phases 1 and 2 of the SURE WATER 
campaign, which were conducted in 2013 and 2014 respectively to inform residents of 
water supply options and potential taxpayer impacts, and to identify residents’ preferred 
water supply option and willingness to pay for it.  
 
This SURE WATER Phase 2 Campaign Outcomes report highlights survey findings and 
provides comparisons, where pertinent, to the 2013 results. The first of two sections was 
developed by Jan Enns (Jan Enns Communications) and Joanne de Vries (Alliance 
Communications) and outlines the information and consultation strategies, actions, and 
collateral materials used during the design and delivery of the SURE WATER Phase 2 
campaign. The second section was prepared by Cale Lewis (Discovery Research), and 
features the outcomes of the qualitative and quantitative research activities.  
 
RECAP: SURE WATER: Phase 1 (2013) 
The City of Dawson Creek contracted with Jan Enns Communications, Alliance 
Communications, Studio TGP, and Discovery Research to conduct Phase 1 of the SURE 
WATER campaign in April and May of 2013. The objective was to identify water users’ 
preferred option among the four presented:  

 Upgrade the existing system as needed 

 Build a new raw-water storage reservoir 

 Tap into groundwater aquifers 

 Build a new water pipeline.  

 
More than 1,000 Dawson Creek 
and Pouce Coupe residents shared 
their insights and ideas during the 
campaign. Outcomes of the 
qualitative analysis (611 paper and 
online surveys) were consistent 
with statistically valid outcomes 
from the quantitative analysis (400 
telephone surveys). 
 
Survey findings showed that in 2013 almost 80% of respondents supported the City 
investigating future water supply options, and more than two-thirds supported the 
development of a new water pipeline to either the Peace River or Murray River. This  

         2013 Preferred Options 

New 
pipeline

66%

Existing 
system 

15%

New 
reservoir 

15%

Groundwater 4%
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compared with 15% support for upgrading the existing system as needed, 15% support 
for the construction of a new raw-water reservoir, and 4% support for the use of 
groundwater aquifers.  
 
Other findings of note showed that 82% opposed the use of fresh water for industrial 
purposes such as gas fracking, and 62% supported increased public education about 
water conservation.  
 
OUTCOMES: SURE WATER: Phase 1 (2013/2014) 
These outcomes provided the City with a strong mandate to move into the next phase of 
policy-making, research and costing. First, the City revised its Water Conservation Bylaw to 
prohibit the use of water for gas fracking during periods of drought. Then policies were 
introduced that direct future industrial uses, such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from 
the Dawson Creek Reclamation Facility, and that prohibit private truck fill stations from 
connecting to the City’s water system if they aren’t already licensed to do so.  
 
Council also asked staff to prepare a report on funding for a Peace River pipeline to help the 
City and residents to better understand how a major project could be funded and what that 
would mean to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis report provided 
three possible funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, and $100M) and explored options for saving 
and borrowing money, increasing water charges, and partnering with business and/or senior 
government.  
 
OVERVIEW & OUTCOMES: SURE WATER: Phase 2 (2014) 
In keeping with its promise to provide residents with updated information and opportunities 
for input regarding a potential pipeline, the City of Dawson Creek again contracted with Jan 
Enns Communications, Alliance Communications, Studio TGP, and Discovery Research to 
conduct Phase 2 of the SURE WATER campaign in late April and May of 2014.  
 
Campaign objectives were to: 

 Recap and revisit Phase 1 information and outcomes 

 Present updated information about population projections and the Bearhole Lake 
control weir (dam) 

 Outline funding scenarios and taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option 

 Gather public feedback based on the new information.  
 
Public feedback was gathered using a paper survey that was inserted into the SURE WATER 
newsletter delivered to all homes and businesses (116 responses), an online version of the 
same survey (103 responses), and a statistically representative telephone poll of 400 
residents. Results were consistent from all survey methodologies.  
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Survey findings show that: 

 The vast majority (93%) of 
respondents agree the City 
should investigate future water 
supply options. This compares 
with 80% support in 2013.  

 Half of respondents (50%) feel 
the City should move forward 
with a water supply upgrade 
now, while 43% feel the City 
should revisit the issue in 5-15 
years. Four percent are not sure 
or need more info.  

 A strong majority (73%) of respondents 
agree the City should start to save now 
for an eventual water supply system 
upgrade. Sixty-three percent are 
willing to pay $50/year more, while 
35% are willing to pay $100/year 
more.                                                                                                       

 Respondents are split over the need 
for a pipeline. Forty-three percent 
agree the City should move forward, 
26% are neutral, and 31% disagree. 
This compares with 66% support for a 
pipeline in 2013.  

 About one-third of all respondents 
are willing to pay an additional $50/year to help fund a pipeline, while 35% are 
willing to pay $100/year more.  

 A robust majority (77%) of respondents are committed to reducing household 
water use and outdoor watering if it significantly delays the need for costly 
water supply upgrades. 

 

The 2013 findings showed that 82% of respondents opposed the use of fresh water for 
industrial purposes such as fracking. While the 2014 survey did not include a question about 
industrial use of potable water, about half the respondents who shared comments felt it 
should not be allowed or that industry should pay a larger percentage of the funding needed 
to support a reliable water supply system.   
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Interestingly, only 13% of respondents had not heard of the SURE WATER campaign, 
compared with 26% in 2013.  
 

 CONCLUSIONS 
The SURE WATER campaign met the City of Dawson Creek’s objective of garnering 
widespread, statistically valid feedback from water users about their support for 
continued water supply system research, their preferences for water supply upgrades, 
and their willingness to pay for them. The following conclusions also highlight the shift 
in public opinion since 2013.  
 
Council and staff can proceed knowing that:  

 Almost all residents support continued investigation of water supply issues and 
options (93%, up from 80% in 2013) 

 Half of residents feel the City should move forward now with the design and 
costing of a water supply upgrade, while 43% feel the City should revisit the 
issue in 5-15 years, and 4% are not sure or need more info 

 A strong majority of residents feel the City should start saving now for a water 
supply upgrade, and are willing to pay $50 more per year 

 Notably fewer residents support the pipeline option now than in 2013 (i.e., 43% 
vs. 66%), and only 34% are willing to pay $50 more per year to support it 

 A strong majority are willing to reduce water use to delay costly upgrades 

 About half the respondents who shared comments felt that potable water should 
not be used for industrial purposes such as fracking, and/or that industry should pay 
a larger percentage of the funding needed to support a reliable water supply 
system.   
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 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
Phase 2 of the SURE WATER campaign was designed to:   

 Recap and revisit Phase 1 information and outcomes 

 Present updated information about population projections and the Bearhole Lake 
control weir (dam) 

 Outline funding scenarios and taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option 

 Gather public feedback based on the new information.  
 
As it did during Phase 1, the project team used proven consultation tactics and tools to 
inform and engage internal and external stakeholders during the project timeframe of late 
April to June 2014. Strategies of note included campaign-specific messaging and multiple 
opportunities for both information sharing and input gathering. Appendix B showcases the 
collateral materials used to support the strategies.  

 

Project Team 
These key stakeholders collaborated to develop and deliver the SURE WATER campaign. 

 Kevin Henderson, City of Dawson Creek 
 Shelly Woolf, City of Dawson Creek 
 Julie Rogers, City of Dawson Creek 
 Tryna Gower, Studio TGP 
 Kit Fast, Studio TGP 
 Karen Mason-Bennett, NEAT  
 Josh Anderson, New Harvest Media Inc. 
 Cale Lewis, Discovery Research 
 Jan Enns, Jan Enns Communications 
 Joanne de Vries, Alliance Communications 

 

Project Brand 
The project brand developed during Phase 1 was used in all 
Phase 2 materials. A tagline encouraging residents to 
“Continue the Conversation” was also used consistently.  
 

Key Messages & FAQs 
Jan Enns and Joanne de Vries worked with senior City staff to revisit the key messages 
developed for internal stakeholders during Phase 1, and then to revise them for use 
during Phase 2. New messaging was created for information that had changed since 2013 
(e.g., population projections, drought resiliency), and for the funding options and taxpayer 
impacts outlined in the Water Pipeline Funding Analysis. Once approved, the key 
messages were distributed to council and frontline staff for use in discussions with 
residents. They were also used in all subsequent collateral materials and as a guide in the 
development of FAQs for the website.  
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Primary messages included: 

 Water Pipeline Funding Analysis outcomes 
o The report outlined potential funding options and taxpayer impacts for a 

pipeline, and answered the following questions in detail: Does the City 
have the money now? Can the City save the money? Can the City borrow 
the money? What about other sources of funding? What about other 
funding models?  

  Updated population projections as predicted by BC Stats 
o The 2% annual growth rate used in Phase 1 to determine when the water 

supply would have to be upgraded was revised to 1%, meaning the 
current system could be suitable until about 2034.  

 Increased storage capacity of the Bearhole Lake control weir 
o Recent monitoring shows that the weir provides greater storage capacity 

than previously thought, meaning the City could supplement the existing 

supply for about ten monthsup from the previous estimate of six 
months.   

 
A secondary message highlighted the involvement of youth in discussion about the future 
of the area’s water supply. A student-led debate during the Community Water Security 
Forum was held in conjunction with a youth leadership conference called Water Works: 
Exploring the Value of Water at Home and Abroad.   

 

Information-Sharing Activities 
The project team used numerous avenues for sharing project information with internal 
and external stakeholders in Dawson Creek, Pouce Coupe, and surrounding areas. 
 
       Internal Stakeholders 

 The project team communicated with Council as needed through Jim Chute (CAO) 
Kevin Henderson (Director, Infrastructure and Sustainable Development), and Shelly 
Woolf (CFO).  

 Two Council Briefs were prepared during the campaign to inform councillors of 
project activities and to encourage their involvement.   

  
        External Stakeholders 

 Teaser information was included in the April issue of the City’s Our Community 
newsletter  

 A SURE WATER forum page was re-introduced to the City of Dawson Creek’s 
website and was updated regularly throughout the campaign. The page 
provided links to important information tools such as the 2013 outcomes report,  
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the Water Pipeline Funding Analysis report, the 2014 project newsletter, FAQs 
and, ultimately, display panels from the City’s presentation at the Community 
Water Security Forum. The page also provided links to three videos: the student 
debate at the forum, the Q&A from the forum, and an interview with the mayor 
done by DCSS students. The page also provided a link to the online survey. An 
email subscription was made available on the page for people who wanted 
ongoing information about the project.  

 A SURE WATER printed newsletter, containing a survey, was sent to all area 
households and businesses via Canada Post Unaddressed AdMail the last week 
in April.   

Newsletters were also available at Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe municipal 
offices, at the Dawson Creek library and pool, and at the Annual Kiwanis Trade 
Show. About 7,500 copies of the newsletter were circulated.  

The newsletter included an invitation to the Community Water Security Forum, a 
recap of last year’s campaign and outcomes, information from the Water Pipeline 
Funding Analysis report, and an update of information the City gathered since 2013 
regarding population projections and the Bearhole Lake control weir.   

 A document outlining Frequently Asked Questions and associated answers was 
available on the website in early May.  

 The Community Water Security Forum held at the Encana Events Centre May 
8th drew more than 100 Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents. An open 
house with display panels was held from 5-9pm, a student debate was held 
from 5:30-6:30, and presentations were given by Kevin Henderson and Shelly 
Woolf at 7pm. 

 A promotional video featuring Mayor Dale Bumstead and a Dawson Creek 
Secondary School student was available on the website and promoted through 
social media.  

 A unique and fun opportunity was provided through the SURE WATER Talks 
campaign, which offered a free pizza along with newsletters and surveys for 
groups that wanted to gather and discuss the future of water in the Dawson 
Creek area. Three residents picked up the kits.   

 A video featuring the forum presentation made by City staff was posted to the 
website and promoted through social media following the Community Water 
Security Forum.  

 All above-mentioned collateral materials can be found in Appendix B.  
 

 Promotional Activities 
 The project team utilized various promotional tools:  

 A poster and newspaper ad were created to build awareness around the 
Community Water Security Forum. Posters were distributed to about 15  
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locations through the area in late April, and the ad ran twice in the local 
newspaper leading up to the Community Water Security Forum.  

 A social media campaign provided five project updates before and after the 
Community Water Security Forum via Facebook and to residents who signed up 
for email updates. Posts were also shared amongst followers of Studio TGP, 
NEAT, and the Encana Events Centre.  

 A trade shown booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade Show hosted by the Northern 
Environmental Action Team drew about 400 visitors between April 11th and  
13th. The booth featured a stand-up poster inviting people to attend the 
Community Water Security From on May 8th, and a handout that outlined the 
campaign process and opportunities for input.  

 The media campaign included three news releases, radio PSAs, and on-air 
interviews. Up-take from the local media was strong, and contributed to the 
overall success of the campaign. Copies of the media clippings are available 
through City Hall.   

 All above-mentioned collateral materials can be found in Appendix B.  
 
Telephone survey outcomes showed that water users learned about the SURE WATER 
campaign through a variety of channels: 

 47% heard about it through the local newspaper, compared with 31% in 2013 

 33% heard about it through word of mouth, compared with 28% in 2013 

 13% through radio, compared with 12 % in 2013  

 13% through newsletter in mailbox, compared with 12% in 2013 

 13% through TV, compared with 8% in 2013 

 9%  through online news and social media, compared with 7% in 2013 

Interestingly, only 13% of those called to participate in the telephone survey had not 
heard about the campaign. This compares with 26% last year.   
 

Input-Gathering Activities  
The project enabled and encouraged public input throughout the campaign. City staff, 
along with Jan Enns, Joanne de Vries, and Cale Lewis from Discovery Research, 
developed a set of questions that was used for virtually all research.  
 
Qualitative Research 
Qualitative research tools included a paper survey attached to the printed newsletter and an 
online survey used by residents on their computers and at the Community Water Security 
Forum. Public input via the feedback forum and the online survey was accepted from late 
April until the end of May.  
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More than 200 people responded to the paper and online surveys: 

 Paper Feedback Forms: 116 forms were completed and submitted to Dawson 
Creek or Pouce Coupe municipal offices or dropped off to the Dawson Creek 
library or pool. Data was entered into the online survey site by City staff (see 
attached report).   

 Online Surveys: 103 were completed (see attached report).  
 
Quantitative Research 
Statistically valid research was conducted by Discovery Research via a random 
telephone poll of 400 residents between May 9th and 21st, 2014. The poll was conducted 
using tactics designed to ensure a representative cross-section of area residents by age, 
gender, and location.  
 
Given the size of the area served by the City of Dawson Creek’s water utility, the  
combined survey and polling response rate of more than 600 provides a solid base upon 
which to build future decisions. Statistics generated from the sample size of 400 are 
accurate within plus/minus 4.9% at the 95% confidence interval (19 times out of 20).     
 
As shown in the attached research outcomes report: 

 93% of respondents agree the City should investigate future water supply 
options, up from 80% in 2013 

 50% feel the City should move forward now with the design and costing of a 
water supply upgrade, 43% feel the City should revisit the issue in 5-15 years, 
4% are not sure or need more info 

 73% agree the City should start to save now for an eventual water supply 
upgrade; 63% are willing to pay $50 more per year, and 35% are willing to pay 
$100 more per year 

 43% agree the City should move forward with the pipeline option, 26% are 
neutral, and 31% disagree 

 34% are willing to pay $50 more per year for a pipeline, and 21% are willing to 
pay $100 more per year  

 77% are committed to reducing household water use and outdoor watering if it 
significantly delays the need for costly upgrades.   

 About half the respondents who shared comments felt that potable water should 
not be used for industrial purposes such as fracking, and/or that industry should pay 
a larger percentage of the funding needed to support a reliable water supply 
system.   
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 CONCLUSIONS 
The SURE WATER campaign met the City of Dawson Creek’s objective of garnering 
widespread, statistically valid feedback from water users about their support for 
continued water supply system research, their preferences for water supply upgrades, 
and their willingness to pay for them. The following conclusions also highlight the shift 
in public opinion since 2013.  

 
Council and staff can proceed knowing that:  

 Only 13% of residents have not heard of the SURE WATER campaign, compared 
with 26% in 2013.  

 Almost all residents support continued investigation of water supply issues and 
options (93%, up from 80% in 2013) 

 Half of residents feel the City should move forward now with the design and 
costing of a water supply upgrade, while 43% feel the City should revisit the 
issue in 5-15 years, and 4% are not sure or need more info 

 A strong majority of residents feel the City should start saving now for a water 
supply upgrade, and are willing to pay $50 more per year 

 Notably fewer residents support the pipeline option now than in 2013 (i.e., 43% 
vs. 66%), and only 34% are willing to pay $50 more per year to support it 

 A strong majority are willing to reduce water use to delay costly upgrades 

 About half the respondents who shared comments feel that potable water should 
not be used for industrial purposes such as fracking, and/or that industry should pay 
a larger percentage of the funding needed to support a reliable water supply 
system.   

 

  

 



 

 

SURE WATER Phase 2 Communications Plan (1) 

SURE WATER Phase 2 Communications Plan (2) 

SURE WATER Meeting Minutes (March 14th, 2014) 

APPENDIX A 



 
COMMUNICATIONS/CONSULTATION PLAN:  

Water Security Community Consultation 
Sure Water Phase II                       

November 2013 to February 2014 
 

 
The City of Dawson Creek—on behalf of all water users, including the Village of Pouce Coupe—is seeking 
broad‐based public input to help guide future decisions regarding the development of costly water supply 
infrastructure. To that end, the City conducted a robust community consultation campaign to obtain 
feedback on the available potential options (i.e., maintaining status quo with upgrades as needed, building a 
new raw‐water reservoir, accessing groundwater aquifers, or building a new pipeline). In response to the 
input received, the City is now seeking to report out on the spring consultation campaign and to gather public 
feedback on the future of water security.   
 
CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES: 
The overall purpose of the Sure Water Phase II campaign is to continue the community conversation about 
planning for the future of the community’s water supply. Building on the success of the initial campaign, key 
objectives of the Sure Water Phase II community information and consultation campaign would be to: 
 Recap what was presented in the spring consultation campaign 
 Recap the feedback received 
 Provide an update on the ongoing and necessary improvements to existing water services 
 Provide an update on changes to water used for fracking policies based on feedback from the spring 

consultation 
 Provide a summary of the potential funding scenarios for the option to build a water line to the Peace 

River  
 Provide an update on recent population projections that may impact planning horizons 
 Provide an update on other provincial guidelines and polices regarding water use and water 

conservation in British Columbia 
 Seek feedback from the community on a number of key questions ranging from level of support for 

timing, funding, and new policies such as the recent water used for fracking policy changes, to name a 
few. 

 
The following communications/consultation plan outlines how the project team—including elected 
officials and staff and the consultants—can deliver the recommended strategies and actions needed to 
achieve the above‐mentioned objectives. This plan has been developed by Jan Enns (Jan Enns 
Communications) and Joanne de Vries (Fresh Outlook Foundation).  Design work is being provided by Tryna 
Gower Photography. As a living document, the plan will be revised as needed to meet unfolding project 
objectives.  
 
CAMPAIGN TIMELINE:  
November 2013 – February 2014 
 
TARGET AUDIENCES: 

Internal stakeholders include elected officials and staff.  The objectives of internal communications are to:   
 Inform internal stakeholders of project processes, meeting dates and times, and contact people 

and information 
 Respond to internal stakeholders’ requests for information clearly and consistently 
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 Enable elected representatives and key staff to respond to comments, concerns and questions 
by presenting an informed, clear, and consistent message  

 Identify project media spokespersons and provide orientation. 
 
External stakeholders include taxpayers, residents of all ages, community associations, businesses, 
industry, and the media. The objectives of communications to external stakeholders are to:  
 Provide clear, relevant, and timely information that will enable and encourage informed input  
 Undertake a process that ensures broad‐based participation 
 Respond promptly to requests for information 
 Conduct open, honest, and proactive communications and address misinformation promptly. 
 
To that end, the following communications/consultation action plan has been prepared for use by 
the project team.  
 
CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW 
The Sure Water Phase II community information and consultation campaign is divided into four 
phases for planning purposes.  
 
Phase 1: Project Planning and Project Administration 
This first phase of the campaign involves developing detailed action plans and confirming the use of 
the Sure Water logo, project email and email distribution network.  
Key messages and ongoing updates will be provided to Council to ensure clear and consistent 
messaging, intended to aid Council in providing information to residents and businesses. 
 
Phase 2: Develop Materials and Promote Community Meeting 
The Sure Water Phase II campaign will center on a community meeting similar to the one held 
earlier this year. Materials will be developed to promote the community meeting including, but not 
limited to the following. These are similar to the communications tools used to promote the spring 
campaign. 
 Newsletter that includes a feedback form mailed to all homes via Canada post 
 Posters for distribution throughout the community 
 An FAQ document to provide more detailed information 
 News releases and media advertising 
 Information on the Sure Water page of the city's website, including access to an online feedback 

form and other materials, for those who are unable to attend the community meeting 
 A recorded presentation, similar to last time and/ or a video may also be considered to help 

deliver the message 
 Posts on the City’s social media sites as well as distributing information via other organizations 

social media sites and websites 
 

Depending on timing and resources, outreach communications may also include presentations to 
community groups or attendance at community events. 
 
Phase 3: Host Community Meeting 
The first Sure Water Community Meeting held earlier this year was extremely successful based on 
participation and the amount of feedback received. Hosting a follow‐up community meeting provides 
the opportunity to continue the conversation with the community regarding the future of the city's 
water supply. Presentations for this meeting will include a recap of what was presented in the spring, 
the feedback received and what has been done as a result of the feedback. This includes information 
on the current and future state of the current water supply, the changes around the use of treated 
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Joanne de Vries, Founder & CEO 
Fresh Outlook Foundation 
Phone: 250‐766‐1777 
Email: jo@freshoutlookfoundation.org 

water for fracking as well as the detailed funding scenarios developed for the option to construct a 
water line to the Peace River. In addition, the consultation will help the City of Dawson Creek gain 
insight on the public’s level of preference for planning and funding future water supply options, given 
the recent information on the impact of BC Stats revised population projections and the funding 
scenarios developed for the option to build a new water line to the Peace River.  
 
Phase 4: Report Out 
The final stage of the campaign involves reporting out to Council and the community on the feedback 
received. A detailed report will be prepared outlining the process of the feedback received both at the 
open house and as well as via other channels, such as the newsletter and the online feedback form. 
News releases, website updates and social media posts will be developed to report out to the 
community.  
 
 

 

 
 

Jan Enns MA, Principal  
Jan Enns Communications 
Phone: 250‐769‐3627 
Email: jan@janenns.com 



Additions to Communications Plan
PHASE 2: SURE WATER Campaign 

 
February 26th, 2014 

 
Overview 
Further to our discussions, we wanted to provide an update to the SURE WATER Phase 2 Communications 
Plan. In response to Council’s direction and staff’s request, we have been looking at ways to build on the 
existing communication plan to become:  

 More about enabling and encouraging conversations around water  
 More inclusive of younger generations. 

 
After talking with Karen Mason‐Bennett at NEAT (Northern Environmental Action Team), who currently 
provides school and community water conservation education for the City, we recommend the following 
proposal that could very effectively accomplish both goals.  
 
NEAT is hosting Water Works, a youth leadership conference on water in Dawson Creek during Drinking 
Water Week, May 4‐10, 2014. They are currently seeking sponsorship from Encana as well as exploring 
other options.  This conference represents a fantastic opportunity to engage youth in our discussion 
during Phase 2 of the SURE WATER Campaign, which we have informally dubbed SURE WATER Talks to 
generate community conversations.  
  
The conference is for Grade 9‐12 students in school districts #59 and 60. Karen will be working with the 
Grade 10 Leadership Classes to develop and promote the program. We are able add to their program as 
well; here is an outline of some potential opportunities we discussed.  
 
We recognize this means a shift in previously discussed dates, but we believe this is too good an 
opportunity to pass up, especially with production and holiday schedules. Plus, the team at NEAT 
provides the ‘on the ground’ staff support needed for a localized consultation campaign to succeed. It 
also frees up time in April so that promotion for the SURE WATER Talks campaign doesn’t conflict with 
promotion for the annual budget consultation campaign, which could be confusing.  
 
Here is an outline of the proposed activities and new tentative dates: 
 

 April 11‐13 – Dawson Creek Annual Kiwanis Trade Show 
• Promote upcoming conference and open house during May’s Drinking Water Week 
• Report out on last year’s SURE WATER campaign (e.g., what was presented, what 

we heard) 
• Provide information on what to expect at upcoming open house during Drinking 

Water Week (Thursday, May 8) 
• Provide information about water conservation  
 

 April 28 – SURE WATER Talks newsletter with feedback questions mailed to all homes and 
businesses via Canada Post 

• Mail to households week of April 28th (or earlier if possible) 
• Use to  promote open house on May 8th   
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Joanne de Vries, Founder & CEO 
Fresh Outlook Foundation 
Phone: 250‐766‐1777 
Email: jo@freshoutlookfoundation.org 

• Use to promote water workshops at the conference (it is open to both youth and 
community) 

• Include discussion questions and feedback (survey) questions 
 

 May 8 – Host SURE WATER Talks open house during water conference  
• Have a panel present to talk about various aspects (e.g., costs, pipeline options, 

alternatives, youth perspective) 
• Use hand‐held polling clickers to get real‐time data so participants could see what 

others are saying 
• Include youth on the panel to ensure a multi‐generational perspective  
• Kick off SURE WATER Talks during the month of May 

 

 May 8‐31 – SURE WATER Talks: Community Conversations 
• Give presentations to community groups (gives enough time to send offer to speak 

out in March to get on May agenda)  
• Have NEAT do classroom presentations 
• Promote the newsletter, narrated webinar, and feedback opportunities 
• Encourage people to pick up their discussion guides (The video‐based discussion 

guide would consist of a short video with someone narrating the ‘story’ and shots of 
current water system. People would be encouraged to watch and then instructed to 
hit ‘pause’ while they discuss the discussion questions shown on the screen. The 
video can be played for a small group on a lap top or larger group. As for a narrator, 
it would be great to use either a well‐spoken student that encourages input for the 
sake of their future and/or a locally known, well‐liked person) 

 
  June – Report out 

• Present findings to Council   
• Distribute news releases and ads to share the findings and Council’s response to 

them 
 
 Future TBD – Report out based on Council decisions 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Jan Enns MA, Principal  
Jan Enns Communications 
Phone: 250‐769‐3627 
Email: jan@janenns.com 
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Great meeting today…thank-you for your time! As promised, here are some items we wanted to provide 
as an update and some questions for clarification.  
 
Content/Messaging 

 Focus not on costs, but on funding options and taxpayer impacts. The next step, if the public 
wants to proceed now, is to undertake detailed engineering and costing for the preferred 
option.  

 Jan and Jo to prepare draft of survey/feedback questions for team to review 
 Jo to prepare copy for four-page newsletter  
 Jo to get approval for website, social media, and news release copy 

 
Community Water Security Forum 

 Need to confirm location. The youth conference is being held in the gym at the high school. We 
can have the event there, however we are not sure that is an adequate facility.  

 Need to confirm panelists and what their focus would be. It's our understanding we should do 
one presentation only at 7 PM. As previously discussed this would be a panel. Here are some 
preliminary ideas for panelists and their topics: 

─ Kevin to talk about what we heard in Phase 1, what we now know (i.e., population 
projections, weir capacity, and pipeline funding analysis) and the purpose of the Phase 2 
campaign 

─ Shelly to talk about options for funding 
─ Youth leader to talk about youth perspective, importance of planning, importance of 

water conservation 
─ Mayor to talk about community discussion…What is council hoping to learn? (Or maybe 

he starts?) 
─ Do you want to have same moderator again? Or would this be a role for the mayor?  

 While this may depend on the questions, do you want to have clickers so people could show in 
real time their perspective on various questions as we went through each panelist?  

 Could we have the iPad there so people can use it to answer the survey questions in addition to 
completing them on paper? 

 Will be doing display panels, presentations, etc., similar to last year 
 
Kiwanis Trade Show, April 11th-13th  

 NEAT is organizing. For SURE WATER we are planning to have a 2 by 3 mounted copy of the 
poster at the front door and a large 3’ by 4’ blow up of the poster hanging from the curtain at 
the back of the display.  

 They will use the handout we’ve prepared (8.5 by 11 poster on one side and high-level overview 
on the reverse).  

 Do you have any leftover copies of last year's newsletter that they could also uses handouts in 
case people want more information? 

MEETING NOTES 
SURE WATER Campaign: PHASE 2 

 
March 31st, 2014 
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 Will there be anyone from the City attending who could answer any technical water questions 
or more in-depth questions? Karen tells me Chelsea from the water stewardship will be there on 
the weekend will be able to answer more technical questions. Haven’t been in contact with her 
before. Is she able to speak on behalf of City’s water system? 

 We are planning an orientation session for staff who will be working the booth. He/she will talk 
about basics, but not the details around the funding scenarios. It will be important for him/her 
to be briefed on the process and the reason for the consultation. Ideally, messages will focus on 
water conservation and encouraging people to participate in the May 8th event and discussion. 
Do you want to participate in the orientation call?   

 We will also need to update the website prior to this. We understand that Julie is now our 
contact for sending final versions of materials to her for posting on the website Facebook and 
the e-newsletter. 

 We will need to finalize the poster/handout this week as they will need about 700 copies by 
April 9th for the trade show. 

 
Youth Leadership Conference – FYI 

 Karen at NEAT advises that they will be running advertising for weeks prior to their water 
conference. Their ads will feature testimonials from people in the community talking about why 
water is important. We have asked to also include starburst about the May 8th forum and to see 
copies before they are published. 

 
Video 

 We wanted to get your thoughts on the use of video for this project. In reviewing what we need 
to accomplish in the most efficient, effective manner and the best use of money, we were 
thinking the video could be a short 30 second to one-minute appeal from the mayor to join the 
conversation. Could perhaps be shot on location at the weir or water system?  

 We have asked Trina for price on this are waiting to hear back 
 We are also thinking we could do another recorded webinar with both Kevin and Shelley to 

explain what we heard what this means. This could include the discussion questions… thoughts?  
 



 

 

FOR INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS 

Key Messages for Internal Audiences 

Council Briefs (#1 and #2) 

 

FOR EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS 

FAQs for External Audiences (on website) 

DC Our Community Newsletter 

Newsletter to all Homes/Businesses 

Survey in Newsletter 

Presentation PowerPoint 

Webpage information 

News Releases (#1-#4) 

Social Media Copy (#1-#4) 

Social Media Screenshots 

Poster / Handout 

Newspaper Ads 

Radio PSA Copy 

Media Clippings  

Display Panels for Water Forum 

School (Primary) Colouring Sheet 

School (Intermediate) Activity Sheet 

Video Script 

 

APPENDIX B 
Collateral Materials 
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Visitors Business Residents City Hall

SURE WATER presents new information and another opportunity for input!

Watch your mailbox

Watch your mailbox this week for your copy of the SURE WATER newsletter as we continue the conversation about our future water supply. In

it you’ll find:

a recap of info and outcomes from last year’s campaign

updated news about population projections and existing drought resiliency

info about three funding scenarios and possible taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option

a printed survey to share your thoughts about the future of our water supply in general, and the pipeline option in particular.

Get it online!

Read the SURE WATER newsletter  

Fill in the survey online  ! Survey open until May 30th, 2014.

Please be sure to read the newsletter to help you better provide your feedback!

Thank you! Your input is important and will help guide future decisions about when and how to invest our tax dollars so we

continue to have a safe, clean and reliable source of water. 

Join us on May 8th!

To learn more and share your thoughts in person, please join us at the Community Water Security

Forum May 8th at the Encana Events Centre. The open house runs from 5-9pm with a presentation

and panel discussion about what we’ve done and discovered since last year at 7 pm.

Host a SURE WATER Talk in May

Get together with family and friends to talk about water – how we use it, how we protect it and what

we’ll need for the future – and to help, we’ll even throw in the pizza!

Simply visit City Hall during the month of May to pick up your SURE WATER Talk conversation kit!

Stay tuned for more news as the campaign unfolds!

Watch this page for more info!

To receive SURE WATER campaign updates, simply sign up at water@dawsoncreek.ca.

BACKGROUND

Last spring the City of Dawson Creek launched Phase 1 of the SURE WATER Campaign to inform and engage the public in discussion about

water security in general, and four water supply options in particular. Options and their estimated capital costs included:

Upgrading the existing water system ($16M)

Building a new raw-water reservoir ($22M)

Tapping into groundwater aquifers (cost unknown)

Building a pipeline to the Peace or Murray River ($57M).

Through extensive consultation it became clear that residents preferred the pipeline option. Residents also showed their support for

increased public education about water conservation, and their opposition to the use of fresh water for industrial purposes such as natural

gas fracking.

In response, the City:

Revised its water conservation bylaw to prohibit the use of water for fracking during periods of drought

Introduced a policy that directs future industrial uses, such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from the Dawson Creek Reclamation

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
javascript:;
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/waterforum/surewater_newsletter_web2.pdf
https://www.surveymk.com/s/sure_water
mailto:water@dawsoncreek.ca
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Introduced a policy that directs future industrial uses, such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from the Dawson Creek Reclamation

Facility, and that also prohibits private truck fill stations from connecting to the City’s water system if they aren’t already licensed to do

so

Completed the Water Pipeline Funding Analysis    to explore how the pipeline option could be funded.

Read our FAQs below for more info.

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Kevin Henderson

Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable Development

Phone: 250-784-3622

Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Click a topic below or download printable version   .

2013 SURE WATER Campaign

2013 SURE WATER Campaign Outcomes

2014 SURE WATER Campaign

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Water Sources)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Water Storage Capacities & Enhancement Options)

NEXT STEPS

 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (ANSWERS)

2013 SURE WATER Campaign

Why did the City of Dawson Creek undertake the SURE WATER campaign starting in 2013?

The City of Dawson Creek seeks to provide an adequate and reliable supply of water for current and future environmental,

residential, commercial, and industrial uses in Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe. To that end, City Council’s strategic priorities for

2013 included ‘water security’  and exploring water supply options to determine which are the most effective, practical, and

affordable for the future.

The City of Dawson Creek also seeks to ensure an adequate and reliable supply of water during times of drought.

Technical studies to date have identified that the most workable measures are to increase raw-water storage, reduce the

amount of water we use through education and pricing, and shift industrial use to a non-potable (non-drinkable) source such as

reclaimed and/or recycled water.

In October 2012, a group of Dawson Creek residents approached Council about constructing a water pipeline from the Murray

River to the Arras Reservoir. The group believes this option will eliminate the need for water restrictions during periods of severe

drought, and address water supply and quality challenges well into the future.

Combined, these factors prompted Council to undertake Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign.

What were the objectives of the SURE WATER Phase 1 campaign?

Phase 1 was conducted during April and May of 2013.

The primary Phase 1 objective was to inform and engage the public in discussion about four options for building additional

infrastructure to ensure a reliable source of water for the future. Options included:

Upgrading the existing water supply system as needed

Building a new raw-water storage reservoir

Tapping into groundwater aquifers

Building a new water pipeline.

Four options Sufficient to an Sufficient to an Provide water Rough cost to Rough cost to

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/water/Sure-Water-Funding-Analysis.pdf
mailto:khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/sure-water-campaign-draft/DC-Water-FAQs-Phase-2-FINAL.pdf
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Figure 2: Public Input on 

Preferred Options

Four options Sufficient to an

estimated

population with

fracking

Sufficient to an

estimated

population without

fracking

Provide water

in times of

drought

Rough cost to

build 

(over 20 years)

Rough cost to

operate

Existing system with upgrades 16,000 20,000 Limited $16M Medium

New storage reservoir 16,000 20,000 Yes $22M Low

Groundwater  aquifers Unknown Unknown Yes Unknown Unknown

Pipeline from Peace or Murray River 26,000 32,000 Yes $57M High

Figure 1: Options Presented During Phase 1 of SURE WATER in 2013

The City was also open to other ideas and options worth exploring.

How was information shared and input gathered during Phase 1? 

The SURE WATER Campaign was a comprehensive process that provided information and gathered feedback in a variety of ways.

Information was shared via the City’s website, utility bills, e-newsletters, regular email updates, social media, news

releases, posters, newspaper ads, a narrated webinar, a booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade Show, a newsletter delivered

to all homes and businesses, community presentations, and the Community Water Security Forum.

Input was encouraged through a paper survey included in the newsletter, an online survey, community presentations, the

Community Water Security Forum, and a random telephone survey.

2013 SURE WATER Campaign Outcomes

What did Phase 1 feedback findings tell us?

Council received the SURE WATER Information & Consultation Outcomes report in May 2013. The following findings were reported:

More than 1,000 Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents shared their insights and ideas during the campaign.

Outcomes of the 611 paper and online surveys were consistent with statistically valid outcomes from the telephone survey

of 400 residents.

Input received showed that residents are keen to discuss water-related issues, and have definite opinions about how

water security should be achieved.

Almost 80 percent of respondents support the City investigating future water supply options, and more than two-thirds

support the development of a new water pipeline to either the Peace River or Murray River (see Figure 2). This compares

with 15 percent support for upgrading the existing system as needed, 15 percent support for the construction of a new

raw-water reservoir, and 4 percent support for the use of groundwater aquifers.

Other findings of note showed that 82 percent oppose the use of fresh water for

industrial purposes such as natural gas fracking, and 62 percent support

increased public education about water conservation.

These outcomes provided Dawson Creek Council and staff with a strong mandate to move

ahead with the next phase of research and analysis later in 2013.

What did the City of Dawson Creek do in response to feedback findings?

The City responded to public feedback by:  

Publishing a follow-up SURE WATER newsletter for all households and businesses that

shared findings about the four water security options that were presented during Phase

1

Revising the City’s Water Conservation Bylaw to prohibit the use of water for natural gas fracking during periods of drought

Introducing a policy that directs future industrial uses, such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from the Dawson Creek

Reclamation Facility, and that also prohibits private truck fill stations from connecting to the City’s water system if they

aren’t already licensed to do so.

City council also directed staff to prepare a report on funding scenarios for a new pipeline. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding

Analysis report provided three possible funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, and $100M), and explored the City’s borrowing capacity,

taxation, water utility funds, impact on other infrastructure needs, operating costs, and public-private partnerships. 

What did the Water Pipeline Funding Analysis tell us about a water supply upgrade of this size?

A number of key questions were answered in the analysis, among them:

Does the City have the money now?

Can the City save the money? Or borrow the money?

What about the City’s water fund? And other sources of funding?

DOES THE CITY HAVE THE MONEY NOW?

The City does not have the money now to fund the design and construction of a new pipeline, whether it cost $55M, $75M,

or $100M.

The City has $16.5M in the bank, about one-third of which will be used to cover operating expenses. The other two-thirds

sit in capital reserves for future capital upgrades. Some of the $5.3M in the water capital reserve has already been

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/sure-water-campaign-draft/fig2-outcomes.png
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Saving Money Annually by Cutting Services

in the Operating Budget

$55M 5% = $1.7M = 32  years

10% = $3.5M = 16 years

20% = $7M = 8 years

$75M 5% = $1.7M = 44 years

10% = $3.5M = 21 years

20% = $7M = 11 years

$100M 5% = $1.7M = 59 years

10% = $3.5M = 29 years

20% = $7M = 14 years 

Figure 3: Save by Cutting Services

Saving Money Annually by Increasing

sit in capital reserves for future capital upgrades. Some of the $5.3M in the water capital reserve has already been

allocated to other water projects.

The City’s 2013 operating budget of $34.4M is being used for service commitments and past capital obligations.

The City’s 2013 capital budget of $21.4M is being used to pay for upgrades to buildings, equipment, and infrastructure that

support City-provided services.

CAN THE CITY SAVE THE MONEY?

Yes, and this is a more flexible option than borrowing. The City would first determine how much money it would require and

then save annually to meet those needs. The amount needed would depend on how much money could be raised from

other sources (e.g., senior government funding and public-private partnerships) and when Council might proceed with the

project.

The report lists four ways money for the water supply upgrade could be saved; by cutting services, introducing a special

tax, increasing water charges, and/or taxing growth, as outlined below.

CUTTING SERVICES:

As shown in Figure 3, if the City chose to cut its operating budget by 5

percent, $1.7M could be saved annually and put into a reserve. This

approach would take about 32 years to save $55M.  As well, this

approach would require extensive and potentially difficult discussions

regarding what services and/or programs would be cut.

Similarly, reallocating any ‘general revenue’ to a capital water project or

reserve has the same effect as cutting services. Moving money from one

fund to another does not change the total funding envelope, just the

spending priorities.

INTRODUCING A SPECIAL TAX: 

Alternatively, as shown in Figure 4, Council could hold services at present

levels and, instead, save money by introducing a special annual tax. 

Again, the City would first have to determine how much to save each

year. Given the current tax model, an annual tax levy per household of

$2.07/$1,000 of assessed value (i.e., $312/year over ten years for a

$300,000 home), combined with a commercial levy of $6.92, would be

needed over ten years to raise $55M.    

Saving Money Annually by Introducing  a Special Tax Levy

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year

Residential tax levy: $2.07/year/$1,000 assessed value

Commercial tax levy: $6.92/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $2.75M/year

Residential tax levy: $1.04/year/$1,000 assessed value

Commercial tax levy: $3.46/year/$1,000 assessed value

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year

Residential tax levy: $2.82/year/$1,000 assessed value

Commercial tax levy: $9.44/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $3.75M/year

Residential tax levy: $1.41/year/$1,000 assessed value

Commercial tax levy:  $4.72/year/$1,000 assessed value

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year

Residential tax levy: $3.77/year/$1,000 assessed value

Commercial tax levy: $12.59/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @$5M/year

Residential tax levy: $1.88/year/$1,000 assessed value

Commercial tax levy: $6.29/year/$1,000 assessed value

Figure 4: Save by Introducing a Special Tax

 

INCREASING WATER CHARGES:
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Saving Money Annually by Increasing

Water Infrastructure Charges

(Based on a typical 5/8” residential

connection)

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year

From $222/year today to $786/year

20 years @ $2.75M/year

From $222/year today to $393/year

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year

From $222/year today to

$1,072/year

20 years @ $3.75M/year

From $222/year today to $536/year

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year

From $222/year today to

$1,439/year

20 years @$5M/year

From $222/year today to $715/year

Figure 5: Save by Increasing 

Water Infrastructure Changes

 

Saving Money Annually by

Taxing Growth

$55M 10 years @

$5.5M/year

40% increase in

current residential

and commercial

assessments

needed

20 years @

$2.75M/year

20% increase in

current residential

and commercial

assessments

needed

$75M 10 years @

$7.5M/year

55% increase in

current residential

and commercial

assessments

needed

20 years @

$3.75M/year

27% increase in

current residential

and commercial

assessments

needed

$100M 10 years @

$10M/year

73% increase in

current residential

and commercial

assessments

needed

20 years

The City provides water to about 5,000 connections. Users pay a ‘variable

water charge’ based on how much they use, which helps cover system

operating costs. Currently, this charge is $1.68/cubic metre for potable

(drinking) water and $1.25/cubic metre for non-potable water. The rate for

resale is either $2.90/cubic metre or $4.50/cubic metre, depending on use.

Each customer also pays a ‘water infrastructure charge’ based on

connection type and meter size. This revenue is used to cover water-

related borrowing and/or capital upgrade costs. In 2013, for example, the

average homeowner paid a flat fee of $222 to help maintain the water

system. The resulting $1.5M raised is being used to pay for existing water-

related commitments.

As shown in Figure 5, water charges would have to be increased

significantly to support costly water supply upgrades. To save $55M over

ten years, for example, the annual infrastructure charge for a typical

household connection would increase from $222 to $786, not including

variable water-use charges. To save the same amount over 20 years, the

annual residential charge would increase from $222 to $393.

TAXING GROWTH:

Some residents believe that a pipeline is

needed to accommodate growth (e.g., the

increased number of taxable properties,

homes, and businesses), so exploring how

much growth is needed to raise funds

without affecting the current budget model

provides useful information.

The average annual growth in residential

assessment values from 1999 to 2013 was

10.38 percent. The average annual growth

in commercial assessment values during

the same period was 13.76 percent. As

shown in Figure 6, these percentages, and

the resulting revenues, are significantly

lower than those needed to pay for costly

infrastructure upgrades. It is estimated

that a growth rate of 20-36 percent over a

20-year period would be needed to cover

the cost of a pipeline through growth

alone.

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY’S WATER FUND?  

Local governments typically use three

separate funds: one for general use, the

others for sewer and water. Each fund has

an operating budget and a capital budget

for infrastructure upgrades.

The capital portion of the City’s

water fund is supported by water

infrastructure charges paid by all

residential, commercial, and

industrial customers. While

residential and commercial

contributions will likely remain stable

or grow, new fracking regulations

and technologies make it unlikely

that future industrial contributions

will be secure.  

The 2013 water fund budget was

$5.5M, including $1.9M for capital

reserves (a very small portion of the

total needed to build a pipeline),

$2.5M for operations, and $1.1M for

annual debt payments.
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@$5M/year

36% increase in

current residential

and commercial

assessments

needed

Figure 6: Save by Taxing

Growth

 

Borrowing the Money

Current General Fund Debt = $19M

Current Water Fund Debt = $8.2M

Annual General Debt Payment:

$2.7M

Annual Water Debt Payment: $1.1M

Debt payment over 20 years

$4.6M/year with $37M in

interest charges

 

Debt payment over 20 years

$6.6M/year with $50M in

interest

 

 Debt payment over 20 years

$8.4M/year with $67M in

interest

 

Figure 7: Borrowing the Money

annual debt payments.

The outstanding water fund debt is

$8M, with annual payments of

$1.1M. The current debt will be

retired in 2027.  Council could

choose to defer any borrowing for

new infrastructure until the debt

from previous upgrades is paid off.

Council would also have to consider

the increased costs associated with

operating a pipeline. Annual water

pumping costs, for example, could

increase from the $30,000/year paid

today, to a projected cost of between $1.1M and $1.7M annually.

CAN THE CITY BORROW THE MONEY?

An alternative to saving is borrowing, which is undertaken when savings or other

funding sources are not available, or in combination with other sources. This option is

more costly due to associated interest costs.

In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debt, including general fund debt of

$19M (65.5 percent), sewer fund debt of $475,000 (6.1 percent), and water

fund debt of $8.2M (28.4 percent).  The annual principal and interest payments

on this debt are about $4M.

In 2013, Council committed to borrowing another $11.29M for road upgrades,

the Loran Reservoir, and the sewer trunk line. This brings total debt to $40M,

with annual principal and interest payments of $5.2M.

In keeping with provincial regulations, the City is allowed to increase debt

servicing costs up to 25 percent of annual revenues from the previous year. The

limit changes every year as revenues increase or decrease. A $1M change in

revenues affects the City’s borrowing capacity by $250,000. See below for a

2013 example of borrowing capacity.

2013 Borrowing Capacity = 25 percent x $40M in Revenue = $10M

Allowable Principal and Interest Charges

With an interest rate of 5 percent and a 20-year payback, the City can borrow

up to a maximum of about $120M, with associated annual debt servicing

charges of $10M. Given that the City already pays $5.2M to cover previously

committed debts, there’s not enough debt-servicing capacity left to borrow all

the money needed to design and construct a pipeline.

WHAT ABOUT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING? 

Cost-sharing with other levels of government and public-private partnerships are

potential sources of alternative funding.

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING: 

Other levels of government often support local government projects. The City has successfully shared costs with senior

government for the Multiplex, the Calvin Kruk Arts Centre, and other water projects.

Due to the slower economy, however, federal and provincial governments are giving less money to fewer projects. For this

reason, staff didn’t include a cost analysis for senior government funding in its report to Council. However, if Council

chooses to proceed with a water supply upgrade, sources of senior government funding will be investigated at that time.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: 

These types of partnerships are often complex to administer and can cause asset ownership and/or management

challenges.

Funding for the Water Reclamation Facility was provided through a partnership between the City and Shell Canada. In this

case, however, the City retained ownership and operation of the facility. In exchange for $18.3M in funding, Shell

connected a pipeline to the facility and receives three-quarters of the 4,500 cu/m produced daily.

A similar model for the pipeline would require an arrangement agreeable to both the City and a private-sector partner.

WHAT ABOUT OTHER FUNDING MODELS? 

If the community and Council decide to proceed with a water supply upgrade, other funding models will be explored. Whatever

model is chosen, the probable impacts include:

Increased consumption and infrastructure charges

Increased taxes

Increased municipal and community risk

Reduced capital spending and operating budgets for other services
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Reduced growth.

CAN WE AFFORD TO DO THIS NOW? OR SHOULD WE WAIT? 

These are questions that can be answered only after the City has engaged its residents in meaningful, inclusive, and productive

dialogue about Dawson Creek’s water security options and their associated social, cultural, environmental, and economic

implications.

While the SURE WATER Campaign has been designed primarily to present financial information, there are many other complex

factors that will impact discussion outcomes. As stated in staff’s report to Council:

“The community and the City of Dawson Creek are experiencing enormous change.”

“The pace of development is stressing existing infrastructure and the businesses and people who manage it.”

“All levels of government are under increased scrutiny to keep costs low and affordable for taxpayers, but cost pressures

of maintaining failing infrastructure keep rising.”

“The uncertainty of climate change and future market volatility further stress current systems.”

“Increased regulation often makes every day managing much more complex, and finding and keeping qualified people to

manage business operations in this environment is getting harder and further exasperates the situation.”

FUNDING SUMMARY

These challenging scenarios show how significant the impacts could be if the City were to cut services, introduce a special tax,

increase water charges, and/or tax growth to fund a large-scale water supply upgrade.

The funding analysis to Council notes that, “It wasn’t that long ago (2011) that the first water infrastructure charge and

increased water rates were applied.” This created much conflict and anger”…”especially from low and fixed-income residents.”

The analysis goes on to state that, “Funding a new pipeline using these sources would undoubtedly create further conflict and

anger, but more importantly it could create an environment of enormous financial stress for many businesses and residents.”

And because “people have limited amounts of disposable income to pay their bills,” they “could move to an area they believe is

affordable.”

During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER Campaign, the majority of residents who participated in the process supported the

construction of a new pipeline from the Peace or Murray River. But given this new information, and its short- and long-term

financial implications for current and future taxpayers, Council believes the public will want to reconsider the pipeline along with

the other water supply options.

What else have we learned since the Phase 1 campaign?

New information has also come to light about population projections and the water storage capacity provided by the existing

Bearhole Lake control weir.

POPULATION PROJECTIONS: 

Together, Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe have about 13,000 residents. Population projections for last year’s SURE

WATER campaign were based on annual growth of two percent. Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current

water supply system would be sufficient until the population reaches 16,000¾or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats has

conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is predicting an annual growth rate of one percent. At that rate, the

current system would be suitable until 2034.

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:

Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity and,

therefore, more drought resiliency than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water supply for about ten

months, which is up from the previous estimate of six months.

Combined, these factors indicate that the existing system could meet our water supply needs for longer than anticipated.

2014 SURE WATER Campaign

What are the objectives of the Phase 2 SURE WATER campaign?

The overall intent of the Phase 2 campaign is to continue the community conversation about the future of the community’s water

supply. Building on the success of the Phase 1 campaign, key objectives for Phase 2 are to:

Recap Phase 1 information and outcomes

Provide an update on the ongoing/necessary improvements to existing water services

Provide an update on changes to water used for fracking policies based on feedback from the spring consultation

Provide a summary of potential funding scenarios for the pipeline option

Provide an update on recent population projections that may impact planning horizons

Provide an update on the Kiskatinaw River weir and its impact on water supply

Provide an update on other provincial guidelines and polices regarding water use and water conservation in BC

Seek feedback from residents about their preferred approach to water supply system upgrades, timing, and costing.

What does the public need to know about the pipeline options?

During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, we presented the public with four water supply options and asked them to choose

their preferred approach. Outcomes show that more than two-thirds of respondents support development of a new water

pipeline to either the Peace or Murray River.  

This outcome prompted the City of Dawson Creek to explore funding scenarios for three ballpark costs ($55M, $75M and $100M)

and their potential financial implications. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis provides more detailed information for the
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and their potential financial implications. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis provides more detailed information for the

public to consider.

Since the research was done for Phase 1 of SURE WATER campaign, annual population projections for the Dawson Creek area

have been lowered from 2 percent to 1 percent, meaning that the existing system with upgrades would be adequate for a longer

period of time.

Recent monitoring of the Bearhole Lake control weir show that there’s greater drought resiliency than originally thought.

Council directed that this new information, combined with the findings from the funding analysis, be presented to the public for

further discussion.

Based on information presented earlier in this document, and using an assessed property value of $300,000, estimates for

increased costs to taxpayers are as follows:

Pipeline

Costing

Estimated water infrastructure charges  for an average

household IF ONLY WATER  INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES

ARE INCREASED OVER 20 YEARS (no added tax)

Estimated special tax levy for an average household  IF

ONLY THE SPECIAL TAX IS APPLIED OVER 20 YEARS

(no increase in water infrastructure charges)

Pipeline Cost

($55M)

Current annual charge $222

Estimated annual charge $393

$1.04/$1,000 of assessed value

($312/year for $300,000 home)

Pipeline Cost

($75M)

Current annual charge $222

Estimated annual charge $536

$1.41/$1,000 of assessed value

($423/year for $300,000 home)

Pipeline Cost

($100M)

Current annual charge $222

Estimated annual charge $715

$1.88/$1,000 of assessed value

($564/year for $300,000 home)

Figure 9: Estimated Household Costs for Pipeline

How will the SURE WATER Phase 2 campaign unfold to inform and engage residents?

The campaign will be conducted between April and June of 2014, as shown below:

April 11-13 – Dawson Creek Annual Kiwanis Trade Show

April 28 – SURE WATER newsletter with feedback questions mailed to all homes and businesses via Canada Post

April 28-May 31 – Online information and feedback form available

May 8 – Community Water Security Forum at Encana Events Centre from 5-9pm a presentation, panel discussion, and Q&A

starting at 7pm

May 8-31 – SURE WATER Talks: Community Conversations

June – Report out

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Water Sources)

What is the current source of water for Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe?

The City of Dawson Creek’s water source is the Kiskatinaw River located about 18kms west of the city. The river originates about

60km south of the city at Bearhole Lake. 

The City holds a permit received in 1960 to withdraw up to 18,000 cu/m per day from the river, up to an annual volume of 3.3

million cu/m.

Who uses the water?

Water use statistics from 2008 show that residential use in Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe accounts for 44 percent of total

usage. About 38 percent is used by industrial/commercial/ institutional connections, and 1 percent by agriculture. The remaining is

unmetered usage and includes leakage, firefighting, and hydrant and sewer flushing.

How much water do we use? And how much are we expected to use in the future?

Current daily water demand for all residential, industrial (gas fracking), commercial, and agricultural uses for Dawson Creek and

Pouce Coupe is about 550 litres per person per day. This represents about 44 percent of the 18,000 cu/m per day the City is

permitted to draw from the Kiskatinaw River. (When the river is low—typically in late summer, fall, and winter—the City can

extract only 9000 cu/m per day.)

Our current water supply system, with no upgrades, is sufficient for all uses (including gas fracking) until Dawson Creek and

Pouce Coupe’s current combined population of about 12,000 reaches 16,000.

If fracking use was eliminated, daily per-person consumption would drop to about 435 litres, and as a result, the current water

source would be adequate until the combined population reaches 20,000.

What is ‘fracking,’ and how does it affect our fresh water supply?

Fracking, short for hydraulic fracturing, is a drilling technique used by the oil and gas industries to release petroleum and natural

gas from shale rock layers deep within the earth. Vertical and horizontal drilling units inject highly pressurized fracking fluids

(including fresh water), which creates new channels within the rock from which natural gas is extracted at higher than usual

rates.

It is anticipated that the use of fresh water for fracking in the gas industry will continue to diminish as it has in recent years. Here

are the estimated amounts of water used by industry for fracking for the past three years:

2008: 310,000 cu/m (12 percent of all water usage)
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2008: 310,000 cu/m (12 percent of all water usage)

2009: 359,000 cu/m (13 percent)

2010: 450,000 cu/m (17 percent)

2011: 390,000 cu/m (16 percent)

2012: 322,700 cu/m (13.5 percent)

It is expected that these levels will continue to drop as the industry enables and encourages water recycling and salt-water

drilling solutions. The potential for new provincial or federal government or industry regulations to govern water for fracking is

also very real.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Water Storage Capacities & Enhancement Options)

What is the City’s current water storage capacity?

The City’s original water supply system from the Kiskatinaw River was built in 1943 and included very little storage.

In 1960, the City received a permit from the province to withdraw up to 18,000 cu/m per day from the river, but no more than an

annual volume of 3.3 million cu/m.

Over the last 40 years, a number of projects have helped build storage capacity to 2.5 million cu/m.

Trail Reservoir: Located just west of the water treatment plant, this reservoir was built in 1975 to increase storage by

454,000 cu/m. It holds enough water for about 60 days. 

Hart Reservoirs: Located at the highest point of the raw-water system, these reservoirs have provided storage capacity

of about 27,000cu/m for the last 30 years.  It holds enough water for about 5 days. 

Arras Weir: Installed in 1992, this project provided a small catchment area of about 300,000 cu/m that allowed the City to

draw water in times of severe drought.

Water Main Upgrade: The raw water main between the Kiskatinaw River and Hart Reservoir was upgraded to address

leakage problems and to accommodate future demands.

Hansen Reservoir: Located just east of the Kiskatinaw River, the reservoir was built in 2004 to increase capacity by

380,000 cu/m. It provides additional off-river storage and initial treatment for the river’s highly turbid water. It holds

enough water for about 50 days.  

Bearhole Lake Weir: Completed in 2009, this 0.84-metre weir on the headwaters of the Kiskatinaw River holds back water

and provides storage of about 1.4 million cu/m that can be released in times of drought. It provides enough water for

about ten months.   

As our need for supply and/or storage increased, the City partnered with senior governments, industry, and universities to

research, design, and implement effective, practical, and affordable solutions. While upgrading the existing system could continue

to meet our short-term water supply needs, there’s no guarantee this approach would accommodate future water demands or

reduce the impacts of drought.

What water supply options were presented during Phase 1?

UPGRADE EXISTING WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM AS NEEDED

The current water supply system, with incremental upgrades, could meet residential and commercial/industrial water

demands until Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe’s current combined population of about 13,000 reaches 16,000. If water

use for fracking was discontinued, the existing system with upgrades could meet the residential demands of about 20,000

people.

The estimated cost of this option over 20 years is about $16 million.

BUILD A NEW RAW-WATER STORAGE RESERVOIR

Additional raw-water storage has been recommended in every engineering study conducted for the City since 1960.

Former Dawson Creek Councils approved the development of a raw-water storage reservoir that would increase capacity

by almost 2 million cu/m. In 2007 the City bought 150 acres west of the city, and in 2012 preliminary engineering design

work began to better understand the requirements and costs of moving forward with this option.  

When full, the new reservoir along with the existing reservoirs, would sustain water supply at current usage for an entire

year without having to draw any from the Kiskatinaw River at the Arras Weir.

The estimated construction cost of this proposed reservoir is $22 million, which does not include operations or

maintenance.  

Plans to proceed with reservoir design and costing were put on hold in October 2012 when a group of local residents

proposed an alternative option that Council agreed should be considered by the public along with the reservoir option and

any other workable ideas. 

TAP INTO GROUNDWATER AQUIFERS

The City has explored what appear to be significant volumes of water available in the Arras area aquifers, as identified by

the University of Northern BC and industry partners.

Storage scenarios that would boost existing supplies from the Kiskatinaw River are based on the assumption that there

will be wet and dry years, or wet and dry periods within a year. In these cycles, water trapped during wet periods could be

used during dry times, as is being done on Vancouver Island.

Unlike the above-mentioned opportunities, this groundwater option would meet only a portion of the City’s water supply

needs, and only during times of drought.

The viability and cost for this option have not been determined. 

BUILD A NEW WATER PIPELINE

In October 2012, a group of Dawson Creek residents approached Council about constructing a water pipeline from the

Murray River to the Arras Reservoir. The group believes this option will eliminate the need for water restrictions during
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Murray River to the Arras Reservoir. The group believes this option will eliminate the need for water restrictions during

periods of severe drought, and address water supply and quality challenges well into the future.

Group members presented information comparing the water quality and supply properties of the Peace and Murray Rivers

to those of our existing source, the Kiskatinaw River. Their understanding is that both the Peace and Murray Rivers provide

higher volumes of better quality water, with their preferred option being the Murray River.

Group members recommended that work begin immediately to develop the Murray River as a new source to supplement

the existing system with an additional 14,000 cu/m per day. The group’s long-term vision is to convert totally to the Murray

River system, which would meet water demands until Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe’s current combined population of

roughly 12,000 reaches about 26,000 (with fracking), and about 32,000 (without fracking).   

Estimated costs of $1,000/metre of pipeline result in a proposed project cost of $57 million, which does not include

operating or maintenance costs.  

It should be noted that the Murray River option—and another one that included the construction of a water pipeline from

the Peace River to the Trail Reservoir—was studied by the City in 2003 and found to be too costly. It would put the City at

the limit of its financial capacity, and cause increased debt and higher water rates and taxes. It could also reduce or

eliminate funding for other infrastructure projects or service enhancements.

Presentations to Council regarding infrastructure projects are common (e.g., recent requests for a performing arts centre,

homeless shelter, water park). Council must balance competing requests with limited resources and decide which

expenditures are most appropriate for the community at large.

What about using recycled or reclaimed water to boost existing supplies?

In 2006, the City began looking at industrial water demands and options that would meet industry’s needs without compromising

its fresh water supply. The resulting Water Reclamation Project will take effluent from the sewage lagoons at the waste water

treatment plant and treat it to provincial standards for water reuse.

The City partnered with Shell Canada to fund the $18.5-million project in exchange for 3,400 cu/m of the 4,500 cu/m produced

daily by the water reclamation plant, which opened in 2012.

The remaining reclaimed water can be directed to other industry users.

Will water supply solutions be linked to watershed management efforts?

Yes. The City of Dawson Creek water stewardship program enables and encourages water source protection and sustainable

supply. It builds understanding about the watershed to improve water management practices by all users.

A three-year study with UNBC is nearing completion; preliminary results have revealed valuable information about river flows,

groundwater recharge, water quality, and land-use changes. These and other program outcomes will improve our ability to

accurately predict the possible effects of changing climate and land-use practices on both water supply and quality. 

Is water supply a challenge for other BC communities?

Yes. In response to the concerning trend toward more frequent droughts, the province released a Handbook for Water Suppliers

in BC to identify best practices for drought preparation.

Its key recommendations to water suppliers are to protect existing sources rather than develop new ones. To that end,

water suppliers are encouraged to increase public awareness about water supply (i.e., Dawson Creek’s current SURE

WATER Information/Consultation Campaign) and to enable and encourage water-use efficiency through watershed

education, school visits, and the water page on the City of Dawson Creek’s website.  

The City also used the Handbook for Water Suppliers in BC to help develop other water supply-related tools such as rate incentives

and a water restriction bylaw, and to help guide decisions regarding leak detection, water meters, reclaimed water, and flow

monitoring. It also helped elected officials and staff understand the importance of watershed stewardship and source system

management. That work has proceeded in partnership with the province, academic institutions such as UNBC, and industry

initiatives such as Geoscience BC.

NEXT STEPS

How can water users learn more and share their thoughts?

Watch for the information newsletter coming to your home and/or business the last week in April

Join us for the public meeting at the Encana Events Centre May 8th from 5-9pm (open house at 5pm, presentation at 7pm)

Visit the water page on the City of Dawson Creek website at www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/

Add your name to our email distribution list – simply send us your email to water@dawsoncreek.ca

For more information contact Kevin Henderson, Director of Infrastructure and Sustainable Development, at 250-784-3622 or

khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca.

 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/wordpress/disclaimer/
http://www.newharvest.ca/
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/
mailto:water@dawsoncreek.ca
mailto:khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca
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Darcy Shawcheck took first prize in the City  
of Dawson Creek’s first Facebook photo 
contest – the winter edition. 

The three finalists selected from the many 
entries were Darcy Shawchek, Kristin Wright 
and Jim Smith. 

Final voting  was by counting the ‘likes’ 
registered by the community. First prize was 
an Olympus Tough TG-610 camera. 

Stay tuned on Facebook for the next photo 
contest planned for this summer!

The winner is

Budget Consultation
Public meeting April 29th

7 pm @ the O’Brien Gymnasium

Photo by Darcy Shawcheck
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2
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Strategic Priorities 2014

Start work on the Fiscal Gap 
Challenge.

Complete and open the Calvin 
Kruk Centre for the Arts.

Tender, award and begin 
construction of the railway 
bypass trunk sewer line.

Complete the Sure Water 
Phase II public consultation.

Explore options for an 
economic development plan 
for the City.

www.dawsoncreek.ca/cityhall/citycouncil

Setting the agenda for a busy year
The City’s checklist of things to accomplish in 2014

he three strategic objectives 
for the City in 2014 are:

1.   A fiscally responsible and financially 
viable community.

2.   An informed and engaged public 
on critical issues facing the City. 

3.   Enhanced working relationships 
with the business community and 
with targeted sectors within the 
community.

“The best way for Council to make 
informed, responsible decisions is to 
engage the community,” says Mayor 
Dale Bumstead. “We welcome the 
community to come to the public 
meetings, email us, or engage in social 
media to let us know their opinions.”

Five priorities were established to 
meet these objectives. 

1. The fiscal gap challenge is the gap 
between expected money in, and 
promised money out. Work on this 
issue will begin by forming a City 
task group of Councillors, senior 
staff and citizens to develop a 
policy framework that will speak 
to the issue and engage the 
community.

2. The Calvin Kruk Centre for the Arts 
is scheduled to open this summer. 
The local contractor is making 
progress completing the downstairs 
interior and a proposed operating 
program is being developed for the 
facility. 

T



Like the City of Dawson Creek  
on Facebook to comment or 

 for regular updates.
 www.dawsoncreek.ca

admin@dawsoncreek.ca
250-784-3600

Dial 311
Printed on 100% post consumer recycled paper

Join Phase II of the Sure Water conversation! 
Check your mailbox and the City website for information to come.

Taking care of both sides of the track
The railway bypass trunk sewer line will ease the pressure

he proposed railway bypass 
trunk sewer line is designed 
to help with two issues facing 

the City.

The first issue is flooding of 
basements during heavy rain 
events and the second is increased 
pressure on sewer lines due to 
residential development on the 
north side of the City.

Routing the sewer outfall from 
the north side directly to the City’s 
lagoons will take the pressure off 
existing system capacity on the 
south side of the City, and will allow 
room for continued growth on the 
north side of the City.

The gravity-feed sewer line will run 
from 15th Street along the north 
side of the railway tracks to 1st street 
where it will head south to siphon 
under the creek up into the existing 
City lagoon system. 

The sewer line will be approximately 
4.7 km long with connections to the 
existing sanitary system to intercept 
flows from the northern part of  
the City. 

The project will include 28 
manholes for maintenance access, 
as well as diversion and flushing 
chambers. 

The amount to be borrowed by  
the City for this project will not 
exceed $8,000,000 and is repayable 
over 20 years. 

The annual debt servicing payment 
on this borrowing is estimated 
at $668,654 and will be funded 
by an increase to the fixed sewer 
infrastructure fees. 

Bimonthly fixed charges for an 
average household are estimated to 
increase from $14.80 to $31.71.

T

3.  Railway bypass trunk sewer line. 
(see article)

4.   Phase II of the Sure Water public 
consultation campaign will 
continue in April and May. 

  This process will look at cost 
estimates of the options 
associated with a proposed 
pipeline to transport water from 
the Peace River, and set a course 
of action for determining the 
preferred manner for ensuring 
an adequate and safe long-term 
water supply for the City.

5.  In past years, the Mayor took 
up the role of economic 
development officer for the City. 

This year, Council has decided 
to look at a formal economic 
development plan and the value 
of current initiatives such as 
Northern BC Tourism and the 
airport.

In June, Dale Wheeldon, 
President and CEO of the 
BC Economic Development 
Association and Colleen Bond, 
of EDCD Consulting will provide 
a workshop for Mayor and 
Council to discuss economic 
development options. 

The workshop will include items 
such as business retention and 
expansion, what an economic 
development strategy is and 
what an economic development 
officer can provide for the City. 

The Economic Development 
Advisory Committee will also be 
invited to give the consultants 
other perspectives from the 
community.

SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply



Join us as we continue the 
conversation about the future of 

our water supply! As outlined in this 
newsletter, the campaign runs from now 
until the end of May and will: 
• Recap and revisit last year’s  

Phase 1 information and outcomes
• Present updated information about 

population projections and the 
Bearhole Lake control weir

• Outline funding scenarios and 
taxpayer impacts for the pipeline 
option

• Identify public support for the 
pipeline option. 

LOOKING BACK…
Last spring the City of Dawson Creek 
launched Phase 1 of the SURE WATER 
campaign to inform and engage the 
public in discussion about water 
security in general, and four water 
supply options in particular. Options 
and their estimated capital costs 
included: 
• Upgrading the existing water 

system ($16M)
• Building a new raw-water reservoir 

($22M)
• Tapping into groundwater aquifers 

(cost unknown)
• Building a pipeline to the Peace or 

Murray River ($57M). 

Through extensive consultation it 
became clear that more than two-thirds 
of residents preferred the pipeline 
option. Residents also showed their 
support for increased public education 
about water conservation, and their 
opposition to the use of fresh water for 
industrial purposes such as natural gas 
fracking. In response, the City:
• Revised its water conservation 

bylaw to prohibit the use of water 
for fracking during periods of 
drought

• Introduced a policy that directs 
future industrial uses, such 
as fracking, to use reclaimed 
water from the Dawson Creek 
Reclamation Facility, and that also 
prohibits private truck fill stations 
from connecting to the City’s 
water system if they aren’t already 
licensed to do so. 

Council also directed staff to prepare 
a Water Pipeline Funding Analysis that 
explored $55M, $75M, and $100M 
funding scenarios and related taxpayer 
impacts for a pipeline. 

Read on for details, and then 
complete and return the enclosed 
survey (or the online version at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water) before 
May 30th.

SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Let’s continue the conversation about  
the future of our water supply!

Important 
survey 
inside!

May 2014

COMMUNITY WATER 
SECURITY FORUM

Join us as we continue the 
conversation about the future 

of our water supply!

Thursday, May 8th 

Encana Events Centre
#1-300 Hwy 2, Dawson Creek

Open House at 5pm 
(View displays and talk to 

councillors and staff)

Presentation at 7pm 
(Followed by a Q&A)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Kevin Henderson

Director, Infrastructure & 
Sustainable Development

Phone: 250-784-3622 
 khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca

LOOK INSIDE…
• New info about growth  

and drought resiliency
• Pipeline funding scenarios  

and potential taxpayer 
impacts

• Info about how you can 
share your thoughtsRecent monitoring on Bearhole Lake shows that the control weir (dam) has 

greater water storage and/or refill/recharge capacity than previously thought. 
The existing system, therefore, could meet our water supply needs for longer 
than anticipated. 



LOOKING DEEPER…
What follows is a summary of questions and answers outlined in the 
Water Pipeline Funding Analysis. Please note that the dollar figures 
are based on the best information available today, and do not reflect 
future variables such as inflation and interest rates. For more detailed 
information, see the complete analysis and/or the SURE WATER 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions on the Dawson Creek website at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

The $55M scenario is used throughout the text in this newsletter as 
it is closest to the pipeline design and construction cost proposed by 
supporters during Phase 1. Information about funding impacts for the 
$75M and $100M options is presented in the charts. 

DOES THE CITY HAVE THE MONEY NOW?  
The City does not have the money now to fund the design and 
construction of a new pipeline, whatever the cost. The City’s  
current capital budget of $21.4M is being used to pay for upgrades  
to buildings, equipment, and infrastructure that support  
City-provided services. 

CAN THE CITY SAVE THE MONEY?  
Yes, the City would first determine how much money it needs for 
a pipeline and then save annually to meet those needs. The amount 
required would depend on how much money could be raised from 
other sources (e.g., senior government funding and/or public-private 
partnerships), and when Council might proceed with the project.  

There are four ways the City could save money for a pipeline: by 
cutting services, introducing a special tax, increasing water charges, 
and/or taxing growth. 

CUTTING SERVICES: As shown in Figure 1, if the City cut its operating 
budget by 5 percent, $1.7M could be saved annually and put into a 
reserve. Using this approach would take about 32 years to save $55M, 
and would require extensive and potentially difficult discussions 
regarding what services and/or programs would be cut. 

INTRODUCING A SPECIAL TAX: As shown in Figure 2, Council 
could hold services at present levels and, instead, save money by 

introducing a special 
annual tax. Again, the 
City would have to 
determine how much 
to save each year. 
Given the current tax 
model, an annual tax 
levy per household 
of $1.04/$1,000 
of assessed value 
(i.e., $312/year for 
a $300,000 home), 
combined with a 
commercial levy 
of $3.46, would be 
needed over 20 years 
to raise $55M.

INCREASING WATER CHARGES: The City provides water to about 
5,000 connections. Users pay a ‘variable water charge’ based on how 
much they use, which helps cover system operating costs. Currently, 
this charge is $1.68/cubic metre for potable (drinking) water and 
$1.25/cubic metre for non-potable water. 

Each connection also pays a ‘water infrastructure charge’ based on 
connection type and meter size. This revenue is used to cover water-

related capital upgrade and/or borrowing costs. In 2013, for example, 
the average homeowner paid a flat fee of $222 to help maintain the 
water system. The resulting $1.5M raised is being used to pay for 
existing water-related commitments.

As shown in Figure 3, water charges would have to be increased 
substantially to support the pipeline option. To save $55M over 20 
years, for example, the annual infrastructure charge for a typical 
household connection would increase from $222 to $393, not 
including water-use charges. 

TAXING GROWTH: Some residents believe that a pipeline is needed 
to accommodate growth (e.g., the increased number of taxable 
properties, homes, and businesses), so exploring how much growth 
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Saving Money Annually by Cutting  
Services in the Operating Budget

$55M 5% = $1.7M = 32  years
10% = $3.5M = 16 years 
20% = $7M = 8 years

$75M 5% = $1.7M = 44 years
10% = $3.5M = 21 years
20% = $7M = 11 years

$100M
5% = $1.7M = 59 years
10% = $3.5M = 29 years
20% = $7M = 14 years

Figure 1: Save by Cutting Services 

Saving Money Annually Introducing a Special Tax Levy

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.07/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.92/year/$1,000 assessed value 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.04/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $3.46/year/$1,000 assessed value

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.82/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $9.44/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $3.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.41/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy:  $4.72/year/$1,000 assessed value

$100M $100M 10 years @ $10M/year
Residential tax levy: $3.77/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $12.59/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @$5M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.88/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.29/year/$1,000 assessed value

Figure 2: Save by Introducing a Special Tax

Saving Money Annually by Increasing  
Water Infrastructure Charges  

(Based on a typical 5/8” residential connection)

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
From $222/year today to $786/year 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
From $222/year today to $393/year

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
From $222/year today to $1,072/year 

20 years @ $3.75M/year
From $222/year today to $536/year 

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
From $222/year today to $1,439/year 

20 years @$5M/year
From $222/year today to $715/year 

Figure 3:  Save by Increasing Water Infrastructure Charges



is needed to raise funds without affecting the current budget model 
provides useful information. 

The average annual growth in residential assessment values 
from 1999 to 2013 was 10.38 percent. The average annual growth 
in commercial assessment values during the same period was 13.76 
percent. As shown in Figure 4, these percentages, and the resulting 
revenues, are significantly lower than those needed to pay for costly 
upgrades. It is estimated that a growth rate of 20-36 percent over  
20 years would be needed to cover the cost of a pipeline through 
growth alone. 

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY’S WATER FUND?  
Local governments typically use three separate funds: one for general 
use, the others for sewer and water. Each fund has an operating budget 
and a capital budget for infrastructure upgrades. 

The capital portion of the City’s water fund is supported by 
water infrastructure charges paid by all residential, commercial, and 
industrial customers. While residential and commercial contributions 
will likely remain stable or grow, new fracking regulations and 
technologies make it unlikely that future industrial contributions will 
be secure.   

The 2013 water fund budget was $5.5M, including $1.9M for 
annual capital and reserves (a very small portion of the total needed 
to build a pipeline), $2.5M for operations, and $1.1M for annual debt 
payments. 

The outstanding water fund debt is $8M, with annual payments of 
$1.1M. The current debt will be retired in 2027. Council could choose 
to defer any borrowing for new infrastructure until the debt from 
previous upgrades is paid off. 

Council would also have to consider the increased costs associated 
with operating a pipeline. Annual water pumping costs, for example, 
could increase from the $125,000/year paid today, to a projected cost 
of between $1.1M and $1.7M annually.

CAN THE CITY BORROW THE MONEY?  
Potentially yes, but it is a less flexible and more binding option than 
saving. Undertaken when savings or other funding sources are not 
available, or in combination with other sources, borrowing is also the 

most costly option due to associated interest rates. 
In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debt, including 

general fund debt of $19M (65.5 percent of the total), sewer fund 
debt of $475,000 (6.1 percent), and water fund debt of $8.2M (28.4 
percent). The annual principal and interest payments on this debt are 
about $4M. 

In 2013, Council committed to borrowing another $11.29M for 
road upgrades, the Loran Reservoir, and the sewer trunk line. This 

brings total debt to $40M, with annual principal and interest payments 
of $5.2M. 

As shown in Figure 5, these existing debts prohibit the City from 
borrowing all the money needed for a pipeline. For more information 
review the SURE WATER FAQs at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.  

WHAT ABOUT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING?  
Cost-sharing with other levels of government and public-private 
partnerships are potential sources of funding. 

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Other levels of government often 
support local government projects. The City has successfully shared 
costs with senior government for the Multiplex, the Calvin Kruk 
Arts Centre, and other water projects. Due to the slower economy, 
however, federal and provincial governments are giving less money to 
fewer projects. For this reason, staff didn’t include a cost analysis for 
senior government funding in its report. However, if Council chooses 
to proceed with water supply upgrades, sources of senior government 
funding would be investigated at that time. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: While these types of arrangements 
are often complex to administer and can cause asset ownership and/
or management challenges, the City’s partnership with Shell Canada 
for the design and construction of the Water Reclamation Facility is 
unfolding well. The City owns and operates the facility. In exchange 
for $18.3M in funding, Shell receives about 75 percent of the 4,500 
cu/m produced daily, which it uses for natural gas fracking. 

A similar arrangement for the pipeline would require an 
arrangement agreeable to both the City and a private-sector partner. 

WHAT ABOUT OTHER FUNDING MODELS?  
If the community and Council decide to proceed with the pipeline, 
other funding models will be explored. But whatever model is 
chosen, the probable impacts include increased consumption and 
infrastructure charges, increased taxes, reduced capital and operating 
budgets for other services, increased municipal and community risk, 
and possibly reduced growth. 
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Saving Money Annually by Taxing Growth

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
40% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $2.75M/year
20% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
55% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $3.75M/year
27% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
73% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @$5M/year
36% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

Figure 4: Save by Taxing Growth

Borrowing the Money

Current General Fund Debt = $19M
Current Water Fund Debt = $8.2M

Annual General Debt Payment: $2.7M
Annual Water Debt Payment: $1.1M 

$55M Debt payment over 20 years  
$4.6M/year with $37M in interest charges

$75M Debt payment over 20 years 
$6.6M/year with $50M in interest

$100M Debt payment over 20 years 
$8.4M/year with $67M in interest

Figure 5: Borrowing the Money
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For more information contact: 

Kevin Henderson 
Director of Infrastructure and Sustainable Development 
250-784-3622  
khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca.

 This newsletter is published by

WHAT ELSE HAVE WE LEARNED SINCE THE 
PHASE-1 CAMPAIGN? 
New information has also come to light about population 
projections and the water storage capacity provided by 
the existing Bearhole Lake control weir. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS:  
Together, Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe have about 13,000 
residents. Population projections for last year’s SURE WATER 
campaign were based on annual growth of two percent. 
Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the population 
reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats 
has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is 
predicting an annual growth rate of one percent. At that rate, 
the current system would be suitable until 2034.   

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:  
Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir 
has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity and, 
therefore, more drought resiliency than previously thought. 
Storage could boost the City’s water supply for about ten 
months, which is up from the previous estimate of six months.

Combined, these factors indicate that the existing system 
could meet our water supply needs for longer than 
anticipated. 

LOOKING FORWARD…
This new information shows how significant the impacts could 
be if the City were to cut services, introduce a special tax, 
increase water charges,  tax growth, and/or borrow money to 
fund a pipeline. 

The Water Pipeline Funding Analysis notes that, “It wasn’t 
that long ago (2011) that the first water infrastructure charge 
and increased water rates were applied. This created much 
conflict and anger”...“especially from low and fixed-income 
residents.”

The report goes on to state that, “Funding a new pipeline 
using these sources would undoubtedly create further 
conflict and anger, but more importantly it could create an 
environment of enormous financial stress for many businesses 
and residents.” And because “people have limited amounts of 
disposable income to pay their bills,” they “could move to an 
area they believe is affordable.” 

During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, the 
majority of residents who participated in the process supported 
the construction of a new pipeline. But given the new 
information, and its short- and long-term financial implications 
for current and future taxpayers, Council believes the public 
will want to reconsider the pipeline option.  

To that end, Council 
encourages you to 
review the updated 
information and then 
share your thoughts via 
the enclosed printed 
survey or the online 
version of the  
same survey at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.

NEXT STEPS… 
SURE WATER input will be compiled and reported to Council 
later this year.
• If residents prefer to revisit the water supply issue in either 

5-10 or 10-15 years, the City will plan accordingly.  
• If residents prefer to move ahead with the pipeline now, 

the City may proceed with detailed design and costing. 
Given the significant cost of this option, a public approval 
process would be required to gauge public support for any 
borrowing that might be needed. 

HERE’S HOW YOU CAN HELP CONTINUE 
THE CONVERSATION!
• Join us at the Community Water Security Forum May 

8th at the Encana Events Centre (see front for details). This 
year’s forum will be held during Drinking Water Awareness 
Week and in conjunction with Water Works: Exploring the 
Value of Water at Home & Abroad–a youth-led conference 
open to all. 

• Complete and return the paper feedback form in your 
newsletter OR complete the on-line version of the survey 
during the month of May at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.

• Host a SURE WATER TALK with your family, friends, 
colleagues, and/or neighbours (for more details, visit 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water).

• Email us at water@dawsoncreek.ca 
to sign up for SURE WATER campaign updates. 

“…given the new information, 
Council believes the public 
will want to reconsider the 
pipeline.”



1. In 2013, water security was one of Council’s strategic 
priorities. To that end, the City undertook Phase 1 of the SURE 
WATER information and consultation campaign last spring 
to hear what Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents had 
to say about the future of our water supply. In 2014, Council 
committed to continuing the conversation through Phase 2 of 
the SURE WATER campaign.

Do you agree or disagree that water security is an important 
issue that should continue to be a Council priority, along with 
related public consultation? 

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

2. Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information 
has come to light about population projections and the water 
storage capacity provided by the existing Bearhole Lake 
control weir. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS:  
The current population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe 
is about 13,000. Population projections for last year’s SURE 
WATER campaign were based on annual growth of 2%. 
Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the population 
reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats 
has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is 
predicting an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the 
current system would be suitable until 2034.   

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:  
Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam) has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity 
than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water 
supply for about ten months, which is up from the previous 
estimate of six months– giving us more water in times of 
drought.

Given this new information, when should the City move 
forward with the design and costing of a major water supply 
system upgrade? 

	Move forward now

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 5-10 years

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 10-15 years

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

3. During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than 
two-thirds of survey respondents supported the development 
of a new water pipeline from the Peace or Murray River, at an 
estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff 
report to explore potential funding options and possible costs 
to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis 
provided three funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, $100M), and 
outlined options for saving and borrowing money, increasing 
water charges, and partnering with senior government and/
or business. 

In short, the analysis concluded that the City could save the 
money needed, but that it would require service cuts and/or 
increased water charges and taxes. It also reported that the 
City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed 
because it doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity. Nor 
could the City count on senior government support or an 
acceptable public-private partnership. 

Given this more detailed information, do you agree or 
disagree we should move forward with the pipeline option?  
(Choose one)

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

We need to continue the conversation about the future 
of our water supply. Your input will help guide Council 
decisions to ensure a reliable source of water for future 
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural uses. 

Please take a moment to share your thoughts by 
completing and returning this paper survey,  or  
by completing the online survey at  
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

Please be sure to read the newsletter first to learn more 
before providing your feedback. 

What do you think?
SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

(over)



Thank you for returning your comments by May 30th!

• Answer online at: www.dawsoncreek.ca/water
• Email completed form to: water@dawsoncreek.ca
•  Mail completed form to: City of Dawson Creek, Box 150, 

Dawson Creek, BC, V1G 4G4
•  Drop off completed form at: 

- Dawson Creek City Hall, 10105-12A Street.
- Dawson Creek Public Library, 1001 McKellar Avenue.
- Kenn Borek Aquatic Centre, 300 Highway 2.
- Pouce Coupe Village Office, 5011 – 49 Avenue.

If you agree we should move forward with the pipeline 
option, how much more per year would you be willing to pay? 
(Check all that apply) 

	$50 more per year

	$100 more per year

	$200 more per year

	$400 more per year

	$800 more per year

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

4. The City of Dawson Creek may eventually need a water 
supply system upgrade to meet the needs of a growing 
population. Starting to save now with increased water charges 
and/or taxes for all users could be implemented to prevent 
the added interest costs associated with borrowing later and 
to avoid burdening future taxpayers.  

Do you agree or disagree that we should start to save now to 
pay for an eventual water supply system upgrade? 

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree 

	Disagree strongly

If you agree that we should start to save now for a water 
supply system upgrade, how much more per year would you 
be willing to pay? (Check all that apply) 

	$50 more per year

	$100 more per year

	$200 more per year

	$400 more per year

	$800 more per year

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

5. In response to the feedback received during last year’s 
SURE WATER campaign, the City: 

• Revised its Water Conservation Bylaw to prohibit the use 
of water for gas fracking during periods of drought

• Introduced a policy that directs future industrial users 
(e.g., for  fracking) to use reclaimed water from the 
Dawson Creek Reclamation Facility, and that also 
prohibits private truck fill stations from connecting to  
the City’s water system if they aren’t already licensed to 
do so.

The City could continue to cut overall water use by reducing 
indoor and outdoor water use in City-owned facilities. 

How committed would you be to doing your part by reducing 
household water use and outdoor watering if it significantly 
delayed the need for costly water supply systems upgrades? 

	Committed

	Neutral

	Uncommitted

	Don’t know

6. How did you hear about the SURE WATER campaign  
and/or the Community Water Security Forum?

	SURE WATER newsletter in mailbox

	Dawson Creek Website (www.dawsoncreek.ca)

	Newspaper

	Radio

	TV

	Online news

	Word of Mouth

	Social media (e.g., Facebook)

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

7. Where do you live?

	City of Dawson Creek

	Village of Pouce Coupe

	Rural area

8. How old are you?

	Under 18

	19-29

	30-39 

9. Other comments?

	40-49

	50-59

	60+



SURE WATER
The Future of Our Water Supply

Kevin Henderson
Director, Infrastructure & Sustainable Development 

Shelly Woolf
Chief Financial Officer

Continuing the Conversation
SURE WATER: Phase 2

City of Dawson Creek
Village of Pouce Coupe



Continuing the Conversation

 Water security continues to be a Council priority

 SURE WATER campaign is:

 Recapping and revisiting last year’s info and 
outcomes

 Presenting updated information about population 
projections and existing water storage capacity

 Outlining funding scenarios and taxpayer impacts 
for pipeline

 Gauging support after this new information is 
considered



Looking Back

 Last year’s SURE WATER campaign generated 
discussion about water security in general, 
and four water supply options in particular:
 Upgrading the existing water system ($16M)

 Building a new raw-water 
reservoir ($22M)

 Tapping into groundwater 
aquifers (cost unknown)

 Building a pipeline to the 
Peace or Murray River 
($57M)



Options Presented in 2013

OPTIONS Sufficient to    
an estimated 

population with 
fracking

Sufficient to   
an estimated 
population 

without 
fracking

Provide water 
in times of 

drought

Rough cost      
to build 

Rough cost      
to operate

Existing system 
with upgrades

16,000 20,000 Limited $16M Medium

New storage 
reservoir

16,000 20,000 Yes $22M Low

Groundwater 
aquifers

Unknown Unknown Yes Unknown Unknown

Pipeline from 
Peace or Murray
River

26,000 32,000 Yes $57M High



Pipeline Preferred

 More than 1,000 
residents shared 
their views 
through printed 
and online surveys 
and a telephone 
poll

 Two-thirds 
preferred the 
pipeline option

New pipeline to the Peace 
or Murray River 66%

Existing system with 
upgrades 15%

New raw-water 
reservoir 15%

Groundwater 
aquifers 4%



Other Opinions

 More than 80% of 
those who provided 
feedback opposed the 
use of fresh water for 
fracking

 More than 60% 
supported increased 
public education 
about water 
conservation



Council’s Actions

 Water conservation bylaw now prohibits 
the use of fresh water for fracking during 
times of drought

 Policy directs future industrial operations to 
use water from the Dawson Creek 
Reclaimed Water Plant

 Policy prohibits additional private truck fill 
stations from connecting to the City’s water 
system



Water Pipeline Funding Analysis

 Staff prepared a report that explored the impacts 
of funding a new pipeline

 We do not know the cost 
of a new pipeline

 Cost estimates of $55M, 
$75M, and $100M were 
used to look at funding 
and taxpayer impacts

 The report was prepared 
in August 2013 using 
current info at that time



Does the City have the money now?

 No, but we could save or borrow it

 $16.5M: 2013 money in the bank

 $21.4M: 2013 capital budget

 $34.4M: 2013 operating budget



Can the City save the money?

 Determine amount needed and then save 
annually to meet that need

 Amount needed would depend on potential 
senior government funding and public-private 
partnerships

 Amount needed would also depend on when the 
community and Council decide to proceed

 Saving is a less binding and more flexible and 
affordable option than borrowing



Four Ways to Save

 Water Pipeline Funding Analysis outlined 
four saving options: 

 Cut services

 Introduce a special tax

 Increase water charges

 Tax growth

 Other (not explored)



Save by Cutting Services

 By cutting its operating budget by 5%, the City 
could save about $1.7M/year 

 Using the 5% scenario, it would take 32 years 
to save $55M or 60 years to save $100M

 Reallocating any ‘general revenue’ to a capital 
water project or reserve would have the same 
effect as cutting services

 Cutting services would require extensive, and 
likely difficult, community consultation 



Save by Introducing a New Tax

 Instead of cutting services, Council could save the 
money needed by introducing a special tax levy

Residential Tax 
10 years

Residential Tax
20 years

$55M $2.07/year $1.04/year

$75M $2.82/year $1.41/year

$100M $3.77/year $1.88/year



Cost per $300,000 Home

Saving for a $55M pipeline 
using a special tax alone 
would cost the average 

homeowner an additional 
$312/year for 20 years

$55M
Saving for a $75M pipeline 

using a special tax alone 
would cost the average 

homeowner an additional 
$423/year for 20 years

$75M

Saving for a $100M pipeline 
using a special tax alone 
would cost the average 

homeowner an additional 
$564/year for 20 years

$100M



Save by Increasing Water Charges

 Annual water infrastructure charges would have to 
be increased to cover the costs of a pipeline  

10 years 20 years

$55M $222 > $786 $222 > $393

$75M $222 > $1,072 $222 > $536

$100M $222 > $1,439 $222 > $715



Cost per Average Household

Saving for a $55M pipeline 
using increased water 

charges alone would cost the 
average homeowner an 

additional $171/year            
for 20 years

$55M
Saving for a $75M pipeline 

using increased water 
charges alone would cost the 

average homeowner an 
additional $314/year 

for 20 years

$75M

Saving for a $100M pipeline 
using increased water 

charges alone would cost the 
average homeowner an 

additional $493/year            
for 20 years

$100M



Save by Taxing Growth

 The average annual growth in residential 
assessments from 1999-2013 was 10.38%

10 years 20 years

$55M 40% more assessments needed
20% more assessments needed

$75M 55% more assessments needed 27% more assessments needed

$100M 73% more assessments needed 36% more assessments needed



What about the water fund?

General Fund

CAPITAL BUDGET

OPERATIONS 
BUDGET

Water Fund

CAPITAL BUDGET 

(supported by water 
infrastructure charges)

OPERATIONS 
BUDGET

(supported by variable 
water rates)

Sewer Fund

CAPITAL BUDGET

OPERATIONS 
BUDGET

2013 WATER BUDGET ($5.5M)
 $1.9M for annual capital and reserves
 $2.5M for operations
 $1.1M for annual debt payments

2013 WATER FUND DEBT
 Outstanding debt: $8.2M
 Annual payments: $1.1M
 Debt paid off in 2027



Water Fund Considerations

 Residential and commercial water fees will 
likely remain stable or grow

 New fracking regulations and technology make 
it unlikely that future industrial revenues will 
be stable

 Council would have to consider pipeline 
operating costs

 Electricity costs could increase from 
$125,000/year today to between $1.1M and 
$1.7M annually



SAVE

 Cut municipal 
services

 Introduce a special 
yearly tax 

 Increase yearly 
water charges 

 Save revenues from 
assessment growth

BORROW

 City can’t borrow all
the money

 Borrowing is a less 
flexible and more 
costly and binding 
option than saving

 Future Inflation and 
interest rates are 
unknown

 Impacts on current 
and future taxpayers 
are significant 

OTHER OPTIONS

 Federal and provincial funding is limited
 Public-private partnerships are complex 
 These options would be explored if the 

community and Council chooses to 
proceed with a new pipeline

If the pipeline cost $55M, $75M, or $100M



Other funding sources?

 Senior government funding

 Supported the Multiplex, Calvin Kruk Arts Centre, 
and other water projects

 Limited due to current economic times

 Will be investigated if/when project proceeds

 Public-private partnerships

 Complex to administer

 An arrangement agreeable to both the City and 
the private-sector partner



Other funding models?

 Other funding models could be explored 
if/when the project proceeds 

 Whatever model is chosen, probable impacts 
include:
 Increased water consumption and infrastructure charges

 Increased taxes for current and future taxpayers

 Reduced capital and operating budgets for other services

 Increased municipal and community risk

 Reduced growth



New Important Information

 Population projections

 Last year’s SURE WATER campaign used a 2% 
annual growth rate, meaning the current 
water system would be good until the current 
population of 13,000 reaches 16,000, or until 
about 2024

 BC Stats now predicts a rate of 1%, meaning 
the current system could be good until 2034



More Important Information

 Water storage/recharge capacity

 Bearhole Lake control weir (dam) has more storage 
and refill/ recharge capacity than previously 
thought

 Improves City’s 
response to drought 
by supplementing the 
water supply for about 
ten months, up from 
the previous estimate 
of six months



Next Steps

 Your SURE WATER input will be compiled and 
reported to Council later this year
 If residents prefer to revisit the water supply issue in 

either 5-10  or 10-15 years, the City will plan 
accordingly

 If residents prefer to move ahead with the pipeline 
now, the City may proceed with detailed design and 
costing

 Given the significant cost of this option, a public 
approval process would be required to gauge public 
support for the needed borrowing



Have Your Say!

 Share your thoughts before May 30th

 Visit the kiosk here 

 Complete the printed survey in the newsletter

 Complete the online survey at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water

 Host a SURE WATER Talk with your family, friends, 
colleagues, and/or neighbours and enjoy a free 
pizza

 Participate in a random telephone poll if called



Thank-you for your interest                                    
in this important community issue. 

Your input will help guide future 
decision-making about the future 

of our water supply.



Help us continue the 
conversation about        
the future of our  

water supply! 
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Phase 2 of SURE WATER is underway!  
 
As promised by Council last summer, Phase 2 of the SURE WATER 
Campaign will continue the conversation about the future of our water 
supply. Running from the last week in April until the end of May, the 
campaign will: 

 Recap and revisit Phase 1 information and outcomes 
 Present updated information about population projections and the 

Bearhole Lake control weir 
 Outline funding scenarios and taxpayer impacts for the pipeline 

option 
 Gather public feedback based on the new information.  

 

TO LEARN MORE 
 Visit the NEAT booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade Show April 11th-13th 
 Read the SURE WATER newsletter due to arrive at homes and/or business by mail the last week in April 
 Attend the SURE WATER Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana Events Centre 
 Simply email us at water@dawsoncreek.ca to sign up for SURE WATER campaign updates.  

 
BACKGROUND 
Last spring the City of Dawson Creek launched Phase 1 of the SURE WATER Campaign to inform and engage the 
public in discussion about water security in general, and four water supply options in particular. Options and 
their estimated capital costs included:  

 Upgrading the existing water system ($16M) 
 Building a new raw-water reservoir ($22M) 
 Tapping into groundwater aquifers (cost unknown) 
 Building a pipeline to the Peace or Murray River ($57M).  

Through extensive consultation it became clear that residents preferred the pipeline option. Residents also 
showed their support for increased public education about water conservation, and their opposition to the use 
of fresh water for industrial purposes such as natural gas fracking.  

In response, the City: 
 Revised its water conservation bylaw to prohibit the use of water for fracking during periods of drought 
 Introduced a policy that directs future industrial uses, such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from the 

Dawson Creek Reclamation Facility, and that also prohibits private truck fill stations from connecting to the 
City’s water system if they aren’t already licensed to do so  

 Completed the Water Pipeline Funding Analysis (link to report) to explore how the pipeline option could 
be funded.  

 
Watch for more news as the campaign unfolds! 
 

mailto:water@dawsoncreek.ca


FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Kevin Henderson 
Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable Development 
Phone: 250-784-3622 
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

SURE WATER presents new information and another opportunity for input! 
 
Watch for the SURE WATER newsletter that’s coming to your mailbox this week. In it you’ll find:  

 a recap of info and outcomes from last year’s campaign 
 updated news about population projections and existing drought resiliency 
 info about three funding scenarios and possible taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option 
 a printed survey to share your thoughts about the future of our water supply in general, and the pipeline 

option in particular.  
 
The newsletter and survey are also available online at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water, as are answers to frequently 
asked questions (FAQs). To receive SURE campaign updates, simply sign up at water@dawsoncreek.ca.  
 
To learn more and share your thoughts in person, please join us at the Community Water Security Forum May 
8th at the Encana Events Centre. An open house runs from 5-9pm; a presentation about what we’ve done and 
discovered since Phase 1, along with a panel discussion, starts at 7 pm.  
 
BACKGROUND 
Last spring the City of Dawson Creek launched Phase 1 of the SURE WATER Campaign to inform and engage the 
public in discussion about water security in general, and four water supply options in particular. Options and 
their estimated capital costs included:  

 Upgrading the existing water system ($16M) 
 Building a new raw-water reservoir ($22M) 
 Tapping into groundwater aquifers (cost unknown) 
 Building a pipeline to the Peace or Murray River ($57M).  

Through extensive consultation it became clear that residents preferred the pipeline option. Residents also 
showed their support for increased public education about water conservation, and their opposition to the use 
of fresh water for industrial purposes such as natural gas fracking.  

In response, the City: 
 Revised its water conservation bylaw to prohibit the use of water for fracking during periods of drought 
 Introduced a policy that directs future industrial uses, such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from the 

Dawson Creek Reclamation Facility, and that also prohibits private truck fill stations from connecting to 
the City’s water system if they aren’t already licensed to do so  

 Completed the Water Pipeline Funding Analysis (link to report) to explore how the pipeline option could 
be funded.  

 
Stay tuned for more news as the campaign unfolds! 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Kevin Henderson 
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Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable Development 
Phone: 250-784-3622 
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

Replace the existing headline and down to “Get it online!” with the following: 

 
Only days left to share your thoughts about the future of our water supply! 
 
Residents of Dawson Creek and Pouce Couple have until May 31st to join the hundreds of water users who have already 
shared their thoughts about the future of our water supply through printed and online surveys and a telephone poll.   
 
Learn more about and provide input regarding this important issue!  

• Visit the website at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water, where you’ll find a newsletter, FAQs, and a video and display 
panels from the May 8th Community Water Security Forum.  

• Complete the online survey by May 31st. 

• Host a SURE WATER Talk during the month of May. Get together with family and friends to talk 
about the future of our water supply –we’ll even throw in the pizza! Simply visit City Hall to pick 
up your Community Conversation Kit.  

 
All input gathered during the campaign will be used to develop a report that will be presented to Council in June.  
 
Thank you for continuing the conversation about the future of our water supply! 
 
 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Kevin Henderson 
Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable Development 
Phone: 250-784-3622 
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                April 8th, 2014 

 

City continues the conversation about the future of our water supply 
 
Dawson Creek, BC – As promised by Council last summer, Phase 2 of the SURE WATER Campaign will continue 
the conversation about the future of our water supply during the months of April and May. Being promoted at 
the City’s water booth during the Annual Kiwanis Trade Show April 11th-13th, the campaign will: 

 Recap and revisit Phase-1 information and outcomes 
 Present updated information about population projections and the Bearhole Lake control weir 
 Outline funding scenarios and taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option 
 Gather public feedback based on the new information.  

 

“We look forward to continuing this important conversation as part of Council’s mandate to ensure our water 

supply meets future needs,” says Mayor Dale Bumstead. “Thanks to the excellent response from our community 

during the first round of consultation last year, we wanted to be sure to follow up as promised.”   

“It all gets underway the last week in April, when residents will receive the SURE WATER newsletter at their 
homes and businesses,” Mayor Bumstead adds. “The newsletter will provide updated information about 
population projections, the Bearhole Lake control weir, and funding scenarios and estimated taxpayer impacts 
for a new water pipeline. It will also outline opportunities for public input, including the Community Water 
Security Forum on May 8th.” 
 
BACKGROUND 

Last spring the City of Dawson Creek launched Phase 1 of the SURE WATER Campaign to inform and engage the 
public in discussion about water security in general, and four water supply options in particular. Options and 
their estimated capital costs included:  

 Upgrading the existing water system ($16M) 
 Building a new raw-water reservoir ($22M) 
 Tapping into groundwater aquifers (cost unknown) 
 Building a pipeline to the Peace or Murray River ($57M).  

Through extensive consultation it became clear that residents preferred the pipeline option. Residents also 
showed their support for increased public education about water conservation, and their opposition to the use 
of fresh water for industrial purposes such as natural gas fracking.  

In response, the City: 
 Revised its water conservation bylaw to prohibit the use of water for fracking during periods of drought 
 Introduced a policy that directs future industrial uses, such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from the 

Dawson Creek Reclamation Facility, and that also prohibits private truck fill stations from connecting to the 
City’s water system if they aren’t already licensed to do so  
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 Completed the Water Pipeline Funding Analysis to explore how the pipeline option could be funded.  

 

TO LEARN MORE 

 Visit the NEAT booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade Show April 11th-13th 
 Read the SURE WATER newsletter due to arrive at homes and/or business by mail the last week in April 
 Attend the SURE WATER Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana Events Centre, with an 

open house starting at 5pm and a presentation at 7pm. This year’s forum will be held during Drinking 
Water Awareness Week and in conjunction with Water Works: Exploring the Value of Water at Home & 
Abroad. This youth-led conference is open to students and residents alike.  

 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Kevin Henderson 
Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable Development 
Phone: 250-784-3622 
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 



 

 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                         April 28th, 2014 
 

Join us May 8th to continue the conversation about water!  
 
Dawson Creek, BC – Quench your thirst for information about the future of our water supply at the 
SURE WATER Community Water Security Forum on May 8th at the Encana Events Centre.  
 
“There’s lots more to talk about since last year’s campaign, including updated information about 
population projections, our existing water storage capacity, and pipeline funding scenarios and related 
taxpayer impacts.” 
 
This year’s forum also features a new perspective – that of the next generation. Students from Dawson Creek 
Secondary (DCS) will host a debate about when we should start planning and saving for a water pipeline. The 
debate is part of a youth leadership conference called Water Works: Exploring the Value of Water at Home and 
Abroad, being hosted by students from DCS as they discuss and debate the future of our water supply.  
 
“We are extremely encouraged to have an opportunity to hear the youth perspective as part of the forum,” 
added Mayor Bumstead. “It’s important to engage future decision-makers and taxpayers in the conversation.” 
 

Community Water Security Forum, May 8th Encanca Centre Event Schedule: 
  
5-9 PM: Open house Encana Events Centre – view display panels, talk to Council and staff, enjoy refreshments, 
and provide your ideas and feedback 
 
5:30-6:30 PM: Dawson Creek Secondary Students’ Debate – Listen to youth perspectives as they debate the pros 
and cons of when to start planning and saving for the future of our water supply 
 
7:00 PM: Presentation and panel discussion followed by a question and answer session 

 
SURE WATER details are included in the SURE WATER newsletter being delivered to your home. It 
includes information about updated population projections, our existing water storage capacity, and 
three possible funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, $100M) for the pipeline option, which was preferred by 
about two-thirds of respondents to last year’s survey. It also outlines possible taxpayer impacts and 
another survey to gauge your support for the pipeline, given the new information.  
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If you can’t make the forum, there are several ways you can provide input: 

- Read the newsletter being delivered to your mailbox and fill in the survey you’ll find inside. You 
can also pick up a  copy at City Hall, the library, or the pool 

- Visit www.dawsoncreek.ca for links to the newsletter, background information, and an online 
version of the survey 

- Host a SURE WATER Talk. Get together with family and friends to talk about water – how we 
use it, how we protect it and what we’ll need for the future – and to help, we’ll even throw in 
the pizza! Simply visit City Hall to pick up your SURE WATER Talk conversation kit! 

 
-30- 

 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Mayor Dale Bumstead 
Mayor, City of Dawson Creek 
Phone:  
Email:  

Kevin Henderson 
Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable Development 
Phone: 250-784-3622 
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 
 

 
Attached: 2014 SURE WATER Newsletter 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                       May 12th, 2014 

 

Thank you for continuing the conversation about our water!  

Dawson Creek, BC – There’s still time for Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents to talk about the future of 
their water supply.  The Community Water Security Forum, held on Thursday, May 8th at the Encana Events 
Centre drew crowds of all ages. Close to 100 people came out to view displays, talk to City Council members 
and staff, listen to the student debate and engage in the question period after the panel presentation.  
 
“Thank you to everyone who was able to join us and continue this important conversation,” said Mayor Dale 
Bumstead. “We were extremely pleased with the thoughtfulness of the comments and feedback we received. 
People in our community really care about how we invest our tax dollars in the long-term future of our water 
supply, while at the same time ensuring we continue to meet the needs of our residents, businesses and 
industries.”  
 
This year’s SURE WATER public meeting also included a debate by Dawson Creek Secondary students on the 
pros and cons of if and when to start planning and saving for a pipeline. The forum and the debate were held as 
part of a youth leadership conference on water, bringing a strong youth perspective to the conversation. 
Students also helped host the forum by welcoming people and encouraging them to fill in the survey.  
 
“We also want to say thank you to the students from Dawson Creek Secondary for their help and for providing 
a new and not –often heard perspective on the future of our water supply,” added Mayor Bumstead. “It was a 
lively and well-informed discussion, one that helps remind us what our planning is really all about – our future 
and theirs.” 
 
If you missed the forum, the conversation about the future of our water supply will continue throughout the 
month of May. There are a number of ways that you can learn more and share your thoughts on new 
information that may impact choices around how the City moves forward with investments in a pipeline to 
a new water supply: 
 
Simply visit the SURE WATER page on the City of Dawson Creek website (www.dawsoncreek.com) to read 
the newsletter, view the display panels from the community forum and fill in the online survey to provide 
your thoughts. 
 
Plus, you can host a “Community Conversation” in your own home or workplace to keep the conversation 
going. The City has teamed up with Boston Pizza to offer free pizza coupons to help bring people together 
to talk about the future of our water supply. 
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“We encourage you to continue the conversation,” added Mayor Bumstead. “Get together with family 
and friends to share your ideas about water – what it means to you, how we use it, how we protect it 
and what we’ll need for the future – and to help, we’ll even throw in the pizza!” 
 
To get your Community Conversation Kit, simply stop by Dawson Creek City Hall at 10105-12A Street and 
ask for your kit. It includes a certificate for a medium pizza from Boston Pizza as well as extra copies of the 
newsletter and the survey.  
 
A copy of the newsletter, including the feedback form, was mailed to every home in Dawson Creek and 
Pouce Coupe in early May. You can still pick one up at Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe municipal offices, 
or the Dawson Creek library or pool. The newsletter includes information about updated population 
projections, our existing water storage capacity, and three possible funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, 
$100M) for the pipeline option, which was preferred by about two-thirds of respondents to last year’s 
survey. It also outlines possible taxpayer impacts and another survey to gauge your support for the 
pipeline, given the new information.  
 
For more information, please visit www.dawsoncreek.ca or email us at water@dawsoncreek.ca. You can 
also contact Kevin Henderson, the City’s Director of Infrastructure and Sustainable Development by 
phone at 250-784-3622 or by email at khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Mayor Dale Bumstead 
Mayor, City of Dawson Creek 
Phone: 250-784-3616  
Email: mayorbumstead@dawsoncreek.ca 

Kevin Henderson 
Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable 
Development 
Phone: 250-784-3622 
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 
 

 
Attached:  

• Photo: SURE WATER Community Forum, May 8, 2014, Encana Events Centre 
• 2014 SURE WATER Newsletter Revised May 9, 2014 

 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/
mailto:water@dawsoncreek.ca
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                                                                          May 26th, 2014 

 

Only days left to share your thoughts about the future of our water supply! 

Dawson Creek, BC – Residents of Dawson Creek and Pouce Couple have until May 31st to join the hundreds of 
water users who have already shared their thoughts about the future of our water supply through printed and 
online surveys and a telephone poll.   
 
“Community involvement in the SURE WATER campaign has been strong,” said Mayor Dale Bumstead, “but 
we’re still looking for more input that will help council and staff make informed and community-supported 
decisions about future water supply upgrades.”  
 
To learn more about this important issue visit the website at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water, where you’ll find a 
newsletter, FAQs, and a video and display panels from the May 8th Community Water Security Forum that was 
attended by about 100 residents. You’ll also find a link to the online survey, which will only take a few minutes 
to complete.  
 
You can also pick up a Community Conversation Kit from City Hall at 10105-12A Street that outlines how you 
can host a water talk at your home or place of work. The kit includes copies of the SURE WATER newsletter, 
printed surveys, and a coupon for a free pizza.  
 
All input gathered during the campaign will be used to develop a report that will be presented to Council in 
June. “Council will review the report and then decide how to proceed,” said Mayor Bumstead. “Combined 
results from the printed and online surveys and the telephone poll will tell us whether or not the community 
still supports the development of a new pipeline from the Peace River. They will also indicate just how much 
more water users are prepared to pay to ensure future water security.”   
 
2014 SURE WATER CAMPAIGN 
This year’s SURE WATER campaign was launched in late April, when newsletters were delivered to all Dawson 
Creek and Pouce Coupe homes and businesses. The newsletter included information about updated 
population projections, our existing water storage capacity, three possible funding scenarios ($55M, 
$75M, and $100 M) for the pipeline option, and related taxpayer impacts.  
 
A Community Water Security Forum was held on May 8th during Drinking Water Awareness Week and in 
conjunction with a youth-led conference entitled Water Works: Exploring the Value of Water at Home and 
Abroad. The forum included a debate by Dawson Creek Secondary students on the pros and cons of if and 
when to start planning and saving for a pipeline.  
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Opportunities for residents to share their thoughts about the future of our water supply are being provided 
through a printed survey in the newsletter, an online version of the same survey, and a telephone poll that was 
conducted between May 8th and 21st.   
 
For more information, please visit www.dawsoncreek.ca or email us at water@dawsoncreek.ca. You can 
also contact Kevin Henderson, the City’s Director of Infrastructure and Sustainable Development by 
phone at 250-784-3622 or by email at khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Mayor Dale Bumstead 
Mayor, City of Dawson Creek 
Phone: 250-784-3616  
Email: mayorbumstead@dawsoncreek.ca 

Kevin Henderson 
Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable 
Development 
Phone: 250-784-3622 
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 
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COPY FOR WEEK OF APRIL 7th 

 

FACEBOOK 
Copy: Find out about Phase 2 of the SURE WATER campaign by visiting the City of Dawson 
Creek’s water booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade Shown April 11th-13th. Pick up a handout to 
learn about the process and the Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana 
Events Centre. An open house runs from 5-9pm; a presentation about what we’ve done and 
discovered since Phase 1 will be given at 7 pm. Or get the info online at our website, (link to 
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/) where you’ll also find Phase 2 FAQs. And watch 
your mailbox for a SURE WATER newsletter the last week in April.  
 

PROJECT EMAIL 
Subject: Help us continue the conversation about the future of our water supply! 

Copy: Find out about Phase 2 of the SURE WATER campaign by visiting the City of Dawson 
Creek’s water booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade Shown April 11th-13th. Pick up a handout to 
learn about the process and the Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana 
Events Centre. An open house runs from 5-9pm; a presentation about what we’ve done and 
discovered since Phase 1 will be given at 7 pm. Or get the info online at our website, (link to 
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/) where you’ll also find Phase 2 FAQs. And watch 
your mailbox for a SURE WATER newsletter the last week in April.  
 

CITY E-NEWSLETTER 
Title: Help us continue the conversation about the future of our water supply! 

Copy:  Find out about Phase 2 of the SURE WATER campaign by visiting the City of Dawson 
Creek’s water booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade Shown April 11th-13th. Pick up a handout to 
learn about the process and the Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana 
Events Centre. An open house runs from 5-9pm; a presentation about what we’ve done and 
discovered since Phase 1 will be given at 7 pm. Or get the info online at our website, (link to 
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/) where you’ll also find Phase 2 FAQs. And watch 
your mailbox for a SURE WATER newsletter the last week in April.  
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COPY FOR WEEK OF APRIL 28th 

 

FACEBOOK 
Copy: Watch for the SURE WATER newsletter that’s coming to your mailbox this week. In it 
you’ll find a recap of info and outcomes from last year’s campaign, updated news about 
population projections and existing drought resiliency, and three funding scenarios and possible 
taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option. The newsletter also includes a printed survey that’s 
also available online at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. To learn more and share your thoughts in 
person, please join us at the Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana Events 
Centre. An open house runs from 5-9pm; a presentation about what we’ve done and 
discovered since Phase 1, along with a panel discussion, will start at 7 pm. Or get the info online 
at our website, (link to http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/) where you’ll also find 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions.   
 

PROJECT EMAIL 
Subject: SURE WATER presents new information and another opportunity for input!  
Copy: Watch for the SURE WATER newsletter that’s coming to your mailbox this week. In it 
you’ll find a recap of info and outcomes from last year’s campaign, updated news about 
population projections and existing drought resiliency, and three funding scenarios and possible 
taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option. The newsletter also includes a printed survey that’s 
also available online at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. To learn more and share your thoughts in 
person, please join us at the Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana Events 
Centre. An open house runs from 5-9pm; a presentation about what we’ve done and 
discovered since Phase 1, along with a panel discussion, will start at 7 pm. Or get the info online 
at our website, (link to http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/) where you’ll also find 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions.   

 
CITY E-NEWSLETTER 
Title: SURE WATER presents new information and another opportunity for input! 

Copy:  Watch for the SURE WATER newsletter that’s coming to your mailbox this week. In it 
you’ll find a recap of info and outcomes from last year’s campaign, updated news about 
population projections and existing drought resiliency, and three funding scenarios and possible 
taxpayer impacts for the pipeline option. The newsletter also includes a printed survey that’s 
also available online at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. To learn more and share your thoughts in 
person, please join us at the Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the Encana Events 
Centre. An open house runs from 5-9pm; a presentation about what we’ve done and 
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discovered since Phase 1, along with a panel discussion, will start at 7 pm. Or get the info online 
at our website, (link to http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/) where you’ll also find 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions.   
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COPY TO RUN STARTING MAY 9 IF POSSIBLE 

 

FACEBOOK 
Copy: Thank you to everyone who attended our Community Water Security Forum May 8th at 
the Encana Events Centre! Your input will help guide future decisions about ensuring the future of 
our water supply. 
 
If you missed the forum you can still learn more and share your thoughts! Here’s how: 

• Read the newsletter delivered to all homes and businesses in early May and fill in the 
survey by May 31st. Or you can pick one up at City Hall, the library or the pool 

• read the newsletter and fill in the survey online at 
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/ 

• You may also be contacted to participate in a telephone survey between May 9th and May 
21st. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated!  

• Host a SURE WATER Talk during the month of May. Get together with family and friends 
to talk about water – how we use it, how we protect it and what we’ll need for the future 
– and to help, we’ll even throw in the pizza! Simply visit City Hall to pick up your SURE 
WATER Talk conversation kit! 

• Thank you for helping us continue the conversation! 
 
ADD: Picture to this post to increase viewership 
 

TWITTER: 
Send May 9th: 
Great questions & ideas last nite on future of water @citydawsoncreek #SUREWATER2014! 
More at www.dawsoncreek.ca 
ADD: Picture to this post to increase viewership 
 
 

PROJECT EMAIL 
Subject: Thank you! More opportunities for input!  
Copy:  
 

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS #3 
SURE WATER Campaign: Phase 2  

 
May 9, 2014 

 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/
https://twitter.com/citydawsoncreek
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23SUREWATER2014
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/


Thank you to everyone who attended our Community Water Security Forum May 8th at the 
Encana Events Centre! Close to 100 people shared their thoughts and ideas as part of continuing 
the conversation about the future of our water supply. Great questions, comments and insights! 
Your input will help guide future decisions about ensuring the future of our water supply. 
If you missed the forum you can still join the conversation during the month of May! Learn more 
and share your thoughts on new information that may impact choices around how the City moves 
forward with investments in a pipeline to a new water supply. Here’s how: 
 

• Read the newsletter delivered to all homes and businesses in early May and fill in the 
survey by May 31st. Or you can pick one up at City Hall, the library or the pool 

• Click here [link] to read the newsletter and fill in the survey online  
• You may also be contacted to participate in a telephone survey between May 9th and May 

21st. Your cooperation is greatly appreciated!  
• Host a SURE WATER Talk during the month of May. Get together with family and friends 

to talk about water – how we use it, how we protect it and what we’ll need for the future 
– and to help, we’ll even throw in the pizza! Simply visit City Hall to pick up your SURE 
WATER Talk conversation kit! 

• Thank you for helping us continue the conversation! 
For more info: www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.  

 
Thank you for continuing the conversation! 
 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/water


 
COPY TO RUN STARTING MAY 26th 

 

FACEBOOK 
Copy:  Residents of Dawson Creek and Pouce Couple have until May 31st to join the hundreds of 
water users who have already shared their thoughts about the future of our water supply through 
printed and online surveys and a telephone poll.   
 
Learn more about and provide input regarding this important issue!  

• Visit the website at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water, where you’ll find a newsletter, FAQs, and a video and 
display panels from the May 8th Community Water Security Forum.  

• Complete the online survey by May 31st. 

• Host a SURE WATER Talk during the month of May. Get together with family and friends 
to talk about the future of our water supply –we’ll even throw in the pizza! Simply visit 
City Hall to pick up your Community Conversation Kit.  

• Thank you for helping us continue this important conversation! 
 
Add photo to increase viewership 
 

TWITTER: 
Send May 26th 
 
Only days left to talk about our water supply @citydawsoncreek #SUREWATER2014! More 
at www.dawsoncreek.ca 
 
Add photo to increase viewership 
 
 

PROJECT EMAIL 
Subject: Only days left to share your thoughts about our water! 
Copy: Residents of Dawson Creek and Pouce Couple have until May 31st to join the hundreds of 
water users who have already shared their thoughts about the future of our water supply through 
printed and online surveys and a telephone poll.   
 
Learn more about and provide input regarding this important issue!  

• Visit the website at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water, where you’ll find a newsletter, FAQs, and a video and 
display panels from the May 8th Community Water Security Forum.  

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS #4 
SURE WATER Campaign: Phase 2  

 
May 22nd, 2014 

 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/water
https://twitter.com/citydawsoncreek
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23SUREWATER2014
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/water


• Complete the online survey by May 31st. 

• Host a SURE WATER Talk during the month of May. Get together with family and friends 
to talk about the future of our water supply –we’ll even throw in the pizza! Simply visit 
City Hall to pick up your Community Conversation Kit.  

 
All input gathered during the campaign will be used to develop a report that will be presented to Council in 
June.  
 
Thank you for continuing the conversation about the future of our water supply! 
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Open House from 5pm - 9pm

Presentation at 7pm

SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Visit the water page at www.dawsoncreek.ca 
- Sign up to receive regular project updates
- Read the newsletter and watch the video
- Complete the online survey

CONTACT: 
Kevin Henderson
Director of Infrastructure & Sustainable Development
Phone: 250-784-3622
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca

Thursday, May 8th

Community Water Security Forum
Thursday, May 8th 

Encana Events Centre
#1 - 300 Hwy 2, Dawson Creek, BC.

Open House from 5pm - 9pm 
(View displays and talk to staff and experts one-on-one)

Presentation at 7pm 
(Followed by Q&As)

√  Learn more about what we heard last year 
and what we’ve done and discovered since then

√  Learn about the funding options and costs  
associated with a large-scale water supply upgrade

√  Share your thoughts about options, timing and funding



PHASE 1: SURE WATER Campaign
Last spring the City of Dawson Creek launched Phase 1 of the 
SURE WATER Campaign to inform and engage the public in 
discussion about water security in general, and four water 
supply options in particular. Options and their estimated 
capital costs included: 
• Upgrading the existing water system ($16M)
• Building a new raw-water 

reservoir ($22M)
• Tapping into 

groundwater 
aquifers (cost 
unknown)

• Building a pipeline 
to the Peace or 
Murray River 
($57M). 

Through extensive 
consultation it became clear that residents preferred the 
pipeline option. Residents also showed their support for 
increased public education about water conservation, and 
their opposition to the use of fresh water for industrial 
purposes such as natural gas fracking. 

In response, the City:
• Revised its water conservation bylaw to prohibit the use 

of water for fracking during periods of drought
• Introduced a policy that directs future industrial uses, 

such as fracking, to use reclaimed water from the Dawson 
Creek Reclamation Facility

• The policy also prohibits private truck fill stations from 
connecting to the City’s water system if they aren’t 
already licensed to do so.

The City also explored how the pipeline option could be 
funded. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis report 
provided three possible funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, 
$100M), and outlined options for saving and borrowing 
money, increasing water charges, and partnering with senior 
government and/or business. 

In short, the report concludes that:
• The City does not have the money now to fund the design 

and construction of a new pipeline, whether it cost $55M 
or $100M

• The City could save the money, but it would require 
service cuts and/or increased water charges and taxes

• The City could not borrow all the money because it 
doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity

• The City could not count on senior government support 
or interest in a public-private partnership 

• All funding models would likely cause increased water-use 
and infrastructure charges, increased taxes, increased  
corporate and community risk, reduced capital spending  
and operating budgets in all other areas, and possibly 
reduced growth. 

PHASE 2: SURE WATER Campaign
Phase 2 of the SURE WATER Campaign will continue the 
conversation about the future of water supply for Dawson 
Creek and Pouce Coupe. 

           Key goals are to: 
• Recap and revisit Phase 1  

information and outcomes
• Present new information about 

population projections and the 
Bearhole Lake control weir

• Outline funding scenarios for the 
pipeline option

• Gather public feedback based on the 
new information. 

To learn more:
• Visit NEAT’S water booth at the Annual Kiwanis Trade 

Show April 11th-13th
• Read the SURE WATER newsletter due to arrive at your 

home and/or business by mail the last week in April
• Attend the SURE WATER Community Water Security 

Forum May 8th (see over for details). This year’s forum 
will be held during Drinking Water Awareness Week and 
in conjunction with Water Works: Exploring the Value of 
Water at Home & Abroad. This youth-led conference is 
open to students and residents alike 

• Host a SURE WATER TALK with your family, friends, 
colleagues, and/or neighbours  
(visit www.dawsoncreek.ca for more details).  

To share your thoughts:
• Complete and return the paper feedback form in your 

newsletter
• Complete the on-line version of the survey during the 

month of May at www.dawsoncreek.ca
• Host a SURE WATER TALK with your family, friends, 

colleagues, and/or neighbours  
(visit www.dawsoncreek.ca for more details).  

Let’s keep talking about the future of our water supply

SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

CONTACT: 
Kevin Henderson
Director of Infrastructure  
& Sustainable Development
Phone: 250-784-3622
Email: khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca



         

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Community Water Security Forum 
Thursday, May 8th 

Encana Events Centre,  
#1-Highway 2, Dawson Creek BC 

 
Open House from 5-9pm 

(View displays and talk with councillors and staff one-on-one) 

 

Presentation & Panel Discussion at 7pm 
(Followed by Q&As) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Learn more about what we heard last year 
                                         and what we’ve done and discovered since then 

 Learn about the funding options and costs 
                   associated with a large-scale water supply upgrade 

 Share your thoughts about options, timing and funding 
 

 

For more information contact Kevin Henderson (250-784-3622 or khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca) or 
visit the website at www.dawsoncreek.ca  
 

Continue the conversation… 

Watch for the 
SURE WATER 

newsletter in your 
mailbox! 

mailto:khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/


         

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Community Water Security Forum 
Thursday, May 8th 

Encana Events Centre,  
#1-Highway 2, Dawson Creek BC 

 
Open House from 5-9pm 

(View displays and talk with councillors and staff one-on-one) 

 
Student Debate 5:30-6:30pm 

(Dawson Creek Secondary students will debate the pros and cons                    
of if and when to start planning and saving for a pipeline) 

 

Presentation & Panel Discussion at 7pm 
(Followed by Q&As) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Learn more about what we heard last year 
                                         and what we’ve done and discovered since then 

 Learn about the funding options and costs 
                   associated with a large-scale water supply upgrade 

 Share your thoughts about options, timing and funding 
 

 

For more information contact Kevin Henderson (250-784-3622 or khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca) or 
visit the website at www.dawsoncreek.ca  
 

Help us continue 
the conversation! 

mailto:khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/


!         

 

 

 

 

 
 

Help us continue the conversation! 
 

If you missed the Community Water Security Forum,     
you can still have your say about the future of our water supply…  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Visit the SURE WATER page at www.dawsoncreek.ca                                                         
to read the newsletter and complete the online survey.  

 Host a SURE WATER talk in your home or at your workplace. Get your 
Community Conversation Kit at City Hall, which includes newsletters,       

surveys, and a coupon for a free pizza!  
 

 

For more information contact Kevin Henderson (250-784-3622 or 
khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca) or visit the website at www.dawsoncreek.ca 

 

Continue the conversation… 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/
mailto:khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/




140419 CBC PSA 
 
Complete form at:  
 
http://www.cbc.ca/daybreaknorth/community-event-submission/ 
(Event time, date, and place and 100 word description)  
 
The City of Dawson Creek and Village of Pouce Coupe want to hear from you as they continue last year’s SURE 
WATER conversation about the future of our water supply at the upcoming SURE WATER Community Water 
Security Forum. Learn more and provide your feedback at the Encana Events Centre on May 8th. There’s 
an open house from 5:00-9:00pm where you can view displays and talk to Council and staff. Plus, plan to 
stay for the presentations at 7:00 pm, followed by a question and answer session. 
 
Can’t make it? Get all the info online, including the link to the survey form so you can share your 
thoughts about the future of your water supply! 
 
URL: http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/ 



1 

 

KEY MESSAGES / EXTERNAL AUDIENCES 
SURE WATER Information/Consultation Campaign  

& Community Water Security Forum 

February 24th, 2013 

 

Fe 

February  

PAID RADIO PSAs 
SURE WATER Campaign: PHASE 2  

April 21st, 2014 

 

Fe 

February  

  

Paid Radio PSA #1 

To run: April 29-May 2 

Check your mailbox! 

If you live in Dawson Creek or Pouce Coupe, be sure to check your mailbox this week for your copy of the 

SURE WATER newsletter as we continue the conversation about our future water supply.  

We have new info to share since last year, and you’ll find it all in your newsletter, including details on this 

year’s public forum on May 8th at the Encana Events Centre. There’s an open house from 5-9 and 

presentation and panel discussion at 7. Learn more and provide your feedback on the form inside your 

newsletter, or get it online at Dawson Creek dot ca, or join us on the 8th! Hope to see you there! 

 

Paid Radio PSA #2 

To run: May 3-8 

Continue the conversation! 

Help us continue the conversation about our future water supply! The City of Dawson Creek and Village 

of Pouce Coupe want your feedback, so join us at the Encana Events Centre on May 8th to hear more 

about what we’ve learned and done since last year. There’s an open house from 5-9 and presentation 

and panel discussion at 7pm. Or, if you can’t make, get all the info online, including the link to the online 

feedback form so you can share your thoughts! For more info, visit Dawson Creek dot ca.  

 

Paid Radio PSA #3 

To run: May 9-28 

A pizza for your thoughts! 

If you missed the SURE WATER community forum on the future of our water supply, you can still join the 
conversation. Get together with family and friends at your kitchen table to talk about water – how we 
use it, how we can protect it, and what we’ll need for the future and fill in the survey. And to help, we’ll 
even throw in the pizza! If you live in the City of Dawson Creek or Village of Pouce Coupe we want to hear 
from you during the month of May. Simply stop by City Hall and pick up instructions on hosting a SURE 
WATER Talk in your home. For more info, including links to the newsletter and the survey, simply visit 
dawsoncreek.ca.  

 

 

For more information contact: 

Kevin Henderson 
Director, Infrastructure & Sustainable Development 
khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca 
250-784-3622 

mailto:khenderson@dawsoncreek.ca


http://www.dawsoncreekdailynews.ca/article/20130923/DAWSONCREEK0101/130929993/0/dawsoncr
eek/how-much-will-it-cost 
 
 
S E P T E M B E R  2 3 ,  2 0 1 3   

 
W I L L I A M  S T O D A L K A  

Would you pay $330 more a year to make sure that you could always keep 
your lawn green, no matter what? 

That's one option for what an average home could pay for a new water 
pipeline, according to a new report from Dawson Creek staff on the agenda of 
today’s City Council meeting. 

“Right now, the city does not have the money to fund this project, whether it 
costs $55 million, $75 million or $100 million,” the report states. “Increasing 
taxes or user fees to the level needed to pay for this project … would result in 
significant negative impacts and could affect investment, community growth 
and existing small business operations, as well as those families and 
individuals with moderate or fixed incomes.” 

The report was ordered by council recently to explore costs of the potential 
water pipeline, likely to the Murray or Peace rivers, that a majority of Dawson 
Creek residents said they wanted. 

Last October, councillors received a presentation from residents about a 
pipeline to add a new source of water for the city. Council decided to bring it 
to the people through a survey, and over 60 per cent responded that council 
should explore the costs. 

So last month, Councillor Charlie Parslow asked staff to come up with a report 
about these costs based on three “ballpark figures” of $55, $75, and $100 
million. 

The city's chief financial officer, Shelly Woolf, came out with the report – and 
the pipeline comes with some difficult options. 

It basically leaves the city with the option of either cutting services, raising 
taxes, or some combination of the two. If taxes are raised, it could go as high 
as a 73 per cent increase, or as low as 20 per cent for the next 20 years. 

http://www.dawsoncreekdailynews.ca/article/20130923/DAWSONCREEK0101/130929993/0/dawsoncreek/how-much-will-it-cost
http://www.dawsoncreekdailynews.ca/article/20130923/DAWSONCREEK0101/130929993/0/dawsoncreek/how-much-will-it-cost


The report, however, only uses Dawson Creek's own finances, and does not 
count provincial or federal government or private funding in its estimates. (MP 
Bob Zimmer previously said to City Council that he would “go to bat” if asked 
to lobby the Federal government to provide funds for the project.) 

Despite Zimmer’s stated support, in the city’s report, it said that the 
uncertainty of getting funding from higher levels is "too high" to be 
mentioned. 

It does include the possibility of a regional partnership, but this is not included 
in the city's costing analysis. Neither is the possibility of a private partnership. 

If the city went for some type of private partnership – similar to that of the 
reclaimed water plant that the city built with Shell Canada last year – "then 
some sort of exchange would be required, because private companies do not 
give away money; there must be value in the exchange," the report states. 

The report also details what the city can’t use for the project. Dawson Creek’s 
water reserve fund only has $5.3 million. 

The city also probably couldn’t borrow all the money it would need if the 
project cost $75 million or $100 million, as these would put it over its 
borrowing limit capacity, the report states. A $55 million project could be 
accommodated, but with only $182,000 left. 

(The city’s outstanding balance now is $40 million, and it is paying $5.2 
million annually on debt repayments, the report states.) 

So one option is for the city to save the money and pay outright – something 
that pipeline proponent Paul Gevatkoff has previously argued in favour of. 

Based on the three estimates, if Dawson Creek cut its operating budget by 5 
per cent, or $1.7 million, then it could take between 32 to 59 years to save up 
the money needed to pay for the project. 

If the city cut the operating budget by 20 per cent a year – cutting out about 
$7 million – then the city could pay back the project between 7 to 15 years. 

These operating budgets may see a cut in any event, if newly elected mayor 
Dale Bumstead has his way. Bumstead has said that he would like to move 



more of Dawson Creek’s provincial FairShare grant from the city’s operating 
budget into the capital budget. 

But using these funds – or any other general fund revenue – would cut into 
the services the city currently provides, the report states: “The money to pay 
for the existing service level would have to come from taxation; otherwise the 
service would have to be cut.” 

Another option if the city had to go it alone could be a special tax levy to pay 
for the pipeline. 

Based on the city’s current residential and commercial tax rate, and using 
Parslow’s three ballpark estimates, it could go from about a 20 per cent tax 
increase to a 73 per cent tax increase for residents and businesses, depending 
on whether the project is paid for over 10 or 20 years, and how much the city 
actually has to spend on the project after any cost overruns. 

If Dawson Creek spent $75 million on the project and levied a special tax for 
20 years to pay for it, then taxes would go up by about 27 per cent. For the 
average home in the city, worth about $234,000, this would amount to $330 
more a year. 

This extra $330 also assumes that the home’s worth did not go up, which has 
historically been the case in Dawson Creek over the past decade. 

 
 
Council decision as reported in Dawson Creek Daily 



Dawson Creek population set to grow 

If projections hold, crucial 15,000 level would be within reach  

Comments  

 

Elaine Anselmi photo 

 

Dawson Creek's downtown could get a little busier in coming years, as new provincial 

projections show the city scraping an important population milestone within the next couple of 

decades. 

 

October 1, 2013  

 

William Stodalka 

Northeastern B.C. is set to grow by one per cent annually for the next 23 years, the second 

highest growth rate in the province, according to new information released by B.C. Stats – and 

Dawson Creek should grow with it. 

The information showed that the population in this part of the province is expected to grow from 

around 74,000 currently to about 95,000 people by 2036. 

"The Northeast development region will see strongest and consistent population growth among 

all development regions outside the Lower Mainland," the report states. 

While the growth was high compared to other portions of the province, B.C. Chamber of 

Commerce president John Winter expected more in terms of percentages. 

“I’m surprised it wouldn’t be the leading one,” he said. 

Other projections from B.C. Stats show that much of this growth will be in the local health 

authority area, including Fort St. John, Taylor and Hudson's Hope. 

That area will grow by around 40 per cent, from a population of around 37,600 to 52,700. That’s 

an annual average growth rate of 1.48 per cent. 

Those B.C. stats do not go further into what exactly the size of each municipality in those areas 

will be. However, in 2012, using B.C. Stats historical information about the health authority and 

its own estimates of the city’s 2012 population, Fort St. John made up about 56 per cent of the 

population in its health authority area. 

Assuming that percentage holds up until 2036 – which may or may not be the case – then Fort St. 

John could have a population of about 29,500. 

http://www.dawsoncreekdailynews.ca/article/20131001/DAWSONCREEK0101/131009998/-1/dawsoncreek0101/dawson-creek-population-set-to-grow#art_comments


The growth will be over twice that of the health authority area around Dawson Creek, Chetwynd 

and Tumbler Ridge. That area is expected to go from about 29,100 to about 34,300 by 2036, at 

an annual average growth rate of about 0.73 per cent. 

That report also did not go into the specifics of each municipality. However, in 2012, using B.C. 

Stats’ estimates, it shows that Dawson Creek made up about 43 per cent of the population in that 

health area. 

Assuming that percentage holds up until about 2036, Dawson Creek's population could be 

14,749. 

Other estimates put out by Dawson Creek – most recently in the city’s Sure Water campaign – 

pegged the city’s growth at around two per cent. 

Based on that estimate, and using B.C. Stats’ estimate of the population of Dawson Creek as of 

2012, the city would have a population of around 22,000 by 2036, about as much as Fort St. John 

has now. 

Depending on which model is more accurate, the city would have a population either close to or 

over 15,000. That number may seem arbitrary, but it also holds a number of pros and cons for the 

city. 

Passing that milestone would likely mean more retail opportunities for residents, since larger 

chains typically go for centres with higher populations. 

Colliers, a real estate services company, released a report in 2011 that covered the retail market 

in Canada, and the minimum city size they covered was 15,000. In the report, it said population 

growth is the main reason for determining demand of retail goods and services. 

“Where growth rates are strong, there are opportunities for retailers, owners and developers to 

add quality retail presence to the market – supporting the needs and wants of new residents while 

adding variety and choice for the existing population,” the report states. 

Since much of the money that the province doles out is based on population numbers, this would 

also mean that more money could come to northeastern B.C., according to Winter. 

If the city went over 15,000, however, that would come with some extra costs, in terms of both 

infrastructure and services like water and sewer. 

The city would also have to pay more for policing. The current formula for policing is that it’s 70 

per cent funded by the cities and provinces, with the remaining 30 per cent coming from the 

Federal government. If the city were to go over 15,000, the amount that would have to come 

from the city and province would be 90 per cent, with only 10 per cent coming from the Feds.  

Winter also noted that the city’s ability to reach that population number would likely depend on 

whether or not the city was able to bring in enough skilled workers. Without that,there could be 



an increase of shadow population of workers that don’t stay in the city, but only come here to 

work. 

“A sense of permanence (in northeastern B.C.) has to be promoted,” he said. “A lot of problems 

is while there are benefits with the increased level of economic activity, it’s not being accrued in 

municipal boundaries.” 

One caveat to this story is that much of these projections depend on things continuing the way 

they are, which isn’t always the case. Growth rates based on provincial data from 1976 showed 

Dawson Creek reaching 28,000 residents by the mid-1980s. 

According to a 2002 report from the city, however, the 1979 population went from 10,500 to 

only about 11,250 by 1984. That number went down over the years, and it was not until the late 

1990s that the city was able to recover some of that population.  

 



http://www.dawsoncreekdailynews.ca/article/20131003/DAWSONCREEK0101/131009976/0/dawsoncr
eek/plant-up-in-lights 

Plant up in lights 

New film explores Dawson Creek water reclamation facility 

      Comments  
  

 
William Stodalka photo 

 

 
Dawson Creek's water reclamation plant, which was built in league with Shell, takes runoff and converts it 
into water suitable for fracking. 

 
O C T O B E R  3 ,  2 0 1 3   
 

W I L L I A M  S T O D A L K A  

An upcoming episode of a Shell-sponsored documentary series will examine Dawson Creek and its efforts to 
stop drilling activity from affecting the city’s water supply. 

The film will feature the city’s new water reclamation plant, which was also sponsored by the energy 
conglomerate. 

However, the film’s director, Gregory Kallenberg, asked that anyone worried about potential bias should wait to 

see the film before making any judgment. 

“(The film series) is one that really is balanced and fact-based. We take pride in that,” he said. “Does that 

mitigate the idea that somebody might say that this is Shell propaganda? Absolutely. We hear it all the time.” 

Last week, it was announced that Kallenberg would release the second season of a collection of short films 
called the Rational Middle Energy Series. 

The documentary filmmaker said the series hopes to achieve a non-polarized look at environmental issues. 

“What upset me most about the polarization (about environmental issues) I saw was that when people do 
come together, people would rather yell at each other than correct the issue,” he said. “The rational middle is 

a place where people come, it's that imaginary place in the middle – well, I hope it's not imaginary – but it's a 

figurative place in the middle where people can go and have that discussion and be civil.” 

The new series will feature web shorts based on a sustainable beer operation, a Pembina Institute director, 
and Dawson Creek. According to a description from a media release, the short film on Dawson Creek will follow 

the city "as they work with the energy industry to prevent drilling activity from affecting their water resources." 

http://www.dawsoncreekdailynews.ca/article/20131003/DAWSONCREEK0101/131009976/0/dawsoncreek/plant-up-in-lights
http://www.dawsoncreekdailynews.ca/article/20131003/DAWSONCREEK0101/131009976/0/dawsoncreek/plant-up-in-lights
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Kallenberg said that Dawson Creek was chosen specifically because of the plant, which takes effluent water 

and purifies it enough for fracking operations. 

“(Dawson Creek) had an issue with a bad drought, didn't have water for energy to be developed, and basically 
put out a (request for proposals), and through that RFP, really put out demand on the energy industry to come 

up with a solution for utilizing water if they wanted to develop,” said Kallenberg. 

“When you look at what happened with the water reclamation plant, it seems that's the model (for the rational 

middle).” 

Jim Chute, the city’s chief administrative officer, said that city councillors and some city directors were 
interviewed for the documentary. 

Shell is the main sponsor of the film, which Kallenberg has said caused him some criticism. 

“I've got to tell you that when we released season one, we got kicked in the teeth because we were associated 
with Shell,” he said. 

Online critics have also perceived pro-natural gas slant in his earlier documentary, "Haynesville: A Nation's 
Hunt for an Energy Future,” about a Louisiana natural gas discovery and its effects on the community. 

One blogger, Steve Horn, claimed on the left-wing website Nature of Change that Kallenberg had family ties to 

the natural gas industry. 

"In short, it appears Kallenberg is using (the Rational Middle films) to enrich both his family fortune in the oil 

and gas industry, as well as the oil and gas industry at-large, as is evident by the working relationship with 
Shell." 

Kallenberg confirmed that friends and family did work in the oil and gas industry, but added, “At the end of the 
day it's not about me, but it's about the work. If anybody looks at the work and think it's unbalanced, that's a 

discussion to have.” 

Kallenberg was also asked if his documentary had any voices critical of the oil and gas industry and their 
approach to the Shell reclaimed water plant. Kallenberg pointed to Kit Fast, who currently acts as the curator 

for the Dawson Creek Art Gallery. 

“I don't want to say that he's critical, but he's certainly cognizant and concerned about water and water usage 

and how the whole process works, that we're looking at something deeper as far as the environmental issues,” 
he said. 

“I don't want to say that he's negative, but I don’t want to say that he's glowingly positive.” 
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Pipelines, pipelines everywhere

Topic continues to cause stir for Dawson Creek City Council Jonny Wakefield 

To get a sense of how important the water supply issue is to Dawson Creek, just look at the ebb and flow of

Monday’s City Council meeting.

The latest phase of the city's Sure Water campaign, aimed at determining how to supply water to the city's

growing population, drew a lot of attention at Monday's council meeting.
Council moved the discussion to the end of the meeting “so as not to bore” the delegations in attendance (which

included, for the record, representatives from the Canadian Cancer Society, the Girl Guides and a few citizens

concerned about scheduling issues at the walking track.)

The water issue is far from boring, though.

The city is looking at four options: An upgrade to the existing system, which draws from the Kiskatinaw River;
building a new reservoir; tapping into groundwater aquifers; or most controversially, building a water pipeline,

either from the Peace or Murray Rivers.

This last proposal came from a group of industrial stakeholders, who approached council about such a pipeline in

October 2012.

City staff has also come up with some figures on what size of population each of those systems would support.

An upgrade to the existing system without fracking could handle 20,000 people (although with fracking, the city
caps that figure at 16,000), compared to the city's current population of about 12,000.  However, the pipeline –
by far the most popular option among people who participated in the first phase of Sure Water last year – could

support up to 32,000 people, or 26,000 including industrial use.
But it would cost roughly $57 million over 20 years. And city staff had serious reservations about that estimate,

which is more than a year old. 

"These numbers are pulled out of the southern part of one's anatomy," Chief Administrative Officer Jim Chute

told councillors during the meeting. “It's a wild-ass guess."

At this stage, the city would have to rely on its own money for any new projects. Mayor Dale Bumstead, who

was out of town on business on Monday, has spoken with MP Bob Zimmer and other Federal representatives

about funding for a new water pipeline, staff said, but no money has been secured as yet.

Chute estimated the city would have to spend between $3 million and $5 million on engineering to figure out how

much each of these options would actually cost.

In the consultations during Sure Water I, more than half of the 1,000 residents surveyed favoured a pipeline. But
Chute reminded councillors that many residents "aren't interested in the difficulties of the birth – it's the baby

they're interested in."

Council decided to accept the findings of the consultation Monday. It's still unclear what the next phase of the

project looks like. Chute said it could mean moving to construction of whatever new system the city decides on,
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abandoning the issue or going back out to citizens for input.

Chute stressed that a pipeline would be the city's "consuming public project" for decades to come.
"Not matter what way you slice this pie, this is it," he said. "This is what the community will be working on for the

next 20 years."

 

If lots could talk... 
Unless you live right next to the lot at 1400 92nd Avenue, are a developer, or tend to look at empty lots, you

probably wouldn’t notice it.
The city just completed an environmental assessment of the site, and plan to open it to bids from developers

soon. Residents weren't too happy about the last plan for the site, though.
In summer 2012, council considered rezoning the site from single to multiple-family residential — opening the site

up to townhomes or other, denser living arrangements.

Councillor Duncan Malkinson called the response from neighbours to that plan "enthusiastic."
Here's a sample of that response, from an adjacent property owner. This is pulled from the records of a 2012

public hearing: "It is ... entirely inappropriate to allow multi-story apartment buildings and condominiums to be

erected essentially in the backyard of Dawson Creek’s most valuable residential properties." 
From the same submission: "A significant proportion of the current occupants of apartments and condominiums in
Dawson Creek consist of transient and temporary residents with no long-term connection to the city. In other

areas of Dawson Creek, a few members of that transient population have caused disturbances, noise, crime,

drug usage and other nuisance that is not in keeping with sustainable and safe living for families and children."
Council eventually backed off the rezoning plan, and the site is still zoned for single families. Council will seek

proposals from developers for one month.

 
Art gallery building fixes may be pushed back
Alana Hall, the manager of the Dawson Creek Art Gallery, sent council a letter last week with a list of the woes

plaguing the grain elevator that the facility calls home.
Among the issues Hall raised: the paint is peeling, and parts of the siding are bubbling. If the improvements aren't

completed soon, she warned, there could be longer-term structural issues. 
Council agreed the work needed to be done. Where they disagreed, though, was on when to do it. Malkinson

tentatively suggested adding the work to this year's budget.
However, Councillor Terry McFadyen suggested that the money might not be there.
While he didn’t quote exact numbers, McFadyen guessed removing the paint, fixing the siding and adding a fresh
coat could cost as much as $100,000. That money would have to come at the expense of other, already

approved public works projects.
Councillor Charlie Parslow agreed: "It certainly has to be done, but it's a major piece of work. I look at this as

our last icon. If it were an absolute emergency, I know it would be done, but it's not at this point."

"We're too far down the road on this year's budget," McFadyen added.
Malkinson ultimately moved to add the repairs to next year's financial plan. Hall told council she'd like the work

completed by winter 2015.
 

Seen your video 
Council had planned to discuss the creation of a new Residential Development Committee at Monday's meeting.
The new committee is aimed at addressing the issue of illegal secondary suites, as the city tries to figure out how
to accommodate homeowners and developers who have income properties. Some citizens believe the practice

brings with it a host of social ills, chief among them parking congestion.
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They held off on moving any further on the controversial issue, though, as Mayor Bumstead is in Victoria meeting

with a number of provincial ministers.
Also in the works is an update to "Our Community Video," the clip featured on the city’s website that showcases

the city to out-of-towners. He hopes a new version will "help promote the quality of life in our city."
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Making sure

Dawson Creek's Sure Water Phase 2 aims to share all the facts on pipeline costs Elaine Anselmi 

The city of Dawson Creek wants to get the conversation flowing as it rolls out Phase 2 of the Sure Water

campaign at the end of April and into May.

“Water has been a huge topic in the community long before I ever came to the city, so council really wanted to

ensure that we engage the public,” said Director of Infrastructure and Sustainable Development Kevin
Henderson. “That’s really what this council and the previous council have been focused on, is that transparency,

and getting that feedback on the important topics from the public themselves in helping them form their

decisions.”

Currently, the city’s allowable draw of 3.3 million cubic metres of water per year comes from the Kiskatinaw

River, which originates at Bearhole Lake, approximately 60 km south of Dawson Creek.
Last year, Phase 1 of the Sure Water campaign introduced four options for supplying water to meet the future

needs of the communities of Dawson Creek, Pouce Coupe and surrounding areas, which currently sit at a

population of approximately 12,000.

“Based on what we know right now, the current system is good until about 16,000 [people] with current

industrial demands,” said Henderson. “If we didn’t have industrial demands, we could stretch that out to maybe

20,000 people. If we were to do some greater conservation efforts, you could probably stretch that number out
further.”
Henderson said population forecasts have been based on 2 per cent growth per year, which is rather ambitious

when compared to recent provincial statistics that show approximately 1 per cent growth.
“That 2 per cent annually is pretty strong growth, and that was going to give us until about 2024 or 2026 – give

us over 10 years before we were reaching 16,000 people,” said Henderson. “It’s really a factor of what that

growth rate is going to be, and I don’t have a crystal ball; some people say that with the economic activity, it’s

going to grow quicker. We’ll be somewhere between high growth and low growth – but we do have some time.”

The four options presented in the first phase of Sure Water included an upgrade to the existing water system,

constructing a new raw-water reservoir, tapping into groundwater aquifers and building a pipeline to draw water

from either the Murray or Peace rivers.

Looking at the varying costs – an upgrade to the existing system carrying the least and a pipeline the most – the

community expressed a predominant interest in the latter.

“About two-thirds of people said they like the idea of a pipeline, so what council asked staff to do is prepare
some information based on some funding scenarios,” said Henderson. “We want to go out this time and say ‘We

heard what you said.’

“Now, if the pipeline was to cost $55 million, $75 million, $100 million – we’re not saying it is or it isn’t, we’re

saying these are three scenarios – how would we fund that?”
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A roughly estimated cost of the proposed pipeline was $57 million, but Henderson said until it is built, the actual
cost cannot be accurately determined. A report from Chief Financial Officer Shelly Woolf outlining funding

options around the three potential costs will be presented, and Henderson said options include borrowing

money, saving money, taxation or raising water rates.
“The idea is to have that discussion with the residents and say this is what it would mean to you as a resident,”

said Henderson. “You talk about these big numbers, $55 million or whatever, and people just need to
understand what that means to them: what does it mean to you each month on your water bill or each year on

your taxes? That’s sort of the purpose of this, is to break that down.”
The city’s water study released in 2009 showed that water sales in the city were divided three ways: 43 per cent

for residential, 43 per cent for commercial and 14 per cent for industrial use.
Henderson said industry use has not grown in recent years – it’s actually declined – but he stressed that could

change. He said updated numbers on usage and the breakdown between industry, commercial and residential

would be presented as part of Phase 2.
Similar to Phase 1, this second phase of Sure Water will seek public feedback through surveys, both online and

on paper, and Henderson said they would also be conducting phone surveys.
If following this process, the residents still support the construction of a water pipeline, Henderson said tightening

up the cost estimates would be the next step and then a referendum on the project would be held.
Henderson noted that the other three options for water security are still on the table at this point, although the city

is not moving forward with them until given direction from council and the public to do so.
“They’re all viable – it’s just about going through this process,” said Henderson. “It’s an important topic to the

public, and council was very clear that they wanted to have that discussion, so as we go through it that’s what is

directing us.”
The city will be mailing out a Sure Water Phase 2 newsletter during the last week of April. Henderson cautioned

that if residents have registered to discontinue flyer and junk mail delivery, this would prevent them from receiving

the newsletter. Those residents should contact the city for a copy or visit City Hall to pick one up.
Henderson added that he would be giving out free pizza coupons to entice residents to pick up and fill out
surveys through the month of May. Last year saw 1,000 respondents between email, print and telephone

surveys, and Henderson hoped for the same or better results with Phase 2.
The Community Water Security Forum will be held on May 8 at the Encana Events Centre, beginning with an

open house at 5 p.m. and presentation at 7 p.m.
Findings from Phase 2 of the Sure Water campaign should be compiled by the end of June, when Henderson

said a report would be presented to council.
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Dawson Creek has many rivers to cross

Different streams must join together to build pipeline, water forum told Elaine Anselmi 

Seats were filled and voices were heard at Dawson Creek’s Community Water Security Forum on Thursday,

but the city is a long way off from building a new water pipeline, officials said.

“Tonight is not about making a decision,” Dawson Creek Mayor Dale Bumstead said. “Tonight is about

information and sharing some of the information that has developed since the survey process and the interaction
that took place in 2013, and now carrying that forward this year.”

Last year’s Phase 1 of the program asked residents for their feedback on four options supporting water usage in

the community as it grows, including upgrading the current system, constructing a reservoir, exploring options

with groundwater aquifers and – the most ambitious, yet most publicly supported option – building a water

pipeline from the Peace or Murray River.
Kevin Henderson, Dawson Creek’s director of infrastructure and sustainable development, said public response

during Phase 1, through surveys and telephone polls, showed that two-thirds of respondents supported the

construction of a water pipeline.

Since the public consultation took place last year, Henderson said they have gained valuable information about

another option that may exist through the water supply at Bearhole Lake.

“We’ve been doing a lot of monitoring and gauging out there, as well as some releases from the lake into the
river, to gauge how it responds, and we’re pleasantly surprised to see how that lake responds,” said Henderson.
“What we’re seeing is that we can withdraw out of the lake and the lake can recharge quite quickly.”

Henderson said the province has enabled the city to manage Bearhole Lake as a reservoir.
“Bearhole Lake has about 200 days worth of water stored up there, and if it’s going to charge fairly readily, that

means we’re able to manage the system maybe in a different way than we have in the past,” said Henderson.

A call from one audience member to show a raise of hands as to who was in support of a water pipeline and

who would rather explore the option of the Bearhole Lake reservoir, showed that the community remains divided

on the issue.

Working off of the responses from Phase 1, city officials appeared to be trying to stress through Sure Water

literature and Thursday’s presentation that the favoured pipeline would be the priciest of the four options.

Even the preliminary engineering study around pipeline construction would be a major undertaking, a reason City

Council directed staff to provide a breakdown of potential costs for the project and options of funding for it.

Funding options were examined in depth, based on costs of $55 million, $75 million and $100 million, through
borrowing and saving, which would require taxation, service cuts or utility increases.

Chief Financial Officer Shelly Woolf also spoke on the options of accessing government funding and public-

private partnerships.

“My job tonight is to share the financial information from that report so that it will help you with your decision
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making,” Woolf told the crowd at the Encana Events Centre. “The report does not cover everything, nor does it
look at the cost of a pipeline – it explains funding options, risks and the related impact to the residents of

Dawson Creek. Right now, we do not know with any certainty the true cost of a pipeline.”
This was a point that drew some questioning from audience members, that without an accurate estimate of the

cost, a well-informed decision would be impossible. City staff indicated that the purpose of the report was to

illustrate the financial impact of the project at several different costs, to identify whether the public would continue

to support it based on various funding models.
“Regardless of which cost estimate is used, this project will be very expensive for the community, and right now

the city does not have $55 million in the bank to pay for it,” said Woolf.
“Because the project carries a high price tag, it brings with it a high degree of risk and complexity. Moving

forward with it prematurely could stress the financial resources of the city and the community depending on the

final cost, especially those families on a fixed income and small businesses.”
Having experienced an extreme Stage 4 drought as recently as 2012, and water restrictions in many years of

recent history, several community members pointed out that this has been a long-awaited project, put off by the

city year after year because of financials.
Chief Administrative Officer Jim Chute pointed out that one of the questions on the survey for all residents was: if

interested in a water pipeline, how much are you willing to pay for it?

“You’re going to pay something,” Chute said, if the pipeline is to be built. “So tell us what you’re willing to pay.”
On the other side of the discussion, some residents offered their concern that the major investment in the pipeline

could be for naught, if the population doesn’t steadily increase.
“You can spend $1 million on that pipeline today and not need to use a drop of that water,” one person told the

city officials. “I don’t think it’s a very good choice to put that pipeline in.”
Last year, the city estimated that the existing water supply would suffice until the population reached around

16,000 in Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe. Henderson said that from BC Stats’ current numbers, the growth
rate is approximately 1 per cent (down from previous estimates of 2 per cent), meaning the current water supply

could be sustained until 2034.
Another resident questioned whether it should be on the city and its residents to provide water infrastructure for

increased industry use, saying that it should be industry’s responsibility to seek out a usable water source.
Bumstead said there have been efforts on the part of industry to ensure water security, using the Shell Water

Reclamation Plant as an example. Other audience members also responded that, while that infrastructure comes

at a cost, industry is a necessary piece for the city to function.
“We’re constantly restricting water use for industry,” said former city councillor Paul Gevatkoff. “Our residents in

this city, that’s where the jobs are, with industry.”
As Woolf presented, one way of accessing the funding for the pipeline is through restricting city services, which

Gevatkoff said could be a necessary prioritization.
“The money we’re spending, is it a higher priority than water?” he said.
However, from last year’s survey results, Henderson cited that more than 80 per cent of people were opposed

to the use of fresh water for industry purposes, such as hydraulic fracturing.
Survey respondents also previously showed 60 per cent support on further education on water conservation, a
point one member of Thursday’s discussion argued fervently for. He suggested broadly implementing grey water

systems, where recycled water could be used for processes such as toilet flushing to alleviate the pressure on the

available potable water.
Over the month of May, Henderson said staff would be compiling the survey and poll information in order to
report back to council at the end of June. From there, he said council would be making decisions based on those
results, whether to go ahead with a plan and design for a water pipeline or holding off and exploring other
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options.
Surveys can be filled out online or picked up in person at City Hall.
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Oct. 22 

 

MALKINSON SUGGESTS WATER PROCESS CHANGES 

Dawson Creek's plan to involve the community in the discussion about a possible new pipeline was changed 

slightly after council approved a motion from Councillor Duncan Malkinson. 

He brought forward three things that could be put forward in the council's discussions. He asked that council 

consider that the estimates of developing the cost of a pipeline to either the Murray River or Peace River would 
be "considerable." 

Malkinson also asked that in the future, council acknowledge that opportunities for managing the city's current 
source of water, the Kiskatinaw River, have increased. 

Finally, he also asked that the information should also include any narrower estimates on Dawson Creek's 

future growth, and how a pipeline would sit into servicing that population. 

"I really think these are important things that the public ought to consider," he told council Monday. 

Shuman and fellow Councillor Terry McFadyen opposed the measure, but it was carried. 
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SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Welcome to our…

Community Water Security Forum

n	Thank-you for joining us!
n		5-9pm: Open house to view displays, talk to 

staff and Council and enjoy refreshments
n		5:30-6:30pm: Dawson Creek Secondary 

students debate the pros and cons of if and 
when to start planning and saving for  
a pipeline

n	 7pm: Presentations on what we’ve 
discovered and done since last year’s SURE 
WATER campaign, followed by a Q&A

n	 Thank-you again for participating! Together 
we can make the best decision for the future 
of our water supply!



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Let’s continue the conversation about 
the future of our water supply!

n			 Because water security continues to be a Council priority, 
the City of Dawson Creek embarked on Phase 2 of the SURE 
WATER campaign, which runs until the end of May. The 
campaign will:  

  – �Recap and revisit last year’s Phase 
1 information and outcomes

  –  Present updated information 
about population projections and 
the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam)

  –  Outline funding scenarios and 
taxpayer impacts for the pipeline 
option

    – Determine public support for the 
pipeline option

 Please	  share	  your	  thoughts	  about	  each	  of	  the	  options	  	  
 Use	  only	  one	  dot	  per	  option	  
 Simply	  place	  your	  dot	  on	  the	  panel,	  next	  to	  the	  words	  

Have	  fun!	  

The current water source for Dawson 
Creek and Pouce Coupe is the 
Kiskatinaw River. During last year’s 
SURE WATER campaign, more than 
two thirds of survey respondents 
supported either the Peace or 
Murray River as a new source. 



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Looking back… 

n			 Last spring, the SURE WATER 
campaign encouraged 
community discussion about 
the future of our water 
supply in general, and four 
water supply options in 
particular:  

  – �Upgrading the existing water 
system ($16M)

  – �Building a new raw-water 
reservoir ($22M) 

  – �Tapping into groundwater aquifers (cost unknown)

  – �Building a pipeline to the Peace or Murray River ($57M)

Upgrading the existing Kiskatinaw 
River water supply system as 
needed could meet residential 
and commercial/ industrial water 
demands until Dawson Creek and 
Pouce Coupe’s current combined 
population of 13,000 reaches 16,000. 

Options Presented During Phase 1 of SURE WATER in 2013

Upgrading	  the	  existing	  Kiskatinaw	  
River	  water	  supply	  system	  as	  
needed	  could	  meet	  residential	  and	  
commercial/	  industrial	  water	  
demands	  until	  Dawson	  Creek	  and	  
Pouce	  Coupe’s	  current	  combined	  
population	  of	  13,000	  reaches	  
16,000.	  	  
	  

Options	  Presented	  During	  Phase	  1	  of	  SURE	  WATER	  in	  2013	  	  

Looking	  back…	  	  
	  

 Last	  spring,	  the	  SURE	  WATER	  
campaign	  encouraged	  
community	  discussion	  about	  the	  
future	  of	  our	  water	  supply	  in	  
general,	  and	  four	  water	  supply	  
options	  in	  particular:	  	  

⎯ Upgrading	  the	  existing	  
water	  system	  ($16M)	  

⎯ Building	  a	  new	  raw-‐water	  
reservoir	  ($22M)	  	  

⎯ Tapping	  into	  groundwater	  
aquifers	  (cost	  unknown)	  

⎯ Building	  a	  pipeline	  to	  the	  Peace	  or	  Murray	  River	  ($57M)	  
	  
Four	  options	   Sufficient	  

to	  an	  
estimated	  
population	  

with	  
fracking	  

Sufficient	  
to	  an	  

estimated	  
population	  
without	  
fracking	  

Provide	  
water	  in	  
times	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

of	  drought	  

Rough	  cost	  
to	  build	  
(over	  20	  
years)	  

Rough	  cost	  
to	  operate	  

Existing	  system	  with	  
upgrades	  

16,000	   20,000	   Limited	   $16M	   Medium	  

New	  storage	  reservoir	   16,000	   20,000	   Yes	   $22M	   Low	  

Groundwater	  	  aquifers	   Unknown	   Unknown	   Yes	   Unknown	   Unknown	  

Pipeline	  from	  Peace	  or	  
Murray	  River	  

26,000	   32,000	   Yes	   $57M	   High	  
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Here’s what we heard in 2013…

n			 Extensive public consultation was conducted during last 
year’s SURE Water campaign to identify water users’ 
preferred option among the four presented 

n			 More than 1,000 Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents 
shared their thoughts through a printed or online survey, 
community feedback events such as the Community Water 
Security Forum, and random telephone survey

n			 Findings showed that:
  – �More than two-thirds of residents who provided feedback 

preferred the 
pipeline option

�  – �More than 80% 
opposed the use 
of fresh water for 
fracking

  –��More than  
60% supported 
increased public 
education about  
water conservation 
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Council actions…

n			 The City responded to Phase 1 
SURE WATER findings by: 

  – �Revising its water conservation 
bylaw to prohibit the use of 
water for fracking during times 
of drought

  – �Introducing a policy that directs 
future industrial operations to 
use reclaimed water from the 
Dawson Creek Reclamation 
Facility, and that prohibits unlicensed private truck fill stations 
from connecting to the City’s water system

n			 Council also directed staff to prepare a Water Pipeline 
Funding Analysis report that explored $55M, $75M, and 
$100M funding scenarios and related taxpayer impacts for  
a pipeline

n			 The report answers financial questions using the best 
information available today, and does not reflect future 
variables such as inflation and interest rates

Future industrial operations will use 
reclaimed water from the Dawson 
Creek Reclamation Facility instead of 
fresh water. 
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New information to consider…

The following important information has come to light since last 
year’s SURE WATER campaign. We believe it’s crucial for you to 
consider it before making a decision regarding the future of our 
water supply. 

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM

n			 Recent monitoring shows that 
the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam) has greater water storage 
and refill/recharge capacity 
than previously thought

n			 This improves the City’s 
response to drought by 
supplementing the water 
supply for about ten months, 
up from the previous estimate 
of six months 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS

n			 Population projections used for last year’s SURE WATER 
campaign were based on annual growth of 2%

n			 Using 2% as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the current 
population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe reaches 
16,000–or until about 2024

n			 Since then, BC Stats has conducted a more detailed study 
and is predicting annual growth of 1%, meaning the current 
water supply systems could be suitable until 2034

Recent studies show that the control 
weir on Bearhole Lake enables greater 
storage and recharge capacities than 
originally thought. Stored water could 
supplement the existing water supply 
system for up to ten months.
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Does the City have the money now?

n			 The City does not have the money now to fund the 
construction of a new pipeline

n			 The City has $16.5M in the bank, about one-third 
of which will be used to cover operating expenses. 
The other two-thirds sit in capital reserves for future 
capital upgrades

n			 The City’s 2013 capital budget of $21.4M is being 
used to pay for upgrades to buildings, equipment, and 
infrastructure that support City-provided services

n			 The City’s 2013 operating budget of $34.4M is being 
used for service commitments and past capital 
obligations
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Read	  on	  for	  info	  about	  
each	  of	  these	  options	  

	  

Can the City save the money?

n			 Yes, and this is a more flexible option than borrowing

n			 The City would first determine how 
much money it needs, and then 
save annually to meet those needs

n			 The amount needed would depend 
on how much money could be 
raised from senior governments 
and/or public-private partnerships

n			 The amount needed would also 
depend on if/when Council decides 
to proceed with a pipeline

n			 As outlined in the Water Pipeline 
Funding Analysis, four ways to save 
for a pipeline could be to:  

  – �Cut services

  – �Introduce a special tax

  – �Increase water charges

  – �Tax growth

Detailed design and costing of a 
water pipeline could be undertaken 
to determine how much money is 
needed for the project.
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Save by cutting services…

n			 The City could cut other programs and/or services to 
save for a pipeline

n			 If the City cut its 
operating budget by 5%, 
$1.7M could be saved 
annually and put into a 
reserve 

n			 Using a 5% scenario, it 
would take 32 years to 
save $55M, and almost 
60 years to save $100M

n			 Reallocating any ‘general 
revenue’ to a capital 
water project or reserve would have the same effect 
as cutting services

n			  Cutting services would require extensive, and likely 
difficult, community dialogue about what services 
should be cut 

1. In 2013, water security was one of Council’s strategic 
priorities. To that end, the City undertook Phase 1 of the SURE 
WATER information and consultation campaign last spring 
to hear what Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents had 
to say about the future of our water supply. In 2014, Council 
committed to continuing the conversation through Phase 2 of 
the SURE WATER campaign.

Do you agree or disagree that water security is an important 
issue that should continue to be a Council priority, along with 
related public consultation? 

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

2. Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information 
has come to light about population projections and the water 
storage capacity provided by the existing Bearhole Lake 
control weir. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS:  
The current population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe 
is about 13,000. Population projections for last year’s SURE 
WATER campaign were based on annual growth of 2%. 
Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the population 
reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats 
has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is 
predicting an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the 
current system would be suitable until 2034.   

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:  
Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam) has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity 
than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water 
supply for about ten months, which is up from the previous 
estimate of six months– giving us more water in times of 
drought.

Given this new information, when should the City move 
forward with the design and costing of a major water supply 
system upgrade? 

	Move forward now

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 5-10 years

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 10-15 years

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

3. During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than 
two-thirds of survey respondents supported the development 
of a new water pipeline from the Peace or Murray River, at an 
estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff 
report to explore potential funding options and possible costs 
to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis 
provided three funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, $100M), and 
outlined options for saving and borrowing money, increasing 
water charges, and partnering with senior government and/
or business. 

In short, the analysis concluded that the City could save the 
money needed, but that it would require service cuts and/or 
increased water charges and taxes. It also reported that the 
City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed 
because it doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity. Nor 
could the City count on senior government support or an 
acceptable public-private partnership. 

Given this more detailed information, do you agree or 
disagree we should move forward with the pipeline option?  
(Choose one)

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

is needed to raise funds without affecting the current budget model 
provides useful information. 

The average annual growth in residential assessment values 
from 1999 to 2013 was 10.38 percent. The average annual growth 
in commercial assessment values during the same period was 13.76 
percent. As shown in Figure 4, these percentages, and the resulting 
revenues, are significantly lower than those needed to pay for costly 
upgrades. It is estimated that a growth rate of 20-36 percent over  
20 years would be needed to cover the cost of a pipeline through 
growth alone. 

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY’S WATER FUND?  
Local governments typically use three separate funds: one for general 
use, the others for sewer and water. Each fund has an operating budget 
and a capital budget for infrastructure upgrades. 

The capital portion of the City’s water fund is supported by 
water infrastructure charges paid by all residential, commercial, and 
industrial customers. While residential and commercial contributions 
will likely remain stable or grow, new fracking regulations and 
technologies make it unlikely that future industrial contributions will 
be secure.   

The 2013 water fund budget was $5.5M, including $1.9M for 
annual capital and reserves (a very small portion of the total needed 
to build a pipeline), $2.5M for operations, and $1.1M for annual debt 
payments. 

The outstanding water fund debt is $8M, with annual payments of 
$1.1M. The current debt will be retired in 2027. Council could choose 
to defer any borrowing for new infrastructure until the debt from 
previous upgrades is paid off. 

Council would also have to consider the increased costs associated 
with operating a pipeline. Annual water pumping costs, for example, 
could increase from the $30,000/year paid today, to a projected cost of 
between $1.1M and $1.7M annually.

CAN THE CITY BORROW THE MONEY?  
Potentially yes, but it is a less flexible and more binding option than 
saving. Undertaken when savings or other funding sources are not 
available, or in combination with other sources, borrowing is also the 

most costly option due to associated interest rates. 
In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debt, including 

general fund debt of $19M (65.5 percent of the total), sewer fund 
debt of $475,000 (6.1 percent), and water fund debt of $8.2M (28.4 
percent). The annual principal and interest payments on this debt are 
about $4M. 

In 2013, Council committed to borrowing another $11.29M for 
road upgrades, the Loran Reservoir, and the sewer trunk line. This 

brings total debt to $40M, with annual principal and interest payments 
of $5.2M. 

As shown in Figure 5, these existing debts prohibit the City from 
borrowing all the money needed for a pipeline. For more information 
review the SURE WATER FAQs at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.  

WHAT ABOUT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING?  
Cost-sharing with other levels of government and public-private 
partnerships are potential sources of funding. 

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Other levels of government often 
support local government projects. The City has successfully shared 
costs with senior government for the Multiplex, the Calvin Kruk 
Arts Centre, and other water projects. Due to the slower economy, 
however, federal and provincial governments are giving less money to 
fewer projects. For this reason, staff didn’t include a cost analysis for 
senior government funding in its report. However, if Council chooses 
to proceed with water supply upgrades, sources of senior government 
funding would be investigated at that time. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: While these types of arrangements 
are often complex to administer and can cause asset ownership and/
or management challenges, the City’s partnership with Shell Canada 
for the design and construction of the Water Reclamation Facility is 
unfolding well. The City owns and operates the facility. In exchange 
for $18.3M in funding, Shell receives about 75 percent of the 4,500 
cu/m produced daily, which it uses for natural gas fracking. 

A similar arrangement for the pipeline would require an 
arrangement agreeable to both the City and a private-sector partner. 

WHAT ABOUT OTHER FUNDING MODELS?  
If the community and Council decide to proceed with the pipeline, 
other funding models will be explored. But whatever model is 
chosen, the probable impacts include increased consumption and 
infrastructure charges, increased taxes, reduced capital and operating 
budgets for other services, increased municipal and community risk, 
and possibly reduced growth. 

LOOKING DEEPER…
What follows is a summary of questions and answers outlined in the 
Water Pipeline Funding Analysis. Please note that the dollar figures 
are based on the best information available today, and do not reflect 
future variables such as inflation and interest rates. For more detailed 
information, see the complete analysis and/or the SURE WATER 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions on the Dawson Creek website at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

The $55M scenario is used throughout the text in this newsletter as 
it is closest to the pipeline design and construction cost proposed by 
supporters during Phase 1. Information about funding impacts for the 
$75M and $100M options is presented in the charts. 

DOES THE CITY HAVE THE MONEY NOW?  
The City does not have the money now to fund the design and 
construction of a new pipeline, whatever the cost. The City’s  
current capital budget of $21.4M is being used to pay for upgrades  
to buildings, equipment, and infrastructure that support  
City-provided services. 

CAN THE CITY SAVE THE MONEY?  
Yes, the City would first determine how much money it needs for 
a pipeline and then save annually to meet those needs. The amount 
required would depend on how much money could be raised from 
other sources (e.g., senior government funding and/or public-private 
partnerships), and when Council might proceed with the project.  

There are four ways the City could save money for a pipeline: by 
cutting services, introducing a special tax, increasing water charges, 
and/or taxing growth. 

CUTTING SERVICES: As shown in Figure 1, if the City cut its operating 
budget by 5 percent, $1.7M could be saved annually and put into a 
reserve. Using this approach would take about 32 years to save $55M, 
and would require extensive and potentially difficult discussions 
regarding what services and/or programs would be cut. 

INTRODUCING A SPECIAL TAX: As shown in Figure 2, Council 
could hold services at present levels and, instead, save money by 

introducing a special 
annual tax. Again, the 
City would have to 
determine how much 
to save each year. 
Given the current tax 
model, an annual tax 
levy per household 
of $1.04/$1,000 
of assessed value 
(i.e., $312/year for 
a $300,000 home), 
combined with a 
commercial levy 
of $3.46, would be 
needed over 20 years 
to raise $55M.

INCREASING WATER CHARGES: The City provides water to about 
5,000 connections. Users pay a ‘variable water charge’ based on how 
much they use, which helps cover system operating costs. Currently, 
this charge is $1.68/cubic metre for potable (drinking) water and 
$1.25/cubic metre for non-potable water. 

Each connection also pays a ‘water infrastructure charge’ based on 
connection type and meter size. This revenue is used to cover water-

related capital upgrade and/or borrowing costs. In 2013, for example, 
the average homeowner paid a flat fee of $222 to help maintain the 
water system. The resulting $1.5M raised is being used to pay for 
existing water-related commitments.

As shown in Figure 3, water charges would have to be increased 
substantially to support the pipeline option. To save $55M over 20 
years, for example, the annual infrastructure charge for a typical 
household connection would increase from $222 to $393, not 
including water-use charges. 

TAXING GROWTH: Some residents believe that a pipeline is needed 
to accommodate growth (e.g., the increased number of taxable 
properties, homes, and businesses), so exploring how much growth 

We need to continue the conversation about the future 
of our water supply. Your input will help guide Council 
decisions to ensure a reliable source of water for future 
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural uses. 

Please take a moment to share your thoughts by 
completing and returning this paper survey,  or  
by completing the online survey at  
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

Please be sure to read the newsletter first to learn more 
before providing your feedback. 

What do you think?
SURE WATER
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32

"

Saving Money Annually by Cutting  
Services in the Operating Budget

$55M 5% = $1.7M = 32  years
10% = $3.5M = 16 years 
20% = $7M = 8 years

$75M 5% = $1.7M = 44 years
10% = $3.5M = 21 years
20% = $7M = 11 years

$100M 5% = $1.7M = 59 years
10% = $3.5M = 29 years
20% = $7M = 14 years

Figure 1: Save by Cutting Services 

Saving Money Annually Introducing a Special Tax Levy

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.07/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.92/year/$1,000 assessed value 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.04/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $3.46/year/$1,000 assessed value

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.82/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $9.44/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $3.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.41/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy:  $4.72/year/$1,000 assessed value

$100M $100M 10 years @ $10M/year
Residential tax levy: $3.77/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $12.59/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @$5M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.88/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.29/year/$1,000 assessed value

Figure 2: Save by Introducing a Special Tax

Saving Money Annually by Increasing  
Water Infrastructure Charges  

(Based on a typical 5/8” residential connection)

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
From $222/year today to $786/year 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
From $222/year today to $393/year

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
From $222/year today to $1,072/year 

20 years @ $3.75M/year
From $222/year today to $536/year 

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
From $222/year today to $1,439/year 

20 years @$5M/year
From $222/year today to $715/year 

Figure 3:  Save by Increasing Water Infrastructure Charges

Saving Money Annually by Taxing Growth

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
40% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $2.75M/year
20% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
55% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $3.75M/year
27% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
73% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @$5M/year
36% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

Figure 4: Save by Taxing Growth

Borrowing the Money

Current General Fund Debt = $19M
Current Water Fund Debt = $8.2M

Annual General Debt Payment: $2.7M
Annual Water Debt Payment: $1.1M 

$55M Debt payment over 20 years  
$4.6M/year with $37M in interest charges

$75M Debt payment over 20 years 
$6.6M/year with $50M in interest

$100M Debt payment over 20 years 
$8.4M/year with $67M in interest

Figure 5: Borrowing the Money

(continued on page 4) (over)
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Save by introducing a new tax… 

n			 Instead of cutting services, Council 
could save the money needed for 
a pipeline by introducing a special 
annual tax 

n			 To raise $55M over 20 years, for 
example, would require an annual 
residential tax levy of $1.04/ $1,000 
assessed value combined with an annual commercial tax 
levy of $3.46/$1,000 assessed value (based on current 
taxation model)

Saving	  for	  a	  $55M	  
pipeline	  using	  a	  special	  
tax	  alone	  would	  cost	  

the	  average	  
homeowner	  an	  

additional	  $312/year	  
for	  20	  years	  

	  

1. In 2013, water security was one of Council’s strategic 
priorities. To that end, the City undertook Phase 1 of the SURE 
WATER information and consultation campaign last spring 
to hear what Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents had 
to say about the future of our water supply. In 2014, Council 
committed to continuing the conversation through Phase 2 of 
the SURE WATER campaign.

Do you agree or disagree that water security is an important 
issue that should continue to be a Council priority, along with 
related public consultation? 

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

2. Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information 
has come to light about population projections and the water 
storage capacity provided by the existing Bearhole Lake 
control weir. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS:  
The current population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe 
is about 13,000. Population projections for last year’s SURE 
WATER campaign were based on annual growth of 2%. 
Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the population 
reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats 
has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is 
predicting an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the 
current system would be suitable until 2034.   

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:  
Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam) has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity 
than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water 
supply for about ten months, which is up from the previous 
estimate of six months– giving us more water in times of 
drought.

Given this new information, when should the City move 
forward with the design and costing of a major water supply 
system upgrade? 

	Move forward now

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 5-10 years

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 10-15 years

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

3. During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than 
two-thirds of survey respondents supported the development 
of a new water pipeline from the Peace or Murray River, at an 
estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff 
report to explore potential funding options and possible costs 
to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis 
provided three funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, $100M), and 
outlined options for saving and borrowing money, increasing 
water charges, and partnering with senior government and/
or business. 

In short, the analysis concluded that the City could save the 
money needed, but that it would require service cuts and/or 
increased water charges and taxes. It also reported that the 
City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed 
because it doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity. Nor 
could the City count on senior government support or an 
acceptable public-private partnership. 

Given this more detailed information, do you agree or 
disagree we should move forward with the pipeline option?  
(Choose one)

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

is needed to raise funds without affecting the current budget model 
provides useful information. 

The average annual growth in residential assessment values 
from 1999 to 2013 was 10.38 percent. The average annual growth 
in commercial assessment values during the same period was 13.76 
percent. As shown in Figure 4, these percentages, and the resulting 
revenues, are significantly lower than those needed to pay for costly 
upgrades. It is estimated that a growth rate of 20-36 percent over  
20 years would be needed to cover the cost of a pipeline through 
growth alone. 

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY’S WATER FUND?  
Local governments typically use three separate funds: one for general 
use, the others for sewer and water. Each fund has an operating budget 
and a capital budget for infrastructure upgrades. 

The capital portion of the City’s water fund is supported by 
water infrastructure charges paid by all residential, commercial, and 
industrial customers. While residential and commercial contributions 
will likely remain stable or grow, new fracking regulations and 
technologies make it unlikely that future industrial contributions will 
be secure.   

The 2013 water fund budget was $5.5M, including $1.9M for 
annual capital and reserves (a very small portion of the total needed 
to build a pipeline), $2.5M for operations, and $1.1M for annual debt 
payments. 

The outstanding water fund debt is $8M, with annual payments of 
$1.1M. The current debt will be retired in 2027. Council could choose 
to defer any borrowing for new infrastructure until the debt from 
previous upgrades is paid off. 

Council would also have to consider the increased costs associated 
with operating a pipeline. Annual water pumping costs, for example, 
could increase from the $30,000/year paid today, to a projected cost of 
between $1.1M and $1.7M annually.

CAN THE CITY BORROW THE MONEY?  
Potentially yes, but it is a less flexible and more binding option than 
saving. Undertaken when savings or other funding sources are not 
available, or in combination with other sources, borrowing is also the 

most costly option due to associated interest rates. 
In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debt, including 

general fund debt of $19M (65.5 percent of the total), sewer fund 
debt of $475,000 (6.1 percent), and water fund debt of $8.2M (28.4 
percent). The annual principal and interest payments on this debt are 
about $4M. 

In 2013, Council committed to borrowing another $11.29M for 
road upgrades, the Loran Reservoir, and the sewer trunk line. This 

brings total debt to $40M, with annual principal and interest payments 
of $5.2M. 

As shown in Figure 5, these existing debts prohibit the City from 
borrowing all the money needed for a pipeline. For more information 
review the SURE WATER FAQs at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.  

WHAT ABOUT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING?  
Cost-sharing with other levels of government and public-private 
partnerships are potential sources of funding. 

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Other levels of government often 
support local government projects. The City has successfully shared 
costs with senior government for the Multiplex, the Calvin Kruk 
Arts Centre, and other water projects. Due to the slower economy, 
however, federal and provincial governments are giving less money to 
fewer projects. For this reason, staff didn’t include a cost analysis for 
senior government funding in its report. However, if Council chooses 
to proceed with water supply upgrades, sources of senior government 
funding would be investigated at that time. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: While these types of arrangements 
are often complex to administer and can cause asset ownership and/
or management challenges, the City’s partnership with Shell Canada 
for the design and construction of the Water Reclamation Facility is 
unfolding well. The City owns and operates the facility. In exchange 
for $18.3M in funding, Shell receives about 75 percent of the 4,500 
cu/m produced daily, which it uses for natural gas fracking. 

A similar arrangement for the pipeline would require an 
arrangement agreeable to both the City and a private-sector partner. 

WHAT ABOUT OTHER FUNDING MODELS?  
If the community and Council decide to proceed with the pipeline, 
other funding models will be explored. But whatever model is 
chosen, the probable impacts include increased consumption and 
infrastructure charges, increased taxes, reduced capital and operating 
budgets for other services, increased municipal and community risk, 
and possibly reduced growth. 

LOOKING DEEPER…
What follows is a summary of questions and answers outlined in the 
Water Pipeline Funding Analysis. Please note that the dollar figures 
are based on the best information available today, and do not reflect 
future variables such as inflation and interest rates. For more detailed 
information, see the complete analysis and/or the SURE WATER 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions on the Dawson Creek website at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

The $55M scenario is used throughout the text in this newsletter as 
it is closest to the pipeline design and construction cost proposed by 
supporters during Phase 1. Information about funding impacts for the 
$75M and $100M options is presented in the charts. 

DOES THE CITY HAVE THE MONEY NOW?  
The City does not have the money now to fund the design and 
construction of a new pipeline, whatever the cost. The City’s  
current capital budget of $21.4M is being used to pay for upgrades  
to buildings, equipment, and infrastructure that support  
City-provided services. 

CAN THE CITY SAVE THE MONEY?  
Yes, the City would first determine how much money it needs for 
a pipeline and then save annually to meet those needs. The amount 
required would depend on how much money could be raised from 
other sources (e.g., senior government funding and/or public-private 
partnerships), and when Council might proceed with the project.  

There are four ways the City could save money for a pipeline: by 
cutting services, introducing a special tax, increasing water charges, 
and/or taxing growth. 

CUTTING SERVICES: As shown in Figure 1, if the City cut its operating 
budget by 5 percent, $1.7M could be saved annually and put into a 
reserve. Using this approach would take about 32 years to save $55M, 
and would require extensive and potentially difficult discussions 
regarding what services and/or programs would be cut. 

INTRODUCING A SPECIAL TAX: As shown in Figure 2, Council 
could hold services at present levels and, instead, save money by 

introducing a special 
annual tax. Again, the 
City would have to 
determine how much 
to save each year. 
Given the current tax 
model, an annual tax 
levy per household 
of $1.04/$1,000 
of assessed value 
(i.e., $312/year for 
a $300,000 home), 
combined with a 
commercial levy 
of $3.46, would be 
needed over 20 years 
to raise $55M.

INCREASING WATER 
CHARGES: The City provides water to about 5,000 connections. Users 
pay a ‘variable water charge’ based on how much they use, which 
helps cover system operating costs. Currently, this charge is $1.68/
cubic metre for potable (drinking) water and $1.25/cubic metre for 
non-potable water. 

Each connection also pays a ‘water infrastructure charge’ based on 

connection type and meter size. This revenue is used to cover water-
related capital upgrade and/or borrowing costs. In 2013, for example, 
the average homeowner paid a flat fee of $222 to help maintain the 
water system. The resulting $1.5M raised is being used to pay for 
existing water-related commitments.

As shown in Figure 3, water charges would have to be increased 
substantially to support the pipeline option. To save $55M over 20 
years, for example, the annual infrastructure charge for a typical 
household connection would increase from $222 to $393, not 
including water-use charges. 

TAXING GROWTH: Some residents believe that a pipeline is needed 
to accommodate growth (e.g., the increased number of taxable 
properties, homes, and businesses), so exploring how much growth 

We need to continue the conversation about the future 
of our water supply. Your input will help guide Council 
decisions to ensure a reliable source of water for future 
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural uses. 

Please take a moment to share your thoughts by 
completing and returning this paper survey,  or  
by completing the online survey at  
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

Please be sure to read the newsletter first to learn more 
before providing your feedback. 

What do you think?
SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply
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Saving Money Annually by Cutting  
Services in the Operating Budget

$55M 5% = $1.7M = 32  years
10% = $3.5M = 16 years 
20% = $7M = 8 years

$75M 5% = $1.7M = 44 years
10% = $3.5M = 21 years
20% = $7M = 11 years

$100M
5% = $1.7M = 59 years
10% = $3.5M = 29 years
20% = $7M = 14 years

Figure 1: Save by Cutting Services 

Saving Money Annually Introducing a Special Tax Levy

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.07/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.92/year/$1,000 assessed value 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.04/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $3.46/year/$1,000 assessed value

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.82/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $9.44/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $3.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.41/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy:  $4.72/year/$1,000 assessed value

$100M $100M 10 years @ $10M/year
Residential tax levy: $3.77/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $12.59/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @$5M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.88/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.29/year/$1,000 assessed value

Figure 2: Save by Introducing a Special Tax

Saving Money Annually by Increasing  
Water Infrastructure Charges  

(Based on a typical 5/8” residential connection)

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
From $222/year today to $786/year 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
From $222/year today to $393/year

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
From $222/year today to $1,072/year 

20 years @ $3.75M/year
From $222/year today to $536/year 

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
From $222/year today to $1,439/year 

20 years @$5M/year
From $222/year today to $715/year 

Figure 3:  Save by Increasing Water Infrastructure Charges

Saving Money Annually by Taxing Growth

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
40% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $2.75M/year
20% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
55% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $3.75M/year
27% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
73% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @$5M/year
36% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

Figure 4: Save by Taxing Growth

Borrowing the Money

Current General Fund Debt = $19M
Current Water Fund Debt = $8.2M

Annual General Debt Payment: $2.7M
Annual Water Debt Payment: $1.1M 

$55M Debt payment over 20 years  
$4.6M/year with $37M in interest charges

$75M Debt payment over 20 years 
$6.6M/year with $50M in interest

$100M Debt payment over 20 years 
$8.4M/year with $67M in interest

Figure 5: Borrowing the Money

(continued on page 4) (over)



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Save by increasing water charges… 

n			 The City provides water to about 
5,000 connections

n			 Users pay a ‘variable water charge’ 
based on how much they use 
to fund  the City’s water system 
operating costs

n			 Each user also pays a ‘water 
infrastructure charge’ based on connection type and meter 
size to fund the City’s water-related capital upgrade and/or 
borrowing costs

n			 Water infrastructure 
charges would have 
to be increased 
to pay for a new 
pipeline

n			 To save $55M 
over 20 years, 
for example, the 
average annual water 
infrastructure charge 
of $222 (2013) would 
increase to $393 

1. In 2013, water security was one of Council’s strategic 
priorities. To that end, the City undertook Phase 1 of the SURE 
WATER information and consultation campaign last spring 
to hear what Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents had 
to say about the future of our water supply. In 2014, Council 
committed to continuing the conversation through Phase 2 of 
the SURE WATER campaign.

Do you agree or disagree that water security is an important 
issue that should continue to be a Council priority, along with 
related public consultation? 

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

2. Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information 
has come to light about population projections and the water 
storage capacity provided by the existing Bearhole Lake 
control weir. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS:  
The current population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe 
is about 13,000. Population projections for last year’s SURE 
WATER campaign were based on annual growth of 2%. 
Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the population 
reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats 
has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is 
predicting an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the 
current system would be suitable until 2034.   

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:  
Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam) has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity 
than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water 
supply for about ten months, which is up from the previous 
estimate of six months– giving us more water in times of 
drought.

Given this new information, when should the City move 
forward with the design and costing of a major water supply 
system upgrade? 

	Move forward now

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 5-10 years

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 10-15 years

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

3. During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than 
two-thirds of survey respondents supported the development 
of a new water pipeline from the Peace or Murray River, at an 
estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff 
report to explore potential funding options and possible costs 
to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis 
provided three funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, $100M), and 
outlined options for saving and borrowing money, increasing 
water charges, and partnering with senior government and/
or business. 

In short, the analysis concluded that the City could save the 
money needed, but that it would require service cuts and/or 
increased water charges and taxes. It also reported that the 
City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed 
because it doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity. Nor 
could the City count on senior government support or an 
acceptable public-private partnership. 

Given this more detailed information, do you agree or 
disagree we should move forward with the pipeline option?  
(Choose one)

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

is needed to raise funds without affecting the current budget model 
provides useful information. 

The average annual growth in residential assessment values 
from 1999 to 2013 was 10.38 percent. The average annual growth 
in commercial assessment values during the same period was 13.76 
percent. As shown in Figure 4, these percentages, and the resulting 
revenues, are significantly lower than those needed to pay for costly 
upgrades. It is estimated that a growth rate of 20-36 percent over  
20 years would be needed to cover the cost of a pipeline through 
growth alone. 

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY’S WATER FUND?  
Local governments typically use three separate funds: one for general 
use, the others for sewer and water. Each fund has an operating budget 
and a capital budget for infrastructure upgrades. 

The capital portion of the City’s water fund is supported by 
water infrastructure charges paid by all residential, commercial, and 
industrial customers. While residential and commercial contributions 
will likely remain stable or grow, new fracking regulations and 
technologies make it unlikely that future industrial contributions will 
be secure.   

The 2013 water fund budget was $5.5M, including $1.9M for 
annual capital and reserves (a very small portion of the total needed 
to build a pipeline), $2.5M for operations, and $1.1M for annual debt 
payments. 

The outstanding water fund debt is $8M, with annual payments of 
$1.1M. The current debt will be retired in 2027. Council could choose 
to defer any borrowing for new infrastructure until the debt from 
previous upgrades is paid off. 

Council would also have to consider the increased costs associated 
with operating a pipeline. Annual water pumping costs, for example, 
could increase from the $30,000/year paid today, to a projected cost of 
between $1.1M and $1.7M annually.

CAN THE CITY BORROW THE MONEY?  
Potentially yes, but it is a less flexible and more binding option than 
saving. Undertaken when savings or other funding sources are not 
available, or in combination with other sources, borrowing is also the 

most costly option due to associated interest rates. 
In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debt, including 

general fund debt of $19M (65.5 percent of the total), sewer fund 
debt of $475,000 (6.1 percent), and water fund debt of $8.2M (28.4 
percent). The annual principal and interest payments on this debt are 
about $4M. 

In 2013, Council committed to borrowing another $11.29M for 
road upgrades, the Loran Reservoir, and the sewer trunk line. This 

brings total debt to $40M, with annual principal and interest payments 
of $5.2M. 

As shown in Figure 5, these existing debts prohibit the City from 
borrowing all the money needed for a pipeline. For more information 
review the SURE WATER FAQs at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.  

WHAT ABOUT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING?  
Cost-sharing with other levels of government and public-private 
partnerships are potential sources of funding. 

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Other levels of government often 
support local government projects. The City has successfully shared 
costs with senior government for the Multiplex, the Calvin Kruk 
Arts Centre, and other water projects. Due to the slower economy, 
however, federal and provincial governments are giving less money to 
fewer projects. For this reason, staff didn’t include a cost analysis for 
senior government funding in its report. However, if Council chooses 
to proceed with water supply upgrades, sources of senior government 
funding would be investigated at that time. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: While these types of arrangements 
are often complex to administer and can cause asset ownership and/
or management challenges, the City’s partnership with Shell Canada 
for the design and construction of the Water Reclamation Facility is 
unfolding well. The City owns and operates the facility. In exchange 
for $18.3M in funding, Shell receives about 75 percent of the 4,500 
cu/m produced daily, which it uses for natural gas fracking. 

A similar arrangement for the pipeline would require an 
arrangement agreeable to both the City and a private-sector partner. 

WHAT ABOUT OTHER FUNDING MODELS?  
If the community and Council decide to proceed with the pipeline, 
other funding models will be explored. But whatever model is 
chosen, the probable impacts include increased consumption and 
infrastructure charges, increased taxes, reduced capital and operating 
budgets for other services, increased municipal and community risk, 
and possibly reduced growth. 

LOOKING DEEPER…
What follows is a summary of questions and answers outlined in the 
Water Pipeline Funding Analysis. Please note that the dollar figures 
are based on the best information available today, and do not reflect 
future variables such as inflation and interest rates. For more detailed 
information, see the complete analysis and/or the SURE WATER 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions on the Dawson Creek website at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

The $55M scenario is used throughout the text in this newsletter as 
it is closest to the pipeline design and construction cost proposed by 
supporters during Phase 1. Information about funding impacts for the 
$75M and $100M options is presented in the charts. 

DOES THE CITY HAVE THE MONEY NOW?  
The City does not have the money now to fund the design and 
construction of a new pipeline, whatever the cost. The City’s  
current capital budget of $21.4M is being used to pay for upgrades  
to buildings, equipment, and infrastructure that support  
City-provided services. 

CAN THE CITY SAVE THE MONEY?  
Yes, the City would first determine how much money it needs for 
a pipeline and then save annually to meet those needs. The amount 
required would depend on how much money could be raised from 
other sources (e.g., senior government funding and/or public-private 
partnerships), and when Council might proceed with the project.  

There are four ways the City could save money for a pipeline: by 
cutting services, introducing a special tax, increasing water charges, 
and/or taxing growth. 

CUTTING SERVICES: As shown in Figure 1, if the City cut its operating 
budget by 5 percent, $1.7M could be saved annually and put into a 
reserve. Using this approach would take about 32 years to save $55M, 
and would require extensive and potentially difficult discussions 
regarding what services and/or programs would be cut. 

INTRODUCING A SPECIAL TAX: As shown in Figure 2, Council 
could hold services at present levels and, instead, save money by 

introducing a special 
annual tax. Again, the 
City would have to 
determine how much 
to save each year. 
Given the current tax 
model, an annual tax 
levy per household 
of $1.04/$1,000 
of assessed value 
(i.e., $312/year for 
a $300,000 home), 
combined with a 
commercial levy 
of $3.46, would be 
needed over 20 years 
to raise $55M.

INCREASING WATER 
CHARGES: The City provides water to about 5,000 connections. Users 
pay a ‘variable water charge’ based on how much they use, which 
helps cover system operating costs. Currently, this charge is $1.68/
cubic metre for potable (drinking) water and $1.25/cubic metre for 
non-potable water. 

Each connection also pays a ‘water infrastructure charge’ based on 

connection type and meter size. This revenue is used to cover water-
related capital upgrade and/or borrowing costs. In 2013, for example, 
the average homeowner paid a flat fee of $222 to help maintain the 
water system. The resulting $1.5M raised is being used to pay for 
existing water-related commitments.

As shown in Figure 3, water charges would have to be increased 
substantially to support the pipeline option. To save $55M over 20 
years, for example, the annual infrastructure charge for a typical 
household connection would increase from $222 to $393, not 
including water-use charges. 

TAXING GROWTH: Some residents believe that a pipeline is needed 
to accommodate growth (e.g., the increased number of taxable 
properties, homes, and businesses), so exploring how much growth 

We need to continue the conversation about the future 
of our water supply. Your input will help guide Council 
decisions to ensure a reliable source of water for future 
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural uses. 

Please take a moment to share your thoughts by 
completing and returning this paper survey,  or  
by completing the online survey at  
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

Please be sure to read the newsletter first to learn more 
before providing your feedback. 

What do you think?
SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply
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Saving Money Annually by Cutting  
Services in the Operating Budget

$55M 5% = $1.7M = 32  years
10% = $3.5M = 16 years 
20% = $7M = 8 years

$75M 5% = $1.7M = 44 years
10% = $3.5M = 21 years
20% = $7M = 11 years

$100M
5% = $1.7M = 59 years
10% = $3.5M = 29 years
20% = $7M = 14 years

Figure 1: Save by Cutting Services 

Saving Money Annually Introducing a Special Tax Levy

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.07/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.92/year/$1,000 assessed value 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.04/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $3.46/year/$1,000 assessed value

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.82/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $9.44/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $3.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.41/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy:  $4.72/year/$1,000 assessed value

$100M $100M 10 years @ $10M/year
Residential tax levy: $3.77/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $12.59/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @$5M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.88/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.29/year/$1,000 assessed value

Figure 2: Save by Introducing a Special Tax

Saving Money Annually by Increasing  
Water Infrastructure Charges  

(Based on a typical 5/8” residential connection)

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
From $222/year today to $786/year 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
From $222/year today to $393/year

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
From $222/year today to $1,072/year 

20 years @ $3.75M/year
From $222/year today to $536/year 

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
From $222/year today to $1,439/year 

20 years @$5M/year
From $222/year today to $715/year 

Figure 3:  Save by Increasing Water Infrastructure Charges

Saving Money Annually by Taxing Growth

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
40% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $2.75M/year
20% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
55% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $3.75M/year
27% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
73% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @$5M/year
36% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

Figure 4: Save by Taxing Growth

Borrowing the Money

Current General Fund Debt = $19M
Current Water Fund Debt = $8.2M

Annual General Debt Payment: $2.7M
Annual Water Debt Payment: $1.1M 

$55M Debt payment over 20 years  
$4.6M/year with $37M in interest charges

$75M Debt payment over 20 years 
$6.6M/year with $50M in interest

$100M Debt payment over 20 years 
$8.4M/year with $67M in interest

Figure 5: Borrowing the Money

(continued on page 4) (over)

Saving	  for	  a	  $55M	  
pipeline	  by	  increasing	  
water	  charges	  alone	  
would	  cost	  the	  average	  

homeowner	  an	  
additional	  $171/year	  	  

for	  20	  years	  

	  



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

1. In 2013, water security was one of Council’s strategic 
priorities. To that end, the City undertook Phase 1 of the SURE 
WATER information and consultation campaign last spring 
to hear what Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents had 
to say about the future of our water supply. In 2014, Council 
committed to continuing the conversation through Phase 2 of 
the SURE WATER campaign.

Do you agree or disagree that water security is an important 
issue that should continue to be a Council priority, along with 
related public consultation? 

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

2. Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information 
has come to light about population projections and the water 
storage capacity provided by the existing Bearhole Lake 
control weir. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS:  
The current population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe 
is about 13,000. Population projections for last year’s SURE 
WATER campaign were based on annual growth of 2%. 
Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the population 
reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats 
has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is 
predicting an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the 
current system would be suitable until 2034.   

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:  
Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam) has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity 
than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water 
supply for about ten months, which is up from the previous 
estimate of six months– giving us more water in times of 
drought.

Given this new information, when should the City move 
forward with the design and costing of a major water supply 
system upgrade? 

	Move forward now

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 5-10 years

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 10-15 years

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

3. During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than 
two-thirds of survey respondents supported the development 
of a new water pipeline from the Peace or Murray River, at an 
estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff 
report to explore potential funding options and possible costs 
to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis 
provided three funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, $100M), and 
outlined options for saving and borrowing money, increasing 
water charges, and partnering with senior government and/
or business. 

In short, the analysis concluded that the City could save the 
money needed, but that it would require service cuts and/or 
increased water charges and taxes. It also reported that the 
City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed 
because it doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity. Nor 
could the City count on senior government support or an 
acceptable public-private partnership. 

Given this more detailed information, do you agree or 
disagree we should move forward with the pipeline option?  
(Choose one)

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

is needed to raise funds without affecting the current budget model 
provides useful information. 

The average annual growth in residential assessment values 
from 1999 to 2013 was 10.38 percent. The average annual growth 
in commercial assessment values during the same period was 13.76 
percent. As shown in Figure 4, these percentages, and the resulting 
revenues, are significantly lower than those needed to pay for costly 
upgrades. It is estimated that a growth rate of 20-36 percent over  
20 years would be needed to cover the cost of a pipeline through 
growth alone. 

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY’S WATER FUND?  
Local governments typically use three separate funds: one for general 
use, the others for sewer and water. Each fund has an operating budget 
and a capital budget for infrastructure upgrades. 

The capital portion of the City’s water fund is supported by 
water infrastructure charges paid by all residential, commercial, and 
industrial customers. While residential and commercial contributions 
will likely remain stable or grow, new fracking regulations and 
technologies make it unlikely that future industrial contributions will 
be secure.   

The 2013 water fund budget was $5.5M, including $1.9M for 
annual capital and reserves (a very small portion of the total needed 
to build a pipeline), $2.5M for operations, and $1.1M for annual debt 
payments. 

The outstanding water fund debt is $8M, with annual payments of 
$1.1M. The current debt will be retired in 2027. Council could choose 
to defer any borrowing for new infrastructure until the debt from 
previous upgrades is paid off. 

Council would also have to consider the increased costs associated 
with operating a pipeline. Annual water pumping costs, for example, 
could increase from the $30,000/year paid today, to a projected cost of 
between $1.1M and $1.7M annually.

CAN THE CITY BORROW THE MONEY?  
Potentially yes, but it is a less flexible and more binding option than 
saving. Undertaken when savings or other funding sources are not 
available, or in combination with other sources, borrowing is also the 

most costly option due to associated interest rates. 
In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debt, including 

general fund debt of $19M (65.5 percent of the total), sewer fund 
debt of $475,000 (6.1 percent), and water fund debt of $8.2M (28.4 
percent). The annual principal and interest payments on this debt are 
about $4M. 

In 2013, Council committed to borrowing another $11.29M for 
road upgrades, the Loran Reservoir, and the sewer trunk line. This 

brings total debt to $40M, with annual principal and interest payments 
of $5.2M. 

As shown in Figure 5, these existing debts prohibit the City from 
borrowing all the money needed for a pipeline. For more information 
review the SURE WATER FAQs at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.  

WHAT ABOUT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING?  
Cost-sharing with other levels of government and public-private 
partnerships are potential sources of funding. 

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Other levels of government often 
support local government projects. The City has successfully shared 
costs with senior government for the Multiplex, the Calvin Kruk 
Arts Centre, and other water projects. Due to the slower economy, 
however, federal and provincial governments are giving less money to 
fewer projects. For this reason, staff didn’t include a cost analysis for 
senior government funding in its report. However, if Council chooses 
to proceed with water supply upgrades, sources of senior government 
funding would be investigated at that time. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: While these types of arrangements 
are often complex to administer and can cause asset ownership and/
or management challenges, the City’s partnership with Shell Canada 
for the design and construction of the Water Reclamation Facility is 
unfolding well. The City owns and operates the facility. In exchange 
for $18.3M in funding, Shell receives about 75 percent of the 4,500 
cu/m produced daily, which it uses for natural gas fracking. 

A similar arrangement for the pipeline would require an 
arrangement agreeable to both the City and a private-sector partner. 

WHAT ABOUT OTHER FUNDING MODELS?  
If the community and Council decide to proceed with the pipeline, 
other funding models will be explored. But whatever model is 
chosen, the probable impacts include increased consumption and 
infrastructure charges, increased taxes, reduced capital and operating 
budgets for other services, increased municipal and community risk, 
and possibly reduced growth. 

LOOKING DEEPER…
What follows is a summary of questions and answers outlined in the 
Water Pipeline Funding Analysis. Please note that the dollar figures 
are based on the best information available today, and do not reflect 
future variables such as inflation and interest rates. For more detailed 
information, see the complete analysis and/or the SURE WATER 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions on the Dawson Creek website at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

The $55M scenario is used throughout the text in this newsletter as 
it is closest to the pipeline design and construction cost proposed by 
supporters during Phase 1. Information about funding impacts for the 
$75M and $100M options is presented in the charts. 

DOES THE CITY HAVE THE MONEY NOW?  
The City does not have the money now to fund the design and 
construction of a new pipeline, whatever the cost. The City’s  
current capital budget of $21.4M is being used to pay for upgrades  
to buildings, equipment, and infrastructure that support  
City-provided services. 

CAN THE CITY SAVE THE MONEY?  
Yes, the City would first determine how much money it needs for 
a pipeline and then save annually to meet those needs. The amount 
required would depend on how much money could be raised from 
other sources (e.g., senior government funding and/or public-private 
partnerships), and when Council might proceed with the project.  

There are four ways the City could save money for a pipeline: by 
cutting services, introducing a special tax, increasing water charges, 
and/or taxing growth. 

CUTTING SERVICES: As shown in Figure 1, if the City cut its operating 
budget by 5 percent, $1.7M could be saved annually and put into a 
reserve. Using this approach would take about 32 years to save $55M, 
and would require extensive and potentially difficult discussions 
regarding what services and/or programs would be cut. 

INTRODUCING A SPECIAL TAX: As shown in Figure 2, Council 
could hold services at present levels and, instead, save money by 

introducing a special 
annual tax. Again, the 
City would have to 
determine how much 
to save each year. 
Given the current tax 
model, an annual tax 
levy per household 
of $1.04/$1,000 
of assessed value 
(i.e., $312/year for 
a $300,000 home), 
combined with a 
commercial levy 
of $3.46, would be 
needed over 20 years 
to raise $55M.

INCREASING WATER 
CHARGES: The City provides water to about 5,000 connections. Users 
pay a ‘variable water charge’ based on how much they use, which 
helps cover system operating costs. Currently, this charge is $1.68/
cubic metre for potable (drinking) water and $1.25/cubic metre for 
non-potable water. 

Each connection also pays a ‘water infrastructure charge’ based on 

connection type and meter size. This revenue is used to cover water-
related capital upgrade and/or borrowing costs. In 2013, for example, 
the average homeowner paid a flat fee of $222 to help maintain the 
water system. The resulting $1.5M raised is being used to pay for 
existing water-related commitments.

As shown in Figure 3, water charges would have to be increased 
substantially to support the pipeline option. To save $55M over 20 
years, for example, the annual infrastructure charge for a typical 
household connection would increase from $222 to $393, not 
including water-use charges. 

TAXING GROWTH: Some residents believe that a pipeline is needed 
to accommodate growth (e.g., the increased number of taxable 
properties, homes, and businesses), so exploring how much growth 

We need to continue the conversation about the future 
of our water supply. Your input will help guide Council 
decisions to ensure a reliable source of water for future 
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural uses. 

Please take a moment to share your thoughts by 
completing and returning this paper survey,  or  
by completing the online survey at  
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

Please be sure to read the newsletter first to learn more 
before providing your feedback. 

What do you think?
SURE WATER
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Saving Money Annually by Cutting  
Services in the Operating Budget

$55M 5% = $1.7M = 32  years
10% = $3.5M = 16 years 
20% = $7M = 8 years

$75M 5% = $1.7M = 44 years
10% = $3.5M = 21 years
20% = $7M = 11 years

$100M
5% = $1.7M = 59 years
10% = $3.5M = 29 years
20% = $7M = 14 years

Figure 1: Save by Cutting Services 

Saving Money Annually Introducing a Special Tax Levy

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.07/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.92/year/$1,000 assessed value 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.04/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $3.46/year/$1,000 assessed value

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.82/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $9.44/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $3.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.41/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy:  $4.72/year/$1,000 assessed value

$100M $100M 10 years @ $10M/year
Residential tax levy: $3.77/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $12.59/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @$5M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.88/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.29/year/$1,000 assessed value

Figure 2: Save by Introducing a Special Tax

Saving Money Annually by Increasing  
Water Infrastructure Charges  

(Based on a typical 5/8” residential connection)

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
From $222/year today to $786/year 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
From $222/year today to $393/year

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
From $222/year today to $1,072/year 

20 years @ $3.75M/year
From $222/year today to $536/year 

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
From $222/year today to $1,439/year 

20 years @$5M/year
From $222/year today to $715/year 

Figure 3:  Save by Increasing Water Infrastructure Charges

Saving Money Annually by Taxing Growth

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
40% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $2.75M/year
20% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
55% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $3.75M/year
27% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
73% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @$5M/year
36% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

Figure 4: Save by Taxing Growth

Borrowing the Money

Current General Fund Debt = $19M
Current Water Fund Debt = $8.2M

Annual General Debt Payment: $2.7M
Annual Water Debt Payment: $1.1M 

$55M Debt payment over 20 years  
$4.6M/year with $37M in interest charges

$75M Debt payment over 20 years 
$6.6M/year with $50M in interest

$100M Debt payment over 20 years 
$8.4M/year with $67M in interest

Figure 5: Borrowing the Money

(continued on page 4) (over)

Save by taxing growth… 

n			 Some residents believe 
that a pipeline is needed to 
accommodate growth

n			 The average annual growth in  
residential assessments from 1999 
to 2013 was 10.38%

n			 Historical assessment 
levels are lower 
than those needed 
to generate tax 
revenues sufficient 
to pay for a new 
pipeline

n			 It is estimated that 
a growth rate of 20-
36% over 20 years 
would be needed 
to cover the cost of 
a pipeline through 
growth alone

Saving	  for	  a	  $55M	  
pipeline	  from	  the	  
revenues	  of	  growth	  	  	  	  	  	  
alone	  would	  require	  a	  
20%	  increase	  in	  growth	  

	  over	  20	  years	  
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What about the City’s water fund?

n			 Municipalities typically use three funds, each of which has a 
capital budget and an operations budget

n			 Residential and commercial water fees will likely remain 
stable or grow, but new fracking regulations and technology 
make it unlikely that future industrial revenues will be stable

n			 Council would also have to consider a pipeline’s increased 
operating costs, including water pumping costs that could 
increase from the $125,000 paid today, to an estimated cost 
of between $1.1M and $1.7M annually 

General	  Fund	  

CAPITAL	  BUDGET	  

OPERATIONS	  BUDGET	  

Water	  Fund	  

	  CAPITAL	  BUDGET	  	  

(supported	  by	  water	  
infrastructure	  charges)	  

OPERATIONS	  BUDGET	  

(supported	  by	  variable	  
water	  rates)	  

Sewer	  Fund	  

CAPITAL	  BUDGET	  

OPERATIONS	  BUDGET	  

 	  

	  
Water	  photo	  faded	  

What	  about	  the	  City’s	  Water	  Fund?	  
	  

 Municipalities	  typically	  use	  three	  funds,	  each	  of	  which	  has	  a	  capital	  
budget	  and	  an	  operations	  budget	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
 Residential	  and	  commercial	  water	  fees	  will	  likely	  remain	  stable	  or	  

grow,	  but	  new	  fracking	  regulations	  and	  technology	  make	  it	  unlikely	  
that	  future	  industrial	  revenues	  will	  be	  stable	  
	  

 Council	  would	  also	  have	  to	  consider	  a	  pipeline’s	  increased	  operating	  
costs,	  including	  water	  pumping	  costs	  that	  could	  increase	  from	  the	  

2013	  WATER	  BUDGET	  ($5.5M)	  

 $1.9M	  for	  annual	  capital	  and	  reserves	  
 $2.5M	  for	  operations	  
 $1.1M	  for	  annual	  debt	  payments	  

2013	  WATER	  FUND	  DEBT	  

 Outstanding	  debt:	  $8.2M	  
 Annual	  payments:	  $1.1M	  
 Debt	  paid	  off	  in	  2027	  
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Can the City borrow the money? 
n			 Yes, but it is a less 

flexible and more 
expensive and 
binding option than 
saving

n			 Local governments 
borrow when 
savings or other 
funding sources are 
not available, or in 
combination with other sources

n			 In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debts, including:
  – �General fund debt of $19M (65.5% of the total)

  – Water fund debt of $8.2M (28.4%)

  – �Sewer fund debt of $475,000 (6.1%)

n			 Also in 2013, Council committed to borrowing another 
$11.29M for road upgrades, the Loran Reservoir, and the 
sewer trunk line

n			This brings total debt to about $40M, with annual principal 
and interest payments of $5.2M

n			 $10M is the maximum amount of debt payments the city can 
incur based on current revenue levels

1. In 2013, water security was one of Council’s strategic 
priorities. To that end, the City undertook Phase 1 of the SURE 
WATER information and consultation campaign last spring 
to hear what Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents had 
to say about the future of our water supply. In 2014, Council 
committed to continuing the conversation through Phase 2 of 
the SURE WATER campaign.

Do you agree or disagree that water security is an important 
issue that should continue to be a Council priority, along with 
related public consultation? 

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

2. Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information 
has come to light about population projections and the water 
storage capacity provided by the existing Bearhole Lake 
control weir. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS:  
The current population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe 
is about 13,000. Population projections for last year’s SURE 
WATER campaign were based on annual growth of 2%. 
Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current 
water supply system would be sufficient until the population 
reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats 
has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is 
predicting an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the 
current system would be suitable until 2034.   

WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM:  
Recent monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control weir 
(dam) has greater water storage and refill/recharge capacity 
than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water 
supply for about ten months, which is up from the previous 
estimate of six months– giving us more water in times of 
drought.

Given this new information, when should the City move 
forward with the design and costing of a major water supply 
system upgrade? 

	Move forward now

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 5-10 years

	Revisit existing options and any new options  
in 10-15 years

	Other (please specify):

________________________________________________

3. During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than 
two-thirds of survey respondents supported the development 
of a new water pipeline from the Peace or Murray River, at an 
estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff 
report to explore potential funding options and possible costs 
to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis 
provided three funding scenarios ($55M, $75M, $100M), and 
outlined options for saving and borrowing money, increasing 
water charges, and partnering with senior government and/
or business. 

In short, the analysis concluded that the City could save the 
money needed, but that it would require service cuts and/or 
increased water charges and taxes. It also reported that the 
City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed 
because it doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity. Nor 
could the City count on senior government support or an 
acceptable public-private partnership. 

Given this more detailed information, do you agree or 
disagree we should move forward with the pipeline option?  
(Choose one)

	Agree strongly

	Agree

	Neutral

	Disagree

	Disagree strongly

is needed to raise funds without affecting the current budget model 
provides useful information. 

The average annual growth in residential assessment values 
from 1999 to 2013 was 10.38 percent. The average annual growth 
in commercial assessment values during the same period was 13.76 
percent. As shown in Figure 4, these percentages, and the resulting 
revenues, are significantly lower than those needed to pay for costly 
upgrades. It is estimated that a growth rate of 20-36 percent over  
20 years would be needed to cover the cost of a pipeline through 
growth alone. 

WHAT ABOUT THE CITY’S WATER FUND?  
Local governments typically use three separate funds: one for general 
use, the others for sewer and water. Each fund has an operating budget 
and a capital budget for infrastructure upgrades. 

The capital portion of the City’s water fund is supported by 
water infrastructure charges paid by all residential, commercial, and 
industrial customers. While residential and commercial contributions 
will likely remain stable or grow, new fracking regulations and 
technologies make it unlikely that future industrial contributions will 
be secure.   

The 2013 water fund budget was $5.5M, including $1.9M for 
annual capital and reserves (a very small portion of the total needed 
to build a pipeline), $2.5M for operations, and $1.1M for annual debt 
payments. 

The outstanding water fund debt is $8M, with annual payments of 
$1.1M. The current debt will be retired in 2027. Council could choose 
to defer any borrowing for new infrastructure until the debt from 
previous upgrades is paid off. 

Council would also have to consider the increased costs associated 
with operating a pipeline. Annual water pumping costs, for example, 
could increase from the $30,000/year paid today, to a projected cost of 
between $1.1M and $1.7M annually.

CAN THE CITY BORROW THE MONEY?  
Potentially yes, but it is a less flexible and more binding option than 
saving. Undertaken when savings or other funding sources are not 
available, or in combination with other sources, borrowing is also the 

most costly option due to associated interest rates. 
In 2013, the City owed $29M in outstanding debt, including 

general fund debt of $19M (65.5 percent of the total), sewer fund 
debt of $475,000 (6.1 percent), and water fund debt of $8.2M (28.4 
percent). The annual principal and interest payments on this debt are 
about $4M. 

In 2013, Council committed to borrowing another $11.29M for 
road upgrades, the Loran Reservoir, and the sewer trunk line. This 

brings total debt to $40M, with annual principal and interest payments 
of $5.2M. 

As shown in Figure 5, these existing debts prohibit the City from 
borrowing all the money needed for a pipeline. For more information 
review the SURE WATER FAQs at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water.  

WHAT ABOUT OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING?  
Cost-sharing with other levels of government and public-private 
partnerships are potential sources of funding. 

SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING: Other levels of government often 
support local government projects. The City has successfully shared 
costs with senior government for the Multiplex, the Calvin Kruk 
Arts Centre, and other water projects. Due to the slower economy, 
however, federal and provincial governments are giving less money to 
fewer projects. For this reason, staff didn’t include a cost analysis for 
senior government funding in its report. However, if Council chooses 
to proceed with water supply upgrades, sources of senior government 
funding would be investigated at that time. 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: While these types of arrangements 
are often complex to administer and can cause asset ownership and/
or management challenges, the City’s partnership with Shell Canada 
for the design and construction of the Water Reclamation Facility is 
unfolding well. The City owns and operates the facility. In exchange 
for $18.3M in funding, Shell receives about 75 percent of the 4,500 
cu/m produced daily, which it uses for natural gas fracking. 

A similar arrangement for the pipeline would require an 
arrangement agreeable to both the City and a private-sector partner. 

WHAT ABOUT OTHER FUNDING MODELS?  
If the community and Council decide to proceed with the pipeline, 
other funding models will be explored. But whatever model is 
chosen, the probable impacts include increased consumption and 
infrastructure charges, increased taxes, reduced capital and operating 
budgets for other services, increased municipal and community risk, 
and possibly reduced growth. 

LOOKING DEEPER…
What follows is a summary of questions and answers outlined in the 
Water Pipeline Funding Analysis. Please note that the dollar figures 
are based on the best information available today, and do not reflect 
future variables such as inflation and interest rates. For more detailed 
information, see the complete analysis and/or the SURE WATER 
Phase 2 Frequently Asked Questions on the Dawson Creek website at 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

The $55M scenario is used throughout the text in this newsletter as 
it is closest to the pipeline design and construction cost proposed by 
supporters during Phase 1. Information about funding impacts for the 
$75M and $100M options is presented in the charts. 

DOES THE CITY HAVE THE MONEY NOW?  
The City does not have the money now to fund the design and 
construction of a new pipeline, whatever the cost. The City’s  
current capital budget of $21.4M is being used to pay for upgrades  
to buildings, equipment, and infrastructure that support  
City-provided services. 

CAN THE CITY SAVE THE MONEY?  
Yes, the City would first determine how much money it needs for 
a pipeline and then save annually to meet those needs. The amount 
required would depend on how much money could be raised from 
other sources (e.g., senior government funding and/or public-private 
partnerships), and when Council might proceed with the project.  

There are four ways the City could save money for a pipeline: by 
cutting services, introducing a special tax, increasing water charges, 
and/or taxing growth. 

CUTTING SERVICES: As shown in Figure 1, if the City cut its operating 
budget by 5 percent, $1.7M could be saved annually and put into a 
reserve. Using this approach would take about 32 years to save $55M, 
and would require extensive and potentially difficult discussions 
regarding what services and/or programs would be cut. 

INTRODUCING A SPECIAL TAX: As shown in Figure 2, Council 
could hold services at present levels and, instead, save money by 

introducing a special 
annual tax. Again, the 
City would have to 
determine how much 
to save each year. 
Given the current tax 
model, an annual tax 
levy per household 
of $1.04/$1,000 
of assessed value 
(i.e., $312/year for 
a $300,000 home), 
combined with a 
commercial levy 
of $3.46, would be 
needed over 20 years 
to raise $55M.

INCREASING WATER 
CHARGES: The City provides water to about 5,000 connections. Users 
pay a ‘variable water charge’ based on how much they use, which 
helps cover system operating costs. Currently, this charge is $1.68/
cubic metre for potable (drinking) water and $1.25/cubic metre for 
non-potable water. 

Each connection also pays a ‘water infrastructure charge’ based on 

connection type and meter size. This revenue is used to cover water-
related capital upgrade and/or borrowing costs. In 2013, for example, 
the average homeowner paid a flat fee of $222 to help maintain the 
water system. The resulting $1.5M raised is being used to pay for 
existing water-related commitments.

As shown in Figure 3, water charges would have to be increased 
substantially to support the pipeline option. To save $55M over 20 
years, for example, the annual infrastructure charge for a typical 
household connection would increase from $222 to $393, not 
including water-use charges. 

TAXING GROWTH: Some residents believe that a pipeline is needed 
to accommodate growth (e.g., the increased number of taxable 
properties, homes, and businesses), so exploring how much growth 

We need to continue the conversation about the future 
of our water supply. Your input will help guide Council 
decisions to ensure a reliable source of water for future 
residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural uses. 

Please take a moment to share your thoughts by 
completing and returning this paper survey,  or  
by completing the online survey at  
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water. 

Please be sure to read the newsletter first to learn more 
before providing your feedback. 

What do you think?
SURE WATER
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Saving Money Annually by Cutting  
Services in the Operating Budget

$55M 5% = $1.7M = 32  years
10% = $3.5M = 16 years 
20% = $7M = 8 years

$75M 5% = $1.7M = 44 years
10% = $3.5M = 21 years
20% = $7M = 11 years

$100M
5% = $1.7M = 59 years
10% = $3.5M = 29 years
20% = $7M = 14 years

Figure 1: Save by Cutting Services 

Saving Money Annually Introducing a Special Tax Levy

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.07/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.92/year/$1,000 assessed value 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.04/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $3.46/year/$1,000 assessed value

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
Residential tax levy: $2.82/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $9.44/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @ $3.75M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.41/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy:  $4.72/year/$1,000 assessed value

$100M $100M 10 years @ $10M/year
Residential tax levy: $3.77/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $12.59/year/$1,000 assessed value

20 years @$5M/year
Residential tax levy: $1.88/year/$1,000 assessed value
Commercial tax levy: $6.29/year/$1,000 assessed value

Figure 2: Save by Introducing a Special Tax

Saving Money Annually by Increasing  
Water Infrastructure Charges  

(Based on a typical 5/8” residential connection)

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
From $222/year today to $786/year 

20 years @ $2.75M/year
From $222/year today to $393/year

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
From $222/year today to $1,072/year 

20 years @ $3.75M/year
From $222/year today to $536/year 

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
From $222/year today to $1,439/year 

20 years @$5M/year
From $222/year today to $715/year 

Figure 3:  Save by Increasing Water Infrastructure Charges

Saving Money Annually by Taxing Growth

$55M 10 years @ $5.5M/year
40% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $2.75M/year
20% increase in current residential and 
commercial assessments needed

$75M 10 years @ $7.5M/year
55% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @ $3.75M/year
27% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

$100M 10 years @ $10M/year
73% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

20 years @$5M/year
36% increase in current residential and  
commercial assessments needed

Figure 4: Save by Taxing Growth

Borrowing the Money

Current General Fund Debt = $19M
Current Water Fund Debt = $8.2M

Annual General Debt Payment: $2.7M
Annual Water Debt Payment: $1.1M 

$55M Debt payment over 20 years  
$4.6M/year with $37M in interest charges

$75M Debt payment over 20 years 
$6.6M/year with $50M in interest

$100M Debt payment over 20 years 
$8.4M/year with $67M in interest

Figure 5: Borrowing the Money
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What about other sources of funding? 
SENIOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING

n			 Federal and provincial governments have supported projects 
such as the Calvin Kruk Arts Centre, the Multiplex, and other 
water projects

n			 Senior government funding is becoming more limited, so City 
of Dawson Creek staff didn’t include it in the report

n			 If and when Council proceeds with a water supply upgrade, 
sources of senior government funding will be investigated at 
that time

PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

n			 These types of arrangements can be complex to administer 
and can cause asset ownership and/or management 
challenges, however, the City’s reclamation facility 
partnership with Shell is working out well

n			 The City owns and operates the Dawson Creek Reclaimed 
Water Plant

n			 In exchange for $18.3M in project funding, Shell receives 
about 75% of the 4,500 cubic metres of reclaimed water 
produced daily

n			 A similar arrangement for the pipeline would require  
an arrangement agreeable to both the City and the 
private-sector partner



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

What about other funding models?

n			 If the community and council decide to proceed with a new 
pipeline, other funding models could be explored

n			 Whatever model is chosen, the probable impacts including:
  – �Increased water consumption and infrastructure charges

  – �Increased taxes for current and future taxpayers

  – Reduced capital and operating budgets for other services

  – �Increased municipal and community risk

  – �Reduced growth



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Paying for a pipeline…
How can we raise $55M, $75M or $100M?

	  

Paying	  for	  a	  pipeline…	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
How	  can	  we	  raise	  $55M,	  $75M	  or	  $100M?	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

SAVE	  
 Cut	  municipal	  services	  
 Introduce	  a	  special	  

yearly	  tax	  	  
 Increase	  yearly	  water	  

charges	  	  
 Save	  revenues	  from	  

assessment	  growth	  

BORROW	  

 City	  can’t	  borrow	  all	  
the	  money	  

 Borrowing	  is	  a	  less	  
flexible	  and	  more	  
costly	  and	  binding	  
option	  than	  saving	  

 Future	  Inflation	  and	  
interest	  rates	  are	  
unknown	  

 Impacts	  on	  current	  
and	  future	  taxpayers	  
are	  significant	  	  

	  

OTHER	  OPTIONS	  

 Federal	  and	  provincial	  funding	  is	  limited	  
 Public-‐private	  partnerships	  are	  complex	  	  
 These	  options	  would	  be	  explored	  if	  the	  

community	  and	  Council	  chooses	  to	  proceed	  
with	  a	  new	  pipeline	  

	  



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Next steps…
n			 Your SURE WATER input will be compiled and reported 

to Council later this year
  – �If residents prefer to revisit the water supply issue in either 

5-10 or 10-15 years, the City will plan accordingly

  – �If residents prefer to move ahead with the pipeline now,  
the City may proceed with detailed design and costing.  
Given the significant cost of this option, a public approval 
process would be required to gauge public support for any 
needed borrowing



SURE WATER

Ensuring our future water supply

Here’s how you can have your say!
n			 Share your input and ideas before May 30th by completing 

the SURE WATER feedback form. It’s available:
  – �In the printed newsletter

�  – �Here at the kiosk with the iPad

  – �Online at www.dawsoncreek.ca/water

n			 Host a SURE WATER Talk with your family, friends, colleagues, 
and/or neighbours and enjoy a free pizza (for details visit 
www.dawsoncreek.ca/water)  

n			 You may also be contacted to participate in a telephone 
survey between May 9th and May 21st Your cooperation 
would be greatly appreciated!

n			 Thank you for helping us continue the conversation! 



Drinking Water Awareness Week  

May 5-10, 2014 
Dawson Creek has lots of free activities this week 

focusing on water & encouraging residents to 

explore water in their community.  

Drinking Water Family Event 

Monday May 5th 

KPAC  7:00-9:00pm 

Popcorn, Water Movies 

Water Works 

Water Reclamation & Water 

Treatment Facility Tours 

Tuesday May 6th, 9am -12pm 

Wednesday May 7th,  9am –12pm 

FREE  Open to all residents. 

*Call ahead if group is larger than 10 

John 250-782-3114 

Tour Arras Water In-Take 

Thurs. May 8th or Fri. May 9th 

Bus Tour 

Call Melanie 250-784-3664 to register. 

Water Works 

Keynote—Dr. Chris Opio 
Wed. May 7th 

6-9pm at DCSS 
Help Raise $2500 for a well in Uganda! 



Drinking Water Awareness Week  

Colour Willy the Waterdrop! 
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Project: SURE WATER Phase 2 Campaign Promotional Video 
Subject: Join the conversation 
 
For discussion: DRAFT Ideas for content and video  
Length: Approximately 3 minutes, 15 seconds 
 
 

VIDEO AUDIO 

 
Possible options for visuals:  
 
Adults and youth sitting 
around a kitchen  
table laughing, talking, coffees, 
waters on the table along with 
a pizza and copies of 
newsletter, pens 
 
Or just Mayor and youth 
leader at the kitchen sink with 
tap running; turning it off then 
turning to camera? 
 
 
Show both speakers (Mayor 
and youth leader) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Suggested script (recognizing that it may not be exactly as 
written, but mindful of staying on message and the time 
limitations  ) 
 
Mayor:  
 
We spend a lot of time at our kitchen tables… talking about 
weather and work…and about our kids and their kids…but we 
rarely get together to talk water – something many of us take 
for granted.   
 
 
Yet the future of our water supply is a high priority for our 
Council as well as current – and future members of our 
community.  [Head nod with a smile to youth leader(s)] 
 
Hi, I’m Mayor Dale Bumstead and with me today is XXX, one 
of our community youth leaders. And we’re here today to 
encourage you to join the conversation about the future of 
our water supply. 
 
Last year we held our first SURE WATER public forum to talk 
with residents about water and to learn about their preferred 
options for a future water supply system.  
 
What we heard is that water is important to our community. 
And, of the four water supply options presented, more than 
two thirds preferred we invest in a pipeline to either the 

DRAFT Video Script 
April 15, 2014 
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VIDEO AUDIO 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Graphics with info details in 
writing:  
www.dawsoncreek.ca 
Poster with forum dates 
.jpg of cover of newsletter 

Peace or Murray Rivers.  We also made some changes as a 
result of your feedback. For example, restricting the use of 
fresh water for industrial uses, like fracking.  
 
 
Looking forward, we have some new information that we feel 
is important to share with you – and get your feedback on. 
 
For example, BC Stats has completed more recent estimates 
about population growth in our area and as a result our 
current water supply would be sufficient until about 2034, 
giving us more time for planning the best way to move 
forward.  
 
And we have good news from our recent monitoring of the 
Bearhole Lake control wier – the dam that helps us store 
water for when we need it most – that shows we have even 
more access to water during times of drought. 
 
Finally, we did some homework and looked at possible 
funding scenarios for how we could raise the money to pay for 
a pipeline and what the impacts to our taxpayers could be.  
 
It’s a lot of new information, and that’s why we believe it’s 
important to continue the conversation around the future of 
our water supply.   
 
Youth Leader:  
As students from Dawson Creek Secondary, we’re excited to 
be part of the conversation.  
This year’s community forum on water will be held as part of a 
conference we’re hosting called Water Works: Exploring the 
Value of Water at Home and Abroad and we invite you to join 
us!  
 
Mayor and/or youth could alternate:  
Here’s how you can learn more and share your thoughts:   

- Read the newsletter being delivered to your mailbox at 
the end of April and fill in the survey you’ll find inside 
or go to our website where you can read it and fill in 
the survey online 

- Come to the SURE WATER Community Forum May 8th 
at the Encana Center where you can view displays, talk 
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VIDEO AUDIO 

to staff and Council stay for the presentations and the 
Q and A  

- Get together with family and friends at your kitchen 
table to talk about water – how we use it, how we 
protect it and what we’ll need for the future – and to 
help, we’ll even throw in the pizza! 
 

For more info, simply visit our Sure Water page on our 
website at dawsoncreek.ca [may not need to say if showing 
onscreen] 
 
Mayor:  
The bottom line is that while we're in good shape for the next 
10 to 20 years, we need your input to help guide future 
decisions about when and how to invest our tax dollars so we 
can continue to have a safe, clean and reliable source of 
water.  
  
Youth: Be part of the conversation! It’s your future and ours.  
 
Mayor: See you on the 8th! 
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Executive Summary 

 

A telephone survey was conducted with a random sample of 400 Dawson Creek/Pouce Coupe 

residents in May 2014.  Residents were asked to provide their opinions on the future of the Dawson 

Creek Water supply.   

 

Strong support for City to investigate water supply options 

Ninety-three percent of residents agree that the City should investigate future water supply 

options. 

 

About half of residents feel the City should move forward with water upgrade now 

Fifty percent of respondents feel the City should move forward now with the design and costing 

of a major water supply system upgrade and 37% think the City should revisit in 5-10 years. Six 

percent feel the City should revisit existing options in 10-15 years. 

 

Residents are split over pipeline 

Forty-three percent agree the City should move forward with the pipeline option; 26% were 

neutral about the pipeline and 31% disagree with the pipeline. Thirty-four percent were willing 

to pay $50/year and 21% were willing to pay $100/year to move forward with the pipeline 

option. 

 

Residents feel the City should save now for eventual water supply upgrade 

Seventy-three percent agree that the City should start to save now for an eventual water supply 

system upgrade. Sixty-three percent are willing to pay $50/year and 35% are willing to pay 

$100/year for a water upgrade. 

 

Residents are committed to reducing household water use 

Seventy-seven percent are committed to reducing household water use and outdoor watering if 

it significantly delays the need for costly upgrades. 

 

Additional methodologies have similar findings 

In addition to a randomized telephone survey, an online version and a paper version of the 

survey were available for any local residents to complete.  Overall, the results of these 

additional methodologies were similar to the telephone survey results.   
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Introduction 
 

Between May 9th and 21st, 2014 the City of Dawson Creek conducted a comprehensive telephone 

survey with a random sample of citizens. Residents of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe were asked 

several questions about the City’s water supply system. The survey is an important step in the 

process to include input from citizens when the City is making important decisions about the future 

of Dawson Creek’s water supply system.  

 

Discovery Research, an independent consulting firm, was retained to conduct the 2014 Dawson 

Creek Water Survey. The survey was designed so that citizens’ opinions could be easily 

summarized and prioritized. This report provides detailed results from telephone survey.  

 

 

 

 

 

Methodology 
 

A random sample of 400 Dawson Creek/Pouce Coupe residents completed a telephone survey in 

May 2014.  The random sample was generated such that each household in City of Dawson Creek 

and the Village of Pouce Coupe had an equal opportunity of being selected for the research. 

 

Sample Size By Margin of Error
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This bar graph displays the margin 

of error associated with various 

sample sizes.   

 

Statistics generated from a sample 

size of 400 will be accurate within 

±4.9%, at the 95% confidence 

interval (19 times out of 20). 

 

 

Online and Paper versions of survey: 

In addition to the telephone survey methodology, a paper and online version of the survey were 

made available to all residents. We received 116 paper surveys and 103 online surveys. Results 

from the paper and online version can be found in Appendix 2. 
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Weighting 
 

The population distribution by age of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe was taken from the 

2011 Canadian Census results. The sample statistics have been weighted to match the age 

distribution of the entire population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe.   
 

Age 

Population 

from 2011 

Census 

Unweighted 

Sample 

Weighted 

Sample 

18 – 39 41% 25% 41% 

40 – 59 35% 44% 35% 

60+ 24% 31% 24% 
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Survey Findings 
 

 

Q1. Support for continued investigation of water supply options 
 

 

 

Respondents were read the 

following: In 2013, water security 

was one of Council’s strategic 

priorities. To that end, the City 

undertook Phase 1 of the SURE 

WATER information and 

consultation campaign last spring 

to hear what Dawson Creek and 

Pouce Coupe residents had to say 

about the future of our water 

supply. In 2014, Council 

committed to continuing the 

conversation through Phase 2 of 

the SURE WATER campaign.  Do 

you agree or disagree that water 

security is an important issue that 

should continue to be a Council 

priority, along with related public 

consultation? 

The vast majority of citizens agree (53%) or agree strongly (40%) that the City should continue to 

investigate future water supply options. 
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Q2. When should the City move forward  
 

Respondents were read the following:  Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information has 

come to light about population projections and the water storage capacity provided by the existing Bearhole 

Lake control weir.  Regarding population projections, the current population of Dawson Creek and Pouce 

Coupe is about 13,000. Population projections for last year’s sure water campaign were based on annual 

growth of 2%. Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current water supply system would be 

sufficient until the population reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since then, BC Stats has conducted a 

more detailed survey of the region and is predicting an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the current 

system would be suitable until 2034.  Regarding the water storage capacity of existing system, recent 

monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control dam has greater water storage and refill or recharge 

capacity than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s water supply for about ten months, which is 

up from the previous estimate of six months, giving us more water in times of drought. Given this new 

information, when should the City move forward with the design and costing of a major water supply system 

upgrade? 

 
 

Fifty percent of respondents want the City to move forward now with the design and costing of a 

major water supply system upgrade, 37% want to revisit options in 5-10 years and 6% want to 

revisit options in 10-15 years. 
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Q3. Moving forward with pipeline option 
 

Respondents were read the following:  During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than two-

thirds of survey respondents supported the development of a new water pipeline from the Peace or Murray 

River, at an estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff report to explore potential 

funding options and possible costs to taxpayers. The resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis provided 

three funding scenarios, $55M, $75M, and $100M, and outlined options for saving and borrowing money, 

increasing water charges, and partnering with senior government and or business. In short, the analysis 

concluded that the City could save the money needed, but that it would require service cuts and or increased 

water charges and taxes. It also reported that the City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed 

because it doesn’t have enough debt-servicing capacity.  Nor could the City count on senior government 

support or an acceptable public-private partnership. Given this more detailed information, do you agree or 

disagree we should move forward with the pipeline option? 

 

 
 

Eleven percent strongly agree and 32% agree that the City should move forward with the pipeline 

option.  Twenty-six percent were neutral about the pipeline and 31% disagreed with the pipeline. 
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Q3b. How much willing to pay to move forward with pipeline option 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The majority (58%) of 

respondents are neutral or 

disagree with the pipeline 

option. 

 

Two percent are not sure 

how much they should pay 

as they need more 

information and 2% feel 

that industry should pay for 

the pipeline. 

 

 

 

 

Thirty-four percent of 

respondents would be 

willing to pay $50 per year 

to move forward with the 

pipeline option. 
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Q4. Start to save now for water upgrade? 
 

 

 

 

 

Respondents were 

read the following: 
The City of Dawson 

Creek may eventually 

need a water supply 

system upgrade to meet 

the needs of a growing 

population. Starting to 

save now with increased 

water charges and or 

taxes for all users could 

be implemented to 

prevent the added 

interest costs associated 

with borrowing later 

and to avoid burdening 

future taxpayers. Do you 

agree or disagree that 

we should start to save 

now to pay for an 

eventual water supply 

system upgrade? 

 

The majority of citizens agree (53%) or agree strongly (20%) that the City should start to save now 

to pay for an eventual water supply system upgrade. 
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Q4b. How much willing to pay to start to save for water upgrade 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sixty-three percent of 

respondents would be 

willing to pay $50 per 

year to start saving now 

for an eventual water 

system upgrade. 
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Q5. Commitment to conservation 
 

Respondents were read:  In response to the feedback received during last year’s SURE WATER 

campaign, the City revised its Water Conservation Bylaw to prohibit the use of water for gas 

fracking during periods of drought. The City also introduced a policy that directs future industrial 

users, for example for fracking, to use reclaimed water from the Dawson Creek Reclamation 

Facility, and that also prohibits private truck fill stations from connecting to the City’s water 

system if they aren’t already licensed to do so. The City could continue to cut overall water use by 

reducing indoor and outdoor water use in City-owned facilities. How committed would you be to 

doing your part by reducing household water use and outdoor watering if it significantly delayed 

the need for costly water supply systems upgrades? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The majority (77%) are 

committed to doing their part by 

reducing household water use and 

outdoor watering if it 

significantly delayed the need for 

costly water supply upgrades. 
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Q6. Awareness of Sure Water Campaign and/or Water Security Forum 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Forty-seven percent 

indicated they heard about 

the Sure Water campaign 

in the local newspaper 

and 33% heard about it 

through word of mouth.  
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Q7. City  

 

 

 

 

 

Ninety-four percent of the sample 

resided in Dawson Creek and the 

remaining 6% was from Pouce Coupe. 

 

 
Q8. Age 

 

 

 

 

 

All age groups were represented in the 

sample. 

 

 
Q10. Gender 

 

 

 

 

 

Fifty-three percent of the sample was 

female. 
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Appendix 1 – Telephone Questionnaire 
 
Hello my name is _______________ and I’m calling on behalf of the City of Dawson Creek.  We 
would like to ask you a few quick questions about Dawson Creek’s future water supply.  Your 
responses will remain completely confidential. 

Just to confirm, you are over 18 years of age and you currently live in City of Dawson 
Creek or the Village Pouce Coupe?   

Yes (Proceed) 
No – Is there anyone home that is? 

[If we reach a respondent whose gender or age quota is full, please explain the need to ensure an 
equal representation of age groups by gender across the community and having almost completed 
the survey, just looking for someone in this age/gender group. Offer that if folks would like to 
provide their feedback, they can still do so – answering the same questions that they would ask by 
going online to the website or they can email the link if preferred.  If the respondent still wants to 
complete the survey and/or is annoyed by this, complete the telephone survey with this 
respondent] 

 
1. In 2013, water security was one of Council’s strategic priorities. To that end, the City 

undertook Phase 1 of the SURE WATER information and consultation campaign last 
spring to hear what Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe residents had to say about the 
future of our water supply. In 2014, Council committed to continuing the 
conversation through Phase 2 of the SURE WATER campaign.  Do you agree or 
disagree that water security is an important issue that should continue to be a 
Council priority, along with related public consultation? [READ] 

 
 Agree strongly 
 Agree 
 Neutral 
 Disagree 
 Disagree strongly 

 
 
2. Since last year’s SURE WATER campaign, new information has come to light about 

population projections and the water storage capacity provided by the existing 
Bearhole Lake control weir.  Regarding POPULATION PROJECTIONS, the current 
population of Dawson Creek and Pouce Coupe is about 13,000. Population 
projections for last year’s SURE WATER campaign were based on annual growth of 
2%. Using that as a guide, it was estimated that the current water supply system 
would be sufficient until the population reaches 16,000–or until about 2024. Since 
then, BC Stats has conducted a more detailed survey of the region and is predicting 
an annual growth rate of 1%. At that rate, the current system would be suitable until 
2034. Regarding the WATER STORAGE CAPACITY OF EXISTING SYSTEM, recent 
monitoring shows that the Bearhole Lake control dam has greater water storage and 
refill or recharge capacity than previously thought. Storage could boost the City’s 
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water supply for about ten months, which is up from the previous estimate of six 
months, giving us more water in times of drought. Given this new information, when 
should the City move forward with the design and costing of a major water supply 
system upgrade? [READ] 

 
 Move forward now 
 Revisit existing options and any new options in 5-10 years 
 Revisit existing options and any new options in 10-15 years 
 Other (please specify): [DON’T READ] 

___________________________________________________________ 
 

3. During Phase 1 of the SURE WATER campaign, more than two-thirds of survey 
respondents supported the development of a new water pipeline from the Peace or 
Murray River, at an estimated cost of $57M. In response, Council requested a staff 
report to explore potential funding options and possible costs to taxpayers. The 
resulting Water Pipeline Funding Analysis provided three funding scenarios, $55M, 
$75M, and $100M, and outlined options for saving and borrowing money, increasing 
water charges, and partnering with senior government and or business. In short, the 
analysis concluded that the City could save the money needed, but that it would 
require service cuts and or increased water charges and taxes. It also reported that 
the City could borrow some, but not all, of the money needed because it doesn’t 
have enough debt-servicing capacity.  Nor could the City count on senior government 
support or an acceptable public-private partnership. 
Given this more detailed information, do you agree or disagree we should move 
forward with the pipeline option? [READ] 

     
 Agree strongly 
 Agree 
 Neutral [GO TO Q4] 
 Disagree [GO TO Q4] 
 Disagree strongly [GO TO Q4] 

 
Q3B. If you agree we should move forward with the pipeline option, how much more 
per year would you be willing to pay? [READ, MARK ALL] 

  
 $50 more per year 
 $100 more per year 
 $200 more per year 
 $400 more per year 
 $800 per year 
 [IF NOT WILLING TO PAY ANY OF ABOVE, READ] Is there another amount you 

would be willing to pay? 
_________________________________________________ 
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4. The City of Dawson Creek may eventually need a water supply system upgrade to 
meet the needs of a growing population. Starting to save now with increased water 
charges and or taxes for all users could be implemented to prevent the added 
interest costs associated with borrowing later and to avoid burdening future 
taxpayers. Do you agree or disagree that we should start to save now to pay for an 
eventual water supply system upgrade? [READ]  

  
 Agree strongly 
 Agree 
 Neutral [GO TO Q5] 
 Disagree [GO TO Q5] 
 Disagree strongly [GO TO Q5] 

 
Q4b.If you agree that we should start to save now for a water supply system upgrade, 
how much more per year would you be willing to pay? [READ, MARK ALL] 

  
 $50 more per year 
 $100 more per year 
 $200 more per year 
 $400 more per year 
 $800 per year 
 [IF NOT WILLING TO PAY ANY OF ABOVE, READ] Is there another amount you 

would be willing to pay? 
_________________________________________________________ 

 
5. In response to the feedback received during last year’s SURE WATER campaign, the 

City revised its Water Conservation Bylaw to prohibit the use of water for gas fracking 
during periods of drought. The City also introduced a policy that directs future 
industrial users, for example for fracking, to use reclaimed water from the Dawson 
Creek Reclamation Facility, and that also prohibits private truck fill stations from 
connecting to the City’s water system if they aren’t already licensed to do so. The City 
could continue to cut overall water use by reducing indoor and outdoor water use in 
City-owned facilities. How committed would you be to doing your part by reducing 
household water use and outdoor watering if it significantly delayed the need for 
costly water supply systems upgrades? [READ]  
 

 Committed 
 Neutral 
 Uncommitted 
 Don’t know [DON’T READ] 
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6. How did you hear about the SURE WATER campaign and or Community Water Security 
Forum? [DO NOT READ, MARK ALL]  

1. o  Dawson Creek newsletter in mailbox 

o  Dawson Creek website (www.dawsoncreek.ca) 

o  Local newspaper 

o  Radio 

o  TV 

o  Online news  

o  Word of mouth 

o  Social media (e.g. Facebook) 

o  Other: Please specify _____________ 

 

 
7. Where do you live? [READ]  

5. o City of Dawson Creek 

o Village of Pouce Coupe 

o Rural Area 

 
8. Which of the following age groups do you fall into? [READ]  

o 18 or under 

o 19 - 29 

o 30 - 39 

o 40 - 49 

o 50 - 59 

o 60 or older 
 

9. Do you have any additional comments?  

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 
Thank you very much for your time. 

 

10. Interviewer Indicate Gender:  
Male  
Female 
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Appendix 2 – Detailed Tables 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Banner Legend:

Question Banner Grand Total:
Response

27% 34% 33% 28% 25% 34% 30%

22% 21% 22% 23% 17% 18% 21%

22% 24% 17% 25% 17% 26% 23%

30% 21% 29% 24% 42% 22% 26%

250 250 119 264 24 82 500

Neither
Province or Sun

Province Only

Sun Only

Both Province

and Sun

Which newspapers
have y ou read or

looked into in the past
week?

 BaseTotal

Male Female

Gender

Single/
never

married Married

Living
with a

partner

Divorced/
separated/
widowed

Marital Status

Grand
Total

percentages

for all

people

answering

Question

Column Percentage:
Columns add up to 100%

Example: Out of all Females:

34% read neither Province or Sun

21% read Province only

24% read Sun only

21% read both Province and Sun  

           100% of Females

Base:
Number of people answering

both Question & Banner

Note:

If Base <100, interpret column

percentages with caution.

If Base <50, interpret column

percentages with extreme caution.
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40% 52% 55% 39% 41% 34% 43% 46%

53% 38% 32% 55% 51% 57% 52% 47%

6% 4% 7% 5% 7% 8% 4% 4%

1% 3% 6% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2%

0% 3%  0%    1%

400 116 103 189 211 164 141 95

Agree strongly

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Disagree strongly

Q1. Do you agree or

disagree that water

security is an

important issue that

should continue to be

a Council priority,

along w ith related

public consultation?

BaseTotal

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age

 

50% 45% 49% 53% 48% 43% 59% 50%

37% 38% 33% 33% 40% 43% 32% 34%

6% 16% 16% 6% 5% 5% 3% 10%

4%   4% 4% 6% 3% 3%

1%   1% 1% 2% 1% 1%

1%  1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

1% 1% 1% 1% 1%  2% 2%

400 111 100 189 211 164 141 95

Move forward now

Revisit ex is ting options

and any new options in

5-10 years

Revisit ex is ting options

and any new options in

10-15 years

Not sure, need more info

Neutral , no opini on

Never, not at all

Other

Q2. When shoul d

the City  move

forward with the

design and

costing of a maj or

water suppl y

system upgrade?

BaseTotal

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age

 

11% 20% 18% 15% 8% 8% 12% 16%

31% 13% 16% 34% 29% 34% 34% 22%

26% 9% 8% 21% 31% 30% 22% 26%

23% 20% 18% 20% 26% 23% 21% 27%

8% 38% 39% 10% 6% 5% 11% 9%

400 107 104 189 211 164 141 95

Agree strongly

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Disagree strongl y

Q3. Do you agree or

disagree we should

move forward w ith the

pipeline option?

BaseTotal

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age
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3%  1% 3% 3% 2% 3% 3%

34% 31% 30% 41% 28% 35% 40% 26%

21% 30% 25% 25% 17% 21% 21% 18%

9% 21% 15% 12% 7% 7% 12% 9%

2% 7% 10% 3% 2%  6% 1%

1% 4% 2% 0% 1%   2%

2%   2% 3% 3% 2% 2%

2% 2% 4% 2% 2% 2% 1% 4%

58% 67% 65% 51% 63% 58% 54% 62%

529 174 158 263 265 210 197 121

400 107 104 189 211 164 141 95

None

$50 more per year

$100 more per year

$200 more per year

$400 more per year

$800 per year

Industry  should pay

Not sure, depends

on the cost

Neutral  or di sagree

wi th pipeline

Q3b. How

much more

per year

would you be

wi lling to pay

[to move

forward with

pipeline

option]?

Responses

Base
Total

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age

Column percentages may exceed 100% because multiple  answers given
 

20% 36% 31% 21% 19% 20% 22% 18%

53% 36% 33% 54% 52% 58% 50% 49%

14% 12% 7% 12% 16% 14% 11% 18%

9% 10% 20% 7% 11% 4% 13% 12%

4% 5% 9% 6% 1% 3% 5% 3%

400 105 94 189 211 164 141 95

Agree strongly

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Disagree strongl y

Q4. Do you agree or

disagree that we should

start to save now to pay

for an eventual water

supply system upgrade?

BaseTotal

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age
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3% 4% 5% 3% 3% 3% 4% 3%

63% 65% 58% 65% 62% 68% 64% 54%

35% 53% 33% 38% 33% 39% 36% 29%

13% 25% 22% 14% 12% 9% 16% 14%

3% 9% 9% 3% 4% 1% 6% 2%

0% 4% 5% 1%    2%

2% 1%  0% 3% 2% 2% 2%

4%   5% 3% 5% 2% 6%

 2%       

27% 28% 37% 25% 28% 21% 28% 34%

605 198 155 291 314 244 224 137

400 104 92 189 211 164 141 95

None

$50 more per year

$100 more per year

$200 more per year

$400 more per year

$800 per year

Industry should pay

Not sure, depends on

the cost

Less than $50

Neutral  or disagree

about s tarting to save

now for upgrade

Q4b. How much

more per year

would you be

wi lling to pay [to

start saving now

for an eventual

water suppl y

system upgrade]?

Responses

Base
Total

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age

Column percentages may exceed 100% because multip le answers g iven
 

76% 66% 73% 72% 80% 77% 76% 78%

15% 18% 7% 16% 15% 15% 18% 13%

8% 10% 17% 12% 4% 8% 7% 10%

 6% 3%      

400 97 90 189 211 164 141 95

Commi tted

Neutral

Uncommitted

Don't know

Q5. How committed

would you be to doing

your part by reducing

household water use

and outdoor watering

if i t significantly

delayed the need for

costly water supply

systems upgrades?

BaseTotal

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age
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47% 29% 50% 44% 50% 46% 45% 52%

33% 27% 31% 37% 30% 37% 31% 31%

13% 53% 69% 13% 13% 7% 14% 21%

13% 3% 17% 17% 10% 8% 16% 18%

12% 8% 14% 16% 8% 9% 15% 11%

13%   13% 13% 16% 12% 9%

6% 32% 6% 3% 9% 11% 4% 1%

3% 9% 3% 1% 5% 6% 2% 1%

1% 30% 7% 1% 2% 2% 1% 1%

3%  3% 1% 4% 1% 5% 2%

0% 1% 1% 0% 0%   2%

0%  1% 1%   1% 1%

 1% 2%      

582 187 193 280 302 235 205 141

400 97 94 189 211 164 141 95

Local newspaper

Word of mouth

Dawson Creek

newsletter i n mailbox

TV

Radio

Did not know

Social medi a (e.g.

Facebook)

Online news

Dawson Creek website 

(www.dawsoncreek.ca)

Poster, signs

At meetings

Don't recall,  not sure

Phone call

Q6. How

did you

hear about

the SURE

WATER

campai gn

and or

Community

Water

Security

Forum?

Responses

Base
Total

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age

Column percentages may exceed 100% because mul tiple  answers given
 

94% 98% 99% 95% 92% 95% 93% 94%

6% 2% 1% 5% 8% 5% 7% 6%

400 97 95 189 211 164 141 95

City of Dawson Creek

Vil lage of Pouce Coupe

Q7. Where do

you live?

BaseTotal

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age

 

15%  2% 17% 13% 36%   

26% 12% 5% 27% 25% 64%   

12% 23% 4% 14% 11%  34%  

23% 24% 10% 25% 22%  66%  

24% 22% 8% 17% 30%   100%

 20% 70%      

400 97 97 189 211 164 141 95

“ 18- 29”

“ 30 - 39”

“ 40 - 49”

“ 50 - 59”

“ 60 or older”

Refused

Q8. Which of

the following

age groups do

you fall  into?

BaseTotal

Telephone Online Paper

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age
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47% 100%  51% 51% 34%

53%  100% 49% 49% 66%

400 189 211 164 141 95

Male

Female

Q10. Gender

BaseTotal

Telephone

Source

Male Female

Gender

19-39 40-59 60+

Age
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Appendix 3 – Comments From Telephone Survey 

 
Additional Comments (36% provided a comment) 

 

Comments related to Industry/Business (17%) 
 Charge oil companies to use water. 

 Charge oil industry more for water/ make them subsidized upgrades 

 Charge the oil field more money for the water they consume. 

 Cut the fracking out, they can go to the river to get the water. It seems like the public is just 

a cash cow. The taxpayers’ money is not being distributed well enough. Take the fair share 

money to build the pipeline, put it aside for that. 

 Don't use city water for fracking 

 Fracking use -- using the water -- is totally inappropriate. 

 Fresh water should never be used for fracking 

 Gas and oil should not be allowed to use potable water ever, not just during times of 

drought, and oil and gas need to pay their part. Also, what is the cost of not just the pipeline, 

but the cost to run it once it is in? 

 Gas fracking companies should be paying more for their water. 

 Get industries that use the water for fracking pay for the system upgrade 

 Get industry to contribute to system upgrades/make them pay since they are causing water 

shortage 

 Get the gas and oil companies to kick in , they are using the most water 

 Get the money from industry. As it is we have the highest water bills in the province.  

Residents should not have to pay anymore. Figure out a different way. Most of us already 

have dead lawns from not watering because no one can afford it. 

 Have companies pay for city water. How do we know if all survey respondents are current 

taxpayers? 

 He was extremely disgruntled and said it was all because the oil companies are taking all 

their water and they wouldn't need any of this if it weren't for the oil companies.  Before 

they showed up, everything was fine. 

 Her concern is the use of water by industry.  She says the use is crazy by industry. 

 I don't like residents suffering at the fate of industry. 

 I know that they're going to charge people a lot of money because they need to upgrade the 

water facilities.  She said that she was on 116th avenue and she saw a number of trucks from 

the oil companies filling up with the water and it isn't right.  She knows that many people in 

Dawson Creek make big bucks in the oil sector, but many are on fixed incomes and can't 

afford these increases. 

 I think it's just crap, we don't need it.  He says that fracking uses all the water and it isn't 

right that the citizens end up paying for it. 

 If Dawson Creek wants to raise taxes, go after the multiplex and the art centre. Taxes are 

way too high for what this town offers. It's getting to the point that you can't afford to live 

here anymore unless you're in the oil or gas jobs. 

 If the rigs stopped taking all our water we would probably be fine with what we have.  They 

should pay for it, not us 
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 I'm in favour of the pipeline. It's taken too long as it is. Any other alternative is a waste of 

taxpayers’ money. 

 Industries are taking water from the city and passing dug out water that's closer and cheaper. 

 Industry could find another source of water 

 Industry is definitely important to the area, but the city needs to keep a close eye on it 

 Industry is using large quantities of water and should cover the majority of costs for 

upgrading. Adding more charges and fees to the consumer and small business means 

businesses closing their doors. There needs to be other options besides taxing the residents 

 Industry should get the water for fracking elsewhere 

 Industry should provide their own water 

 Let's get the pipeline, let's get the water flowing and then we'll pay.  Has concerns that by 

the time the problem is dealt with, he'll be deceased. 

 Look for other water sources, industry should find their own 

 Main concern is oil patch using water. Although they are supposed to use reclaimed water 

there are a lot of rumours that it is not actually happening 

 Make fracking companies pay for using city water 

 Make the gas companies accountable for their water usage. Who monitors the water usage? 

Taxes are high enough already when we are already conserving water. The home owners 

suffer when they limit our consumption of water. 

 Make the oil companies pay for the water pipeline, at least half. 

 Monitoring fracking to see if they are actually using reclaimed water. Too little too late. 

Government should make sure there is water for residents and not business. No taxes are 

paid by employees living in Alberta who use our water/ infrastructure but don't support it. 

 More research required into (business/industry) user pay system; partnership with oil 

industry for development of pipeline, oil industry could provide equipment, materials or 

labour as well 

 No permits for fracking using potable water at all; the oil and gas companies must use 

reclaimed or other water not suitable for consumption 

 No water should be given for fracking at all, stop letting industry take water when there is 

such a need (i.e., watching trucks taking from Pouce River when already low) 

 No water should be taken from city water supply for industrial(fracking) use; why bother 

chlorinating/purifying water to be pumped into the ground 

 Oil and gas companies should be paying their share, less burden on residents 

 Oil companies need to pay more, as tax payers we are already paying exorbitant fees 

 Oil companies that take the water should have to pay a higher price for the water they are 

taking. All the city government members should be on a wage cut-back. 

 Only committed to conserving water personally if industry using only reclaimed water 

 Other concern: I live on 13th street, road is so bad that my house is shifting. Big trucks 

cracked my front window.  City needs to make roads a priority 

 Talking for 40 years.  Would have been cheaper then. Get on with it. Make the oil 

companies pay, not the residents 

 Tax fracking companies for using city water 

 Tax the fracking companies 
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 The BC government needs to get their act together on water. Need to make standards for 

human use versus industrial use. Lots of companies in BC get their water for free without 

paying for it. There's a lot of work to be done on the management of water. The oil patch is 

committed to fracking and drilling this section right out. Need to establish a safe water 

supply. The pipeline is over-priced; the oil companies should be helping out financially with 

the pipeline. Need some proper leadership in the provincial government. Related to water 

safety, we need to be tied to a bigger river and have more water sources, tie into the Murray 

River. 

 The city needs to charge the business owners more and industry. Water treatment plant 

updates are needed right away. The pipeline is a horrible idea. The pumping costs alone 

would be way too high. 

 The industries that are doing business in the Peace, there should be a cost to them. She 

thinks that it isn't just a matter of saying the area is open for business, business has to pay its 

fair share. 

 The industries that are using the water should be required to contribute to funding any 

further upgrades to the water system, or contribute to construction of the pipeline 

 The oil and gas industry should be paying a pretty penny for the water they're using. 

 The oil companies should be cut off from the city's water supply. 

 The oil companies should pay for some of the pipeline…they are using it too. 

 The oil companies that are drawing on our water should contribute mega-bucks toward a 

pipeline. 

 The SURE WATER questionnaire is flawed and incredibly biased. It is set up so there is 

only going to be one outcome. The city's previous research shows that we have more than 

enough water if there wasn't fracking. This is the only place in the world that fracking uses 

fresh water. 

 They shouldn't be using potable water for fracking 

 We need to have a serious look at what kind of environmental issues might come up with 

this proposed pipeline. 

 We should not accommodate the oil companies and the residents shouldn't have to suffer by 

paying more for taxes. The housing prices are so inflated that we have to pay too much in 

taxes. 

 We shouldn't be taking water out of our current water system for fracking, that's so wrong. 

 I disagree strongly with the oil and gas companies using good water for fracking. Use the 

recyclable water for this. 

 I'd like to see the government studies that are on this survey. The population growth does 

not seem correct. I do believe the city needs to do a one-time fix for the pipeline option, use 

the Murray River, it's the only option. Industry is ruining the Peace River. The water 

reclamation program that allowed Shell to buy the water for fracking purposes should not 

have gone through. The city should have paid for that to use. The $70M event centre should 

not have gone through before the pipeline - should have used the money more wisely. Too 

much mismanagement in the council. 

 If there was a public private partnership, then pipeline is a good idea.  Also, we do 

everything we can now to conserve water so we cannot be committed to doing more as there 

isn’t more we can do 
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 If they're going with the pipeline, the oil companies need to be contracted in advance so that 

they're obligated to purchase that water. 

 I'm not particularly impressed that there's such a water shortage, but the fracking industry 

can apparently use as much water as it wants. 

 It is impossible for residents to have an opinion on any of this until there is more 

information.  Is it the Peace or Murray? What is the cost difference? What is the cost per 

household? Why can’t industry and the private sector chip in seeing they are using the 

majority. All of this analysis and surveys are a waste of money and time until there is viable 

information/ 

 More transparency. No more water charges on residents…charge industry, make industry 

pay for upgrades, or higher rates than tax payers 

 Something should be done now. Cut back the fracking. 

 

Comments related to water conservation (4%) 
 A lot of people waste a lot. 

 City look at fresh water use…why use fresh water for washing sidewalks 

 City should restrict their watering of municipal landscaping during drought, as residents 

have to. Explore more drought tolerant plants/ xeriscaping for city plantings 

 Do more to conserve current water supply 

 Everybody is overusing water all over the place. 

 Find ways to reduce amounts of water into system/grey water 

 Homeowners should use water wisely 

 I am already committed to conserving water. People who water all day and night in the 

summer should be fined, there should be people policing the water usage. Find other areas to 

take the money, my income hasn't gone up, nor should I pay more for the water system 

upgrade. We've already had an increase in our water bill. 

 I am willing to cut back my water use within reason, but I grow my own food in my 

vegetable garden. I am not willing to cut back on that when I conserve so much in other 

areas. I don't water my lawn or flowers or wash cars, etc. I do my part. Everybody needs to 

do their part. 

 I see people washing' their vehicles and doing' their lawns when there are restrictions. She 

thinks people just don't care. She feels her water bill is ridiculously high, even higher than 

her gas bill. 

 If they don't start to look after the water system better, in a few years we're going to be 

paying more money out. There are so many cut-backs already. Water costs are still so high 

even when I am conserving water at home indoor and outdoor. 

 Implement fines for people who waste water outside on the sidewalk, or overusing water 

outdoors. 

 In house cut backs, cars usage 

 People need to conserve more water - my neighbours consistently water their lawns. 

 Ridiculous how much water is used by industry and yet I have heard our taxes are going up 

by $800. Not acceptable 

 There should be more policing for water conservation so people don't abuse the water. There 

needs to be more information given to the residents on the SURE WATER campaign - I was 

unaware of this issue so it's hard answering these questions. Bottom line, need more 

information when we don't get the paper or the local news doesn't cover it. 
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 When there are water restrictions there should be fines for people that are over watering, and 

people should have to turn off their automatic sprinklers. 

 

 

Other comments (15%) 
 Build other reservoir 

 In order for growth and sustainability we need a firm and abundant water supply. As far as 

the money, there is a lot of money here - from the cattle, oil and gas, forestry. The economy 

is growing, get the pipeline done. The city backed itself into a corner. The only clear supply 

of water is to put a pipeline in. 

 Can't afford new pipeline right now and restrictions are too tight 

 Do what you want 

 Don’t have enough information to make an informed decision 

 Easy ways to solve water problems 

 He doesn't think it really affects him because he's so old. 

 He was quite disgruntled and just wants water.  He thinks that the council and all of these 

surveys and everything is s**t. 

 He's sceptical that it's taking so long -- he doesn't see why the pipeline from the Murray 

River is so problematic. 

 I don't think the way the water usage charges are fair. I leave sometimes up to 6 months at a 

time, turn our water off and still have increases in water charges. 

 I think it's about time our city council start treating our city like a business. People who are 

in rural areas never had to pay for water, while the city dwellers are paying for taxes and 

suffering with high restrictions. 

 I would like to see an upgraded in the water drainage systems. That would release the 

pressure of the water in the basements. This is an issue in the city that needs to be address 

and do something about it. 

 If they're going to go ahead, they should use a combination of all funding options. 

 I'm a supporter of the pipeline.  Should be stations along the pipeline with untreated water 

that farmers, etc. could access for water.  And they could pay for it, giving revenue. 

 I'm just disappointed to think that we've spent so much money on the arts and sports and 

don't do our housekeeping. 

 It'd be better to get this done now so we're not paying more for it later. 

 It's an important issue that needs to be addressed now. 

 It's necessary to get clear answers on these costs because the longer they wait, the more 

expensive it will get.  Industry expanded too fast without a clear plan re: the water use.  The 

city is in trouble because it isn't getting the rainfall and/or the snow melt. 

 It's ok for me, but I think it's not so good for other people. 

 Like to see city to develop city lots 

 Look at new sewage system as well 

 Make sure the money saved is not used for other projects 

 Move ahead 

 My main concern is my garden, it can’t produce without water, need to resolve it now. 

Don’t band aid it, do the pipeline and then it’s done, waiting and temporarily doing things 

will only cost us more in the long run 
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 Need to know the individual costs for residents before able to have an opinion. Also, with 

the opening up of the dam, and water all going to states is ridiculous.  As well we live on top 

of gas but we pay the highest in the province, things need to change 

 Needed water since the 1950s, cheaper to do more storage.  Need water but people can’t 

afford huge taxes. Find money elsewhere 

 Needs to be fair to everyone including industry should pay and have same rules, no 

exceptions, bylaw officer should be watching more carefully when people watering lawns 

on non-designated days and giving larger fines 

 No more big projects, over burdened by Encana and performing arts centre already 

 No more water rate increases or increased taxes. Paying too much already 

 People who live on fixed incomes or disability aren't able to pay a lot extra per year for 

taxes. 

 Raise rates for industrial use and take transient population into consideration 

 Said that the prior survey last year was flawed and that's why such a large percentage voted 

for the pipeline option.  The city should give the correct information. 

 Senior on own , water is too costly as it is , something needs to change without more cost to 

residents 

 She doesn't want her basic charge on her water bill to increase as she hardly uses any water 

and it's already high enough.  She thinks that people should pay based on a tier system, 

where people who use more pay a higher multiple, thus pay more relatively speaking. 

 She thinks they need a plan for the future.  She doesn't know how it's possible for most 

people to cut back on their water use any more than they already have done.  She thinks that 

this survey and last year's should be geared to homeowners rather than renters as the 

homeowners are the ones paying property taxes. 

 Should have done this a long time ago. 

 Should of done it years ago 

 Something needs to be done, not just talking.  His impression is the federal government 

won't get involved now because there's no concrete plan in place. 

 Spent so much money on the Encana Centre and put them all in debt. 

 Start now, it will just be more expensive in the future 

 The city is so overpriced already for most people to live. There is no middle class in 

Dawson Creek anymore. Seniors, single parents, people on a low fixed income already have 

a hard time living here; paying extra in taxes is going to be a huge burden to those people. 

It's a stress on the working poor and the elderly. 

 The city needs to do something now, too many water restrictions during the growing season.  

Residents are the ones suffering 

 The city should revisit who is using the water. I agree with the population growth. We're not 

in a growth period at all. Why should the citizens who've lived here all their life have to pay 

for industrial use? 

 The city staff should look at their own wage cuts first to generate revenue. 

 The intent of the whole 'fair share' issue was to use the money for upkeep of the 

infrastructure, not operating costs. 

 The longer the city waits the more it will cost. Just do it now 

 The taxpayers have already paid to purchase land and do the engineering studies so that it's 

possible to store the water in drought times. And the city should go ahead with that now. 

 The water issue should have been done long ago instead of the art gallery 
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 They just keep building more and more of these big duplexes and they need to slow down. 

 

 

 They need to upgrade the sewer systems also. 

 They should've done that 20 years ago. 

 They talk about maybe adding it on the taxes, but we pay one of the highest tax rates 

already. 

 They're overcharging for the %**%%** water now anyway! 

 They've had surveys for going on 40 years in Dawson Creek and they haven't done anything 

yet.  He says they have to figure out what to do and do it. 

 Water bills are too high already. 

 Water should a top priority. 

 We are being gouged enough, my water bill in a household of 2 has doubled already 

 Where did you get your stats from? If we have enough water to last us until 2034, why are 

we on tight water restrictions? 

 Why am I phoning when survey came in mail 

 Would like more info on dugouts on private land, etc. Also, industry is a good thing for our 

area however needs to be monitored carefully for safety and protection of the environment. 
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Appendix 4 – Comments From Paper & Online Surveys 
 

 "Reclaimed water" used to find its way back into the reusable water through streams & 

rivers - now you push it down wells & poison it. The world only has a finite amount of 

water. Guard it well. 

 City should halt all potable water sales & access for fracking IMMEDIATELY. City 

should prevent fracking that may affect the City water sources 

 A horrible waste of money was the Arts Centre (K.C.) which serves a fraction of the 

citizens. There is little point in spending money on facilities i.e.: reservoirs - that are not 

always reliable. It is most cost saving to hook into a dependable source of water. Every 

citizen in the City uses water. 

 Act now. To wait will cost much more. 

 As I am on a fixed income it is difficult to pay anymore to upgrade water system. 

 At present time residents can't afford more debt. Especially seniors & low income 

residents. 

 Build a reservoir instead. 

 Build it now 

 Build new water reservoir for more storage 

 But industrial better be committed as well!! I am already water conscious 

 Please don't partner with oil companies! Don't sell out and give them more control! 

 Consider pipeline IF population growth requires more water. If & when the need for 

more water is determined because of population growth. Then there will be more 

taxpayer to share the cost. Long term financing is ok. Better than trying to save in 

advance. 

 Dawson is not going to ever be 30,000 or 16,000 population so make do with what we 

have. Make oil & gas pay. 

 Do not "agree or disagree" as part of the question (one or other-not both) it's confusing 

based upon response received. 

 EVERY DAY I see water sprinklers on in the MIDDLE of the day in MANY areas of 

DC. Also driveways being washed. Waste!! Waste!! Waste!! Waste!! 

 Have industry/government provincial and federal contribute to the pipeline. 

 How come no questions on options of storage reservoir. That makes a lot more sense to 

consider as part of the options. 

 How secure is the water for forest fires? How are seniors or low income be able to 

afford these increase? 

 I am 81 years old & don't use much water & bills are too high! Live alone I can't afford 

to pay more. 

 I am using 9 rain water storage barrels for outdoor use to do my part in conserving 

potable water use. 

 I do conserve water already as much as possible.   * Is this just delaying the inevitable 

need for upgrades? 

 I feel I pay for the water I use ALL of which will recycle itself The oil companies use 

water never to be used again and they do not restrict water use!! 

 I feel the City should go ahead & look for funding for pipeline from government bodies 

& probate funding. If funding is in place go ahead with pipeline 

 I have rain water I use all summer long also fracking should be stopped. In the last 5 
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years I don't even water the yard. 

 I have started to think about moving out of the City because of the absurd rise in current 

& projected expenditures & debt. 

 

 I hope progress will bring industry, so our children can stay in the area. 

 I know for sure the oil companies are ready to contribute money to a pipeline, but they 

need the City to make a firm decision first. Let’s get with it while we have financial 

support at our finger tips. 

 I love D.C. let's move forward. 

 I only believe that I should pay my fair share when it happens. Hope I can live long 

enough to see it. 

 I will move before I have to pay taxes for a pipeline. 

 I would like the city to check a bit more about the ground water aquifers 

 If oil companies still use water for whatever they need in the area why should residents 

reduce their water consumption? Do the population estimates include transient workers 

in the area? 

 If we don't have enough water the whole area would just as well shut down & leave. 

 It is astounding to me that the City even considers that the citizens of DC should pay for 

a pipeline for the most profitable sector in the country/ 

 It is NOT the City of Dawson Creek's mandate to supply industrial water to the lucrative 

industry on the face of the earth!!! 

 It seems that a "pipeline" would be built for oil/gas purposes. Dawson Creek citizens 

should not pay for this. Can this cost be shared by federal/provincial/regional/oil & gas 

companies? 

 Let's keep Dawson Creek alive. 

 Living on a pension and can't afford any more tax hikes!! 

 Look at the cost of the Encana Centre and art centre. Now a Pipeline. When will it stop!! 

You at City Hall spend money like drunken sailors or kids in a candy store. Stop!! 

 Make any big industry pay REALLY big for this valuable resource. 

 Make current & future users use reclaimed water & make them pay they have the money 

& have created the problem.   Stop fracking altogether it's polluting our land. The big 

companies will move on and leave us the mess. Their disregard for our water shouldn't 

make it our problem. 

 No need to jump into this that I can see. 

 Oil & Gas industry should pay costs to bring water from Murray, Peace to South Peace 

area and Dawson Creek pay to bring it to City from where ever facility placed! 

 Oil Companies share pipeline & (illegible writing after this) laid side by side sump 

trench to reduce costs??? 

 Only a professional must do the pipeline and estimates not councillors or some office 

person. 

 Our water system was fine until the oil & gas moved in make them pay heavy they have 

the money. We don't 

 Please send the oil patch to the Rivers to get their frack water and leave ours alone. 

 Save from Fair Share funding for a number of years. 

 Since we need excess water due to oil and gas, what amount would they contribute? 

Also, the Provincial government likes our resources from this part of the province.... 
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What amount are they willing to contribute? 

 So many options pipeline to new source is stupid and prohibitive cost. Improve existing 

& manage 

 Start saving now as long as taxpayers are aware of the total monies put aside for Sure 

Water and it is not filtered to another project. (e.g. Old Post Office Building) 

 Stop the use our potable water for fracking!!! 

 Taxpayer for 56 years. I feel I have paid for any water system delivery & feel that old 

age pensioners should not have to pay for future citizen’s convenience. 

 

The city should start looking for funding so we can look at a new system in 5 years. 

 The oil patch are ready to contribute to a pipeline. But the City has to make a firm 

commitment first. 

 The whole planet is going to see water rationing. 

 These should be prohibited at ANY TIME - Not just in periods of drought!!! 

 This issue is being driven by business people who want to sell potable water for 

fracking. Direct them to the reclaimed water site 

 Tried tell people of power 40 years ago get pipeline from Pine or Peace I was laughed at 

said our plans cover for 50-100 years yep???? 

 UNRELATED TO WATER. The Council needs to address turning this city into a slum 

city which it will be soon by only concentrating on building of duplexes, 4 Plexes and 

town homes. The City of DC is going in a wrong direction here. Not good. 

 Unsure of City holding the cost set out. i.e.: Encana Centre - Calvin Kruk Centre 

 Use sale of water this should eliminate water for fracking before restricting water to 

local tax payers. 

 Very important issue being addressed here. 

 Water is the cheapest commodity on our water bill!  More water storage could be the 

answer for a drought period. 

 We already can't use water for our gardens and lawn is already too costly. It was a better 

place to live 25 years ago! Can't afford to live in Dawson Creek any more, only for gas 

& oil companies and workers. Debt already $29M "Tail wagging the Dog!" Poor 

management. 

 We already conserve. Prohibit fracking altogether.  Involve the young people they will 

be left with the debt. You will need a lot more people to complete the survey in order to 

truly have a picture of what is wanted by the community as a whole. At the last survey 

Bearhole Lake was not an option as at that time there was no license. 

 

 

 We only need a pipeline. 

 Why were those over 60 excluded from the telephone survey? I do not think DC should 

take on another debt for something that may never be needed. I remember downtown 

paving ('50s) & Trail Industrial Park. 

 Will oil companies share pipeline cost? How secure is fire-fighting water? 

 Would reduce home water use - if companies were also forced to use less water - 

Company truck washes etc. stop water use for fracking 

 All sale of bulk water should be discontinued for the use of fracking these sales to be 
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stopped prior to restricting water use by local taxpayers.  

 Use all tax increases due to assessment value increases to fund water projects.  
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